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Extreme flood events are essential for landscape creation, maintenance, and development 
through the unconsolidated sediment they mobilise and deposit – driving large-scale 
morphological change. However, hazard-prone coastal and fluvial floodplains offer socio-
economically favourable conditions leading to the ubiquity of human presence. When floods 
extend into these built environments, they can cause widespread damage to infrastructure and 
pose an immediate threat to human life. Disaster damage costs include expenses associated with 
removing debris, including vast amounts of sediment, to allow access to stricken communities 
and permit an appropriate emergency response. To allow suitable disaster management plans to 
be implemented, there needs to be an increased understanding of sediment routing and 
deposition in built environments. 

Therefore, this research aims to quantitatively investigate flood-driven sediment deposition on 
natural and built coastal and fluvial floodplains to gain physical insight into their comparative 
morphometry and explore how such understanding of landscape dynamics may inform risk 
assessment and management. It achieves this by 1) constructing morphometric scaling 
relationships for real-world coastal deposits, in natural and built settings, after hurricane strikes 
in the US, 2) using CAESAR-Lisflood to assess natural controls on fluvial deposits, 3) 
investigating the impact of built environments on fluvial deposits in CAESAR-Lisflood, 4) 
synthesising this data, combined with examples from external literature.  

Storm size, grain size, and floodplain roughness impart a first-order control on deposit 
morphology. However, the built environment significantly impacts deposit shape and size, 
pertinent as many morphological landscapes depend on sediment delivery. Importantly, volume 
and area scale consistently regardless of the density of the built environment. The ability to 
derive the 3D properties from 2D metrics could help predict disaster impacts and facilitate the 
efficient clean-up of debris post-flood. Nevertheless, the scaling relationships depict a snapshot 
of deposit morphometrics, providing information concerning their morphology at one point in 
time, rather than the underlying dynamics of how they are formed. Consequently, future work 
could investigate the impact of built obstacles on flow dynamics by tracking the disturbance 
imparted by built environments on flow velocities and directions – and the impacts on sediment 
deposition. Finally, trusting models to accurately predict real-world conditions is critical. Here, 
CAESAR-Lisflood is quantitatively validated in its creation of deposits. Technological advances 
will only enable model representations of morphological systems to become more accurate and 
detailed – with the capability to aid policymakers and engineers in disaster impact mitigation.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The geomorphological processes of erosion, transportation, and deposition are vital in 

producing unconsolidated sediment and facilitating its circulation into landscapes (Blum and 

Roberts, 2009; Johnson et al., 2009; Nickling and Neuman, 2009; Jackson and Nordstrom, 2011; 

Manh et al., 2014). Sediment influx and movement are critical for the creation, upkeep, and 

development of morphological landscapes and the landforms within them and for enhancing 

biodiversity through enriching soils with nutrients (Heiler et al., 1995).  

Extreme flow-driven events, including floods, landslides, storms, and volcanic eruptions, can 

redistribute large volumes of sediment across landscapes (Korup, 2012). Such high-energy 

events can increase sediment availability in a morphological domain by instigating high rates of 

erosion (González-Hidalgo et al., 2009; Bookhagen, 2010; Shi et al., 2012) and transporting 

material through landscapes to be deposited elsewhere once energy levels dissipate (Lin et al., 

2008; Korup, 2012; Ralston et al., 2013). For example, earthquakes and storms can induce 

landslides - vastly increasing sediment availability at affected sites (Koi et al., 2008; Chuang et al., 

2009). Meanwhile, volcanic eruptions can produce pyroclastic flows, creating large, easily 

erodible deposits (Fisher, 1979; Houghton and Carey, 2015). In all these extreme scenarios, 

transport of the unconsolidated material to other parts of the landscape typically occurs through 

surface runoff, which can move the sediment into the fluvial network (Dadson et al., 2004; 

Korup, 2012). Consequently, extreme events are morphologically essential for landscape 

development and maintenance, enabling the widespread mobilisation and deposition of 

sediment. 

The research presented in this thesis examines the morphology of flood-driven sediment 

deposits extending onto coastal and fluvial floodplains in natural and built environments. To do 

this, it will examine the size and shape of washover deposits in coastal landscapes and crevasse 

splays in the fluvial domain. Floods, both coastal and fluvial, are likely to continue to rise in 

intensity and frequency because of global climate change (Lim, 2022), coupled with the 

urbanisation of hazard-prone low-lying floodplains (Monk et al., 2019; Andreadis et al., 2022). 

Therefore the impacts of such extreme events on high-risk landscapes must be well understood 

(Donnelly et al., 2006; Tahvildari and Castrucci, 2021). 

1.1 Flooding as a driver of geomorphic change 

Flooding can be defined as the overflowing of the usual confines of a stream or other body of 

water, such as lakes and oceans, or the accumulation of water over areas that are generally not 
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submerged (Douben and Ratnayake, 2005; Field et al., 2012). Fluvial floods usually occur during 

and after rainfall or snowmelt events – whereby the influx of water to a channel leads to the 

breaching of its banks and overland flow (O'Connor and Costa, 2004; Douben, 2006). 

Meanwhile, coastal floods are caused by water surges onto low-lying coastlines instigated by 

storms or strong tides (Holden, 2012; Little et al., 2015). Indeed, near sea level, fluvial flooding 

can be concurrent with storm surges and extreme tides (Brakenridge et al., 2013). Severe floods, 

initiated by intense storms and hurricanes, are the most devastating in terms of damage caused 

(Xian et al., 2015) and total morphological change (Suter et al., 1982; Wernette et al., 2020). Aside 

from the power of the event itself, floods are controlled by factors such as land use, the density 

of drainage networks, and the characteristics of the affected catchment, i.e. shape, size and slope 

(Rudorff et al., 2014; Zope et al., 2016).  

Floods are the most devastating and frequent natural disaster impacting human communities, 

with over 3000 extreme flood events registered in the Emergency Event Database between 1990 

and 2010 (Wang et al., 2011) - affecting approximately three billion people (Smith, 2013). The 

UNDRR (2020) estimate that between 2000 and 2019 floods caused $650 billion worth of 

damages worldwide. In 2016 alone, flooding triggered a global economic cost of approximately 

$56 billion (Wing et al., 2018). These damages accrue from the destructive effect floods can have 

on built infrastructure, i.e. buildings, roads and bridges, and harming agriculture. As a result, 

floods significantly hinder the sustainable development of communities through the damage 

costs incurred and the impact on human life (Di Baldassarre et al., 2013, Hallegatte et al., 2017).  

Looking to the future, a rise in flood risk by a combination of climate change (Purvis et al., 2008; 

Bouwer and Jonkman, 2018) and socioeconomic factors (McGranahan et al., 2007; Best, 2019) 

will increase damages and the number of people affected. By 2070 in 136 coastal cities, the 

population exposed to flood events is expected to increase by more than threefold, alongside 

economic asset exposure rising by up to tenfold (Hanson et al., 2011). Furthermore, it has been 

suggested by Jongman et al. (2012) that based on population factors, economic exposure will 

rise from $46 trillion in 2010 to $158 trillion by 2050. Finally, under a 1.5oC rise in global 

temperatures, floods will affect approximately 100% more people and increase damage costs by 

around 120% (Best, 2019). In a stark warning - Hirabayashi et al. (2013) imply that without 

management action, total flood damages could rise by up to a factor of 20. Therefore, the 

impacts of flood events must be well-understood to enable effective management and recovery 

plans to be put in place.  
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1.2 Flood-driven deposition 

1.2.1 Deposits in coastal and fluvial environments 

Floodwaters can transport copious quantities of sediment into the affected landscapes. As the 

flood flows move across a floodplain, its energy dissipates, which causes the entrained material 

to be deposited when the transport capacity is exceeded. In the coastal domain, these post-flood 

relics are termed washover deposits (Morton and Sallenger, 2003; Donnelly et al., 2006). 

Meanwhile, crevasse splays are depositional landforms produced during fluvial floods when 

levee breaches occur (Nienhuis et al., 2018). Past work has described these two types of deposits 

in both coastal and fluvial landscapes as fan-like in shape (Donnelly et al., 2006; Lazarus, 2016; 

Yuill et al., 2016) - produced as the floodwater moves across a relatively unconfined terrain 

(Iacobucci et al., 2020). However, these two depositional landforms differ in the initial transport 

processes that instigate landform creation. Washover typically forms when storm surges overtop 

a foredune (Nienhuis et al., 2018), whereas, crevasse splays develop following levee breaches 

(natural/artificial) - instigated during periods of peak discharge in the initial flooding phase 

(Farrell, 2001; Toonen et al., 2016). As such, washover formation is characterised by a broad 

overtopping of water, whilst the flood flow is more concentrated through levee breaches to 

create splays.  

Despite this, once the initial processes have occurred and the floodwater/storm surges 

propagate into relatively flat floodplains, the formation of both landforms rely on similar fluid 

dynamics and the associated sediment transport processes – that heavily depend on the energy 

of floodwaters, and as such, the depositional processes are similar. As well as this, it is well-

documented that the storm size, grain size, density and presence of vegetation, and landscape 

topography influence the morphology of deposits in both environments (Donnelly et al., 2006; 

Matias et al., 2016; Millard et al., 2017). Therefore, there is a solid basis for the deposits being 

morphologically alike. Suppose the flood-driven sediment deposits formed in both settings can 

be shown to be similar in their morphology? In that case, it could provide a platform to 

investigate their controls in tandem, with both washover and crevasse splays being vital 

components within their respective floodplains. 

From morphological and ecological standpoints, the importance of flood-driven sediment 

deposition in the natural environment is tied to the landscape's creation, development, and 

upkeep. For example, barrier islands can act as protection systems for coastal communities, as 

well as back-barrier ecosystems, which usually encompass high-value ecosystem services 

(Plomaritis et al., 2018). Such locations rely on the repetitive sediment supply from storm surges 
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to sustain their height and width relative to sea level (Fitzgerald et al., 2008; McCall et al., 2010). 

Consequently, the consistent input of flood-driven sediment keeps the sediment budget of these 

low-lying coastlines in a dynamic equilibrium – supporting them against the threat of sea level 

rise (Rodriguez et al., 2020). Indeed, sediment supply to fluvial floodplains plays a similar role. 

Fluvial flooding which instigates crevasse splay formation works to construct and regulate the 

elevation of floodplains (Croke et al., 2013) and contribute to their evolution – controlling the 

creation of hillslopes, alluvial fans, and other landforms (Walling and He, 1998; Bridge, 2003). 

Extreme flood events, in both coastal and fluvial settings, are vital for the ecology and 

productivity of these morphological landscapesas they act as vectors of nutrients and sediment. 

For example, coastal storm surges deliver saltwater and sediment to low-lying shorelines, crucial 

for the conception and upkeep of salt marshes and dune habitats – rich, biodiverse ecosystems 

(Seavey et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2016; Goldstein and Moore, 2016). In addition, by reducing the 

quantity and density of sand-trapping vegetation, washover deposits increase the potential for 

aeolian transport across a barrier system – promoting the formation of dune fields. Also, heavy 

rainfall events allow fluvial floodplains to benefit from an influx of chemicals as the higher 

amounts of sedimentation during these extreme events positively correlate with higher 

quantities of organic carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus – promoting richer biodiversity and 

increased vegetation growth (Baldwin and Mitchell, 2000; Steiger and Gurnell, 2003; Olde 

Venterink et al., 2006). 

1.2.2 Deposits in natural and built environments 

The morphology of sediment deposits formed from extreme events is typically investigated in 

natural systems with minimal human presence or infrastructure, in order to minimise 

confounding factors that may confuse traditional theories of sediment transport. Deposits in 

natural settings have been studied extensively. The effect of topography and sediment size on 

landslide deposit morphology has been quantified using models and LiDAR (Light Detection 

and Ranging) (Glenn et al., 2006; Frattini and Crosta, 2013). Moreover, deposits from fluvial 

floods have been measured (Millard et al., 2017; Nienhuis et al., 2018), with studies also exploring 

deposit morphology in natural coastal environments (Donnelly et al., 2006; Donnelly et al., 2009).  

A key caveat to this line of research is that human domination of previously natural 

environments means undeveloped low-lying floodplains are rare (Foley et al., 2005; Venter et al., 

2016). Coastal and fluvial floodplains offer favourable socio-economic development conditions, 

such as access to trade routes, improved agricultural productivity, guaranteed water supply, and 

fishing opportunities (De Stefano et al., 2017; Viero et al., 2019). Consequently, human presence 
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on low-lying floodplains is ubiquitous. Quantitatively, over 50% of the world's population lives 

within 3km of freshwater (Fang et al., 2021), whilst over 1.4 million people inhabit barrier islands 

along the US Atlantic and Gulf coasts (Zhang and Leatherman, 2011). 

Encompassed in the global disaster damage costs are outlays focussed on removing debris from 

built settings post-storm – which can include vast deposits of sediment ranging from hundreds 

of thousands to millions of m3 (Brown et al., 2011; Periathamby et al., 2012; Lazarus and 

Goldstein, 2019; Montreuil et al., 2020). During the immediate aftermath of these events, 

disaster-induced debris can block roads preventing access to emergency services and external 

support, causing challenges for public officials (Kobayashi, 1995; USEPA, 2008). Moreover, the 

clean-up of this sediment can be time-consuming and expensive (FEMA, 2007). Subsequently, 

to reduce damage costs associated with extreme events, it is vital to predict disaster impacts and 

prepare populations (Smith, 2013). Predicting the effects of floods requires knowledge and 

understanding of their physical consequences from measurement and modelling (Klemas, 2009; 

Huang et al., 2021). 

However, researching the sedimentary consequences of floods in the built environment can 

prove troublesome. Rapid clearance of debris from streets and roads to facilitate emergency 

response and recovery means the deposits tend to go uncaptured (Lazarus and Goldstein, 2019). 

Nevertheless, a growing body of research investigates how sediment deposition during extreme 

events interact with natural and built settings in fundamentally diverse ways. Presently, most of 

the work is more qualitative than quantitative and is from a range of morphological fields, 

including volcanic eruptions (Gurioli et al., 2005; Doronzo and Dellino, 2011), landslides 

(Papathoma-Köhle et al., 2017), tsunamis (Bricker et al., 2015), and fluvial and coastal floods 

(Nelson and Leclair, 2006; Rogers et al., 2015; Lazarus et al., 2022). Indeed, it can also be 

thematically related to atmospheric research concerning air flows over and between buildings 

(Britter and Hanna, 2003). These studies have highlighted how built infrastructure can cause 

dispersion and turbulence in flows – which are absent in natural environments. As quantitative 

data concerning the makeup of built environments becomes more available, the ability to 

research their impact on morphological features becomes easier (Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 

2013).  

Thus far, Nelson and Leclair (2006) have undertaken the lone study into flood-driven sediment 

deposits entering built fluvial environments. Their study focussed on a large sandy crevasse 

splay deposit formed during Hurricane Katrina after a levee failure, with the resultant deposit 

covering approximately 54,670 m2 (schematically shown in Figure 1-2, panel D). They 

qualitatively highlighted that the local street network and the layout of the built infrastructure 
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controlled the spatial spread of the deposit and its ensuing geometry. Their investigation 

suggests that channelisation of the flow and sediment down open streets was evident – with the 

impervious surfaces providing efficient pathways, whilst high-velocity zones were created 

between buildings. 

An important paper by Nordstrom (1994) indicates that coastal landscapes are continuously and 

rapidly being altered to suit anthropogenic needs, ranging from the destruction of stabilising 

vegetation to the construction of buildings and roads. From this, he suggests that the presence 

of built environments on previously natural land disturb the historic sediment flux in the area 

by changing the ability for sediment to be transported unhampered, and shifting the locations 

of sediment sources and sinks. Such a change in sediment budgets indicates that the long-term 

future of low-lying barrier islands is in doubt as the repetitive influx of sediment into the 

landscape could be altered – pointing towards barrier drowning (Rogers et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, this effect on the sediment budget can have knock-on impacts on nearby 

undeveloped areas – by instigating faster erosion and changing sediment availability. 

Consequently, landscapes transformed by human activity, whether it be roads, buildings, or even 

flood defences such as sea walls and groynes (Nordstrom, 1994), represent distinct depositional 

systems to the natural environment. Therefore, it can be deduced that results obtained from 

geomorphic research of extreme flow events impacting natural environments are not 

representative of extreme events affecting built-up areas. The effect of human activity highlights 

the need for an increased understanding of sediment routing in anthropogenically-developed 

settings to allow appropriate disaster management plans to be put in place. Thus, developing 

knowledge of the morphology of flood deposits in different depositional environments would 

represent a step towards understanding disaster impacts and risk whilst allowing preparation for 

disaster response. 
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1.2.3 Four depositional contexts 

This thesis will study four distinct depositional environments derived from the outlines above. 

These are defined as coastal and fluvial floodplains – split into natural and built settings – as 

shown in Figure 1-1. The research will quantitatively assess the morphometrics of flood-driven 

sediment deposits (washover and crevasse splays) produced in these four settings, comparing 

coastal and fluvial deposits, natural and built. 

  

Figure 1-1 A schematic diagram comprising the four depositional environments to be 

investigated within this thesis: natural and built coastal and fluvial floodplains. 

In addition, Figure 1-2 illustrates examples of flood-driven sediment deposition in each of the 

four environments. As can be seen, the natural examples in panels A (coastal – washover) and 

C (fluvial – crevasse splays) are semi-circular-like fans – and bear a resemblance to one another. 

In contrast, the built examples in panels B (coastal) and D (fluvial) show immediate distortion 

from the natural norms – with the flood-driven sediment deposits branching around buildings 

and channelling down streets (Nelson and Leclair, 2006).  
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Figure 1-2  Examples of flood-driven sediment deposits in four environments.  A) natural 

coasts (Hurricane Nate 2017, provided by NOAA), 2), B) built coasts (Hurricane 

Sandy, 2012, provided by NOAA), C) natural fluvial (van Dinter and van Zijverden, 

2010) and D) built fluvial (Nelson and Leclair, 2006). 
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1.3 Morphometric scaling relationships 

An appropriate methodology was sought to facilitate a quantitative comparison between the 

morphology of flood-driven sediment deposits in the four defined landscape environments. 

Therefore, scaling relationships will be constructed based on the morphometric attributes of a 

broad sample of the sediment landforms in each depositional environment.  

Morphometric scaling relationships are formalised expressions defining consistent mathematical 

relationships between geometric attributes of morphological features (Dodds and Rothman, 

2000; Lazarus, 2016). They are often presented as a power relationship (Lazarus et al., 2020), 

with the size metrics in natural log form. Typically, morphometric scaling relationships are built 

using the empirical measurements of well-developed static landforms or a large sample of the 

landform at a specific moment – with the size components of landforms able to be plotted 

against each other. Scaling relationships are beneficial as they can provide a predictive tool to 

estimate one size measure from another. For example, Montgomery and Dietrich (1988) found 

that a drainage basin's length scales directly with its area - even over several orders of size - 

suggesting that if the basin's length is known, its area can be estimated. Consequently, scaling 

relationships can show how two physical measures can relate to one another, even when the 

complex mechanics driving the processes within a landscape remain unclear (Kirchner, 1993).  

However, morphometric scaling relationships constructed using snapshots of landforms, i.e. 

static allometry, are restricted to offering quantitative information about the relationships 

between attributes at one point in time (Bull, 1975) and so do not address the how and why 

elements of landform formation and development. As such, these scaling relationships detail 

the terminal morphology of landforms without getting into the underpinning dynamics. 

Therefore, the relationships are the consequence of the physical processes rather than a direct 

measure of the morphodynamics during landform formation (Mackin, 1963; Lazarus et al., 

2020). Thus, additional study would be necessary to explore the processes governing the 

morphometrics of landscape features. Nonetheless, morphometric scaling relationships based 

on static landforms offer a quantitative signature of the intrinsic structure of landscape features 

in various morphological environments (Dodds and Rothman, 2000; Edmonds et al., 2011).  

So far, scaling relationships have been observed for natural washover deposits (Lazarus, 2016), 

yet there has been no visualisation of the impacts of natural environmental conditions such as 

storm size and grain size. In addition, there has been limited quantification of flood-driven 

landform morphology in the fluvial domain – although real-world examples of the landforms 

have been studied and measured (Millard et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2022). Furthermore, scaling 
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relationships remain relatively unquantified where flood-driven depositional landforms intrude 

onto anthropogenically altered floodplains. Currently, scaling relationships derived from 

deposits in built environments have been studied in flume experiments by Lazarus et al. (2022), 

which extended on work by Rogers et al. (2015) along US coastlines post Hurricane Sandy. They 

demonstrated how 2D metrics could start to be scaled with 3D size measures, e.g. area and 

volume – opening the door for future management practices to be more informed.  

Therefore, in this research, the scaling rules will comprise various size metrics, including length, 

perimeter, area, and volume. The morphometric components are illustrated schematically in 

Figure 1-3. Such scaling relationships will permit the coastal deposits to be directly compared 

to those in fluvial environments to evaluate whether they collapse to similar scaling relationships 

despite the initial transport processes differing, and will also enable the assessment of 

morphological differences between natural and built settings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-3 Selected morphometric characteristics of flood-driven sediment deposits. These 

include length (L), perimeter (P), area (A – 2D), and volume (V – 3D).  
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Morphometric measurements will be recorded for a series of landforms to assess the 

morphology of natural and built flood-driven sediment deposits. In this work, natural 

environments are equivalent to “unbuilt” floodplains – where built infrastructure is absent. I 

examine coastal examples from NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) 

post-storm imagery and fluvial examples generated using the CAESAR-Lisflood morphological 

model (Coulthard et al., 2013). The morphometric components of these deposits will allow the 

comparison of scaling relationships, alongside landform sizes, between a range of depositional 

settings and under various environmental conditions.  

1.4 Aims and research questions 

The overall aim of this thesis is to quantitatively investigate flood-driven sediment deposition 

on natural and built coastal (washover deposits) and fluvial (crevasse splays) floodplains to gain 

physical insight into their comparative morphometry and explore how such understanding of 

landscape dynamics may inform risk assessment and management. 

I address this aim through the following research questions: 

• Research Question 1: What is the morphometry of flood-driven deposits in natural - coastal and 

fluvial floodplains? What natural environmental conditions control sediment deposit morphology? 

• Research Question 2: How does the morphometry of flood-driven deposits differ between natural 

(unbuilt) and built floodplains? How might the spatial characteristics of built environments determine 

the size and distribution of flood-driven deposits?  

• Research Question 3: Are flood-driven deposits in coastal and fluvial settings morphologically 

similar? How do they compare to depositional landforms from broader literature?  
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1.5 Thesis outline 

To address the aim and research questions, this thesis contains eight further chapters: 

Chapter 2: Sediment deposits on coastal floodplains 

This chapter reviews the literature on flood-driven coastal sediment deposits, from their 

formation and importance in the natural environment to controls on their morphology, and 

summarises the current knowledge regarding deposits in built coastal environments. 

Chapter 3: Comparing hurricane-driven deposit morphology in natural and built coastal 

environments 

This chapter examines washover deposition in natural and built coastal environments, using 

aerial imagery to identify real-world deposits in natural and built settings along the Atlantic and 

Gulf coasts of the US. Deposit morphometry is compared by generating scaling relationships 

differentiated by natural and built environments.  

Chapter 4: Sediment deposits on fluvial floodplains 

This chapter reviews the literature on the morphology of fluvial flood-driven sediment deposits, 

surveying morphological models and validating the model chosen in this thesis. 

Chapter 5: Modelling controls on crevasse splay morphology on a deliberately simplified 

floodplain  

This chapter delivers quantitative evidence of the impact of various environmental conditions 

on crevasse splay morphology. The effects of storm size, grain size, and floodplain roughness 

are observed by developing scaling relationships and investigating size parameters. This analysis 

uses CAESAR-Lisflood, a numerical process-based model, to generate a series of flood-driven 

sediment deposits on a simplified floodplain.  

Chapter 6: Modelling impacts of the built environment on crevasse splay morphology 

This chapter focuses on the influence of the built environment on flood-driven sediment 

deposition on a fluvial floodplain. Morphometric scaling laws demonstrate the effects of built 

infrastructure on crevasse splay deposits modelled with CAESAR-Lisflood, as well as examining 

the effect of the built environment on deposit size metrics. 
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Chapter 7: Synthesis of coastal and fluvial analyses 

This synthesis combines the results from the coastal and fluvial depositional environments to 

compare the morphometry of flood-driven deposits in natural and built settings, and compares 

the data collected for this thesis with data reported in the existing literature.  

Chapter 8: Implications 

This chapter addresses the three core research questions and discusses the broader implications 

of this work, focusing on its relevance to predicting and managing hazard impacts. Given 

anthropogenic changes to sediment budgets, this chapter also considers the long-term 

survivability of hazard-prone low-lying floodplains. Finally, this chapter frames future research 

avenues that may provide further insight into flood-driven sediment deposits on coastal and 

fluvial floodplains in natural and built environments. 
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Chapter 2 Sediment deposits on coastal floodplains 

In this background chapter, I explore the current understanding of overwash occurrence and 

processes, the subsequent morphological impacts, and the potential effect of built environments 

on natural coastal sediment dynamics. I begin with a brief introduction to coastal flooding and 

explain the need to study its impacts. I then define overwash with respect to four distinct 

processes and highlight its importance to low-lying coastlines. In the third section, I focus on 

the sediment deposits formed during overwash events, the natural controls on their 

morphology, and the effect built environments have on these deposits and sediment budgets in 

general. Lastly, I summarise the gaps existing in the research relating to the sediment deposit 

morphology along low-lying coasts.  

2.1 Coastal floods 

Coastal floods usually occur due to powerful waves instigated by storms and/or high tides 

(Kirkpatrick and Olbert, 2020). Cyclones and hurricanes can cause storm surges and high waves 

which intrude over a beach and onto natural and human-altered landscapes. Coastal regions 

most susceptible to flooding include barrier islands, low-lying shores, atoll islands, and deltas. 

During recent decades, coastal populations have grown faster than the mean global population 

(McGranahan et al., 2007), with this disparity driven by favourable socio-economic conditions, 

including the desire to access trade routes and fishing opportunities (De Stefano et al., 2017; 

Viero et al., 2019).  

Over 600 million people inhabit these coastal flood-prone landscapes (<10 m elevation), with 

Merkens et al. (2016) predicting a rise to over 1 billion by 2050. Climate change is expected to 

increase the coastal flood hazard globally – driven by rises in sea level (thermal expansion and 

ice sheet/glacier melting), precipitation, and storm winds (Purvis et al., 2008; Bouwer and 

Jonkman, 2018). In addition, a warmer atmosphere will have a higher carrying capacity 

promoting increased moisture content, potentially leading to more intense precipitation 

extremes (Pfahl et al., 2017; Bevacqua et al., 2020). These factors will increase coastal flood 

damage. The global costs under current protection measures could reach US$1 trillion, and even 

with infrastructure adaptations, global costs are expected to top US$60 billion annually by 2050, 

a rise from US$6 billion in 2005 (Hallegatte et al., 2013). Therefore, accurate and thorough 

predictions of the amount and distribution of storm damage are vital for coastal planners, giving 

them a greater chance to mitigate impacts on human life and economic cost (Donnelly et al., 

2006). 
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2.2 Overwash 

2.2.1 Storm classifications 

The impacts of coastal storms have been classified by Sallenger (2000) into four distinct regimes: 

swash, collision, overwash, and inundation, with each classification uniquely affecting landscape 

morphology by having different effects on the sediment budget of the coastlines affected. These 

sediment budget differences are caused by the range in magnitudes of erosion and accretion 

occurring in each storm regime. Swash occurs when the dunes restrict the stormwaters to the 

foreshore of the beach. Here, the erosion becomes replenished post-storm; consequently, there 

is no net change within the sediment budget. The collision regime typically involves a net loss 

in sediment budget caused by erosion when the storm run-up strikes the base of the foredune, 

with a lack of subsequent replenishment (Ruggiero et al., 2001). The third regime is overwash 

which arises when the run-up exceeds the height of the dune/berm crest (Dhigh). Lastly, 

inundation, the fourth regime, occurs when the sea level rise caused by a storm is enough to 

submerge a barrier island/low-lying coast. Both 'overwash' and 'inundation' regimes are 

morphologically significant as they lead to the erosion of the dune system with the sediment 

produced subsequently transported inland. The storm's power and the foreshore's dune 

morphology govern the type of regime that occurs (Figure 2-1). Notably, the more substantial 

the storm, the more likely overwash and inundation will occur regardless of the initialbarrier 

morphology (Matias et al., 2008) e.g. dune topography, habitats i.e. salt marshes and mangroves, 

and anthropogenic structures such as seawalls. 

 

Figure 2-1 The impact of storm size and dune morphology on the chance of overwash and 

inundation taking place (Matias et al., 2008). 
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2.2.2 Occurrence and types of overwash 

Overwash is caused by a combination of wave run-up, storm surge and wave setup (Carruthers 

et al., 2013). An episode of overwash can occur over timeframes of minutes to days, during 

which several individual overwash events can occur for under a minute each (Leatherman, 

1976). Overwash frequency is the number of overwash events per second, and the return period 

is the average time between two events (Matias and Masselink, 2017). Overwash occurrence, 

frequency, and magnitude are controlled by a variety of factors, including shoreline orientation 

(Fletcher et al., 1995), marine conditions, i.e. bathymetry and wave height (Houser, 2012), and 

the topography of the beach, the back-barrier, and the dune system (Donnelly and Sallenger, 

2007). The water level during storms is fundamental in inducing overwash, with episodes 

generally associated with a range of wave heights offshore, e.g. up to 4m (Leatherman, 1976) 

and 9m (FitzGerald et al., 1994). Overwash events unrelated to storms can be triggered by 

extreme tides, lagoon floods (Nguyen et al., 2006) and even El Niño events (Morton et al., 2000). 

Overwash morphology can be separated into four processes: crest accumulation, crest lowering, 

minor inundation, and complete inundation, which fall into two distinct categories: run-up and 

inundation (Donnelly et al., 2004; Blenkinsopp et al., 2016). The four processes can sometimes 

occur during the same storm event either in synchronisation due to local differences in beach 

crest height or chronologically on account of variations in water level during a storm event. 

Donnelly et al. (2004) used a series of cross-sectional diagrams depicting the respective wave 

setups and barrier morphologies to classify the overwash regimes. Run-up overwash, illustrated 

in Figure 2-2, happens when the wave run-up overtops the fore dune (Carruthers et al., 2013). 

The excess wave run-up, ΔR, is calculated as the sum of wave run-up height (R) and storm surge 

height (S), with dune height (dc) then subtracted.  

Run-up overwash is associated with smaller storms and high tides (Leatherman et al., 1977). The 

two types of run-up overwash, crest accumulation and crest lowering, differ due to dissimilarities 

in the relative magnitudes of R, S, and dc. Crest accumulation (Orford et al., 2003) occurs when 

R + S is slightly above the dc value, where the wave run-up reaches the beach crest but lacks the 

energy to carry sediment further. In this scenario, a few infrequent waves, characterised by a 

low ΔR, overtop the dune. As a result, a limited amount of sediment is transported inland, with 

the sand deposited predominantly on the dune crest (Leatherman, 1976). When this process 

recurs several times at the same water level, crest height progressively increases, potentially 

preventing future overtopping of the dune system (Orford et al., 2003).  

In crest lowering, the other regime of run-up overwash (Donnelly et al., 2006), the value of S is 

higher than in the crest accumulation regime but remains lower than dc. This leads to a higher 
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frequency of waves characterised by an R and ΔR, sufficient to overtop the dune. Regarding the 

morphological impact, crest lowering causes erosion from the dune face or the crest, thus 

lowering the elevation. The eroded sediment is transported inland and deposited in the back-

barrier (Zhu and Kobayashi, 2021). 

 

Figure 2-2 Cross-section schematic of a barrier experiencing run-up overwash (Donnelly et al., 

2004). ΔR = excess wave run-up, R = wave run-up height, S = storm surge height, 

dc = dune height with respect to mean water level.   

The other overwash mechanisms fit into the inundation overwash category and occur when S 

exceeds dc – with the mean water level (derived from figures including storm surge) surpassing 

the crest elevation (Sherwood et al., 2014; VanDusen et al., 2016). Inundation overwash can lead 

to the water levels of the ocean and the bay behind the barrier becoming linked when water 

from the ocean flows continuously over the barrier system. As a result, a gradient can be created 

due to the elevation difference between the bay and ocean water levels, acting as a primary driver 

of morphological change (Engelstad et al., 2017). Within the inundation overwash classification, 

water easily overtops a beach, and the dune system, and two regimes can occur based on the 

inundation magnitude.  

Inundation overwash can be split into minor and complete inundation (Donnelly et al., 2006). 

Minor inundation, referred to as "constant flow over the beach crest" (Donnelly et al., 2004; 

Figlus et al., 2011), is described in Figure 2-3. In this case, S constantly exceeds dc either during 

extreme storms or where the beach crest is of low elevation and, therefore, susceptible to 

flooding. Sediment is usually removed from the face of the beach and occasionally also from 

the back-barrier. However, one or more of the barrier width, topography (e.g. rear dunes), 

porosity, and/or surface friction prevent the overwash from reaching the bay. Surface friction, 
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often increased by the presence of vegetation, can cause the overwash to deposit sediment. The 

local wave height at the beach crest (Hc) can influence the quantity of water and sediment 

transported into the back-barrier through mass flux and sediment mixing. 

 

Figure 2-3 Schematic of the overwash regime of minor inundation  (Donnelly et al., 2004). 

Complete inundation (Figure 2-4) is "constant flow over a prominent dune feature", and where 

S significantly exceeds dc during extreme storms, leading to inundation of the whole barrier or 

beach system (Donnelly et al., 2004). As stated above, when overwash flows reach the bay behind 

the barrier, then the ocean and bay water levels may become coupled, and a water gradient can 

form. The elevation difference between the mean ocean water level and bay water levels is 

referred to as db. In this regime, if coupling happens, the magnitude of the water gradient can 

be defined as S – db, and this can control the quantity of overwash flow and sediment entrained. 

Complete inundation causes widespread erosion of the shoreline and reduces the height of the 

dune crest, with the sediment deposited inland. This regime has the highest likelihood of causing 

breaches in the dune/beach crest (Kraus and Wamsley, 2003). During these events, the localised 

inundation through beach crest gaps can form temporary breaches, which then close post-storm 

when the water level returns to normal. Sheet overwash, where the water overtops a vast lateral 

extent of the beach, usually occurs when the crest is uniformly low (Orford et al., 2003) or during 

extreme storms (Fisher and Stauble, 1977). 
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Figure 2-4 Schematic of complete inundation overwash  (Donnelly et al., 2004). 

2.2.3 The importance of overwash 

The overwash process is vital for the morphology and ecology of many natural landscapes. Over 

100s to 1000s years, the sediment delivery by overwash is constructive, allowing barrier islands 

and low-lying coasts to retain their height and width relative to sea level, acting as a quasi-

continuous process to shape shorelines (Leatherman, 1988, Nienhuis and Lorenzo‐Trueba, 

2019). Barrier islands can protect coastal communities and back-barrier ecosystems, which 

usually encompass high-value ecosystem services (Plomaritis et al., 2018). Rising sea levels cause 

barrier islands and shorelines to migrate landwards (Davis, 1985). Therefore, repetitive 

overwash is necessary to sustain sandy barrier islands as it maintains the net volume of the 

barrier system whilst the landscape migrates (Dolan and Godfrey, 1973).  

Overwash transports sediment from the nearshore and foreshore to the back-barrier to be 

deposited as elevated landforms in a process termed "rollover" (Matias et al., 2016; Plomaritis et 

al., 2018). Overwash and the ensuing rollover help a barrier system to survive by preventing 

barrier drowning (Lorenzo-Trueba and Ashton, 2014). This highlights the morphological 

importance of episodic overwash for keeping the sediment budget in a dynamic equilibrium and 

supporting the response of transgressive barrier islands to the threat of sea level rise (Kraft et 

al., 1973, Rodriguez et al., 2020). 

Overwash plays a crucial ecological role in creating and developing unique habitats. Here, one 

such unique habitat, the salt marsh, will be detailed with respect to the overwash process. 
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Initially, new sediment deposits provide a base for the growth of salt marshes which are coastal 

wetlands regularly flooded and drained by tidal seawaters (Walters et al., 2014; Schuerch et al., 

2018). Overwash deposition reduces the quantity and density of sand-trapping vegetation, 

increasing the potential for aeolian transport of sand across a barrier system. Consequently, 

dune fields are formed alongside the re-establishment of grasses (Rodriguez et al., 2020). If 

minimal disruption exists, the new dune system and sand flats will offer a substrate suitable for 

salt marshes. Once the ecosystems are in place, the sediment movement by overwash helps 

protect these ecosystems from sea level rise whilst adding a vast quantity of nutrients, and 

enhancing productivity (Mendelssohn and Kuhn, 2003). These salt marshes and tidal wetlands 

provide essential ecosystem services (Eisma, 1998, Kennish, 2001; Fagherazzi et al., 2020), e.g. 

they offer a rich biodiverse habitat for animals and plants by stimulating vegetation growth 

(Costanza et al., 1997; McKee and Cherry, 2009). In addition, salt marshes lower the potential 

for storm surges flowing inland. The halophytic vegetation present can add friction to the 

environment – attenuating waves and slowing flows (Bendoni et al., 2019). Consequently, salt 

marshes and barrier systems can be seen as natural flood defences (Langley et al., 2009; Leonardi 

et al., 2018). However, there is a balance between overwash and salt marshes' upkeep - as thick 

sediment deposition can bury vegetation and lead to widespread plant mortality (Wang and 

Horwitz, 2007). Therefore, the thickness of overwash deposits, which is likely to increase due 

to more powerful storms and sea level rise, has the potential to make salt marshes less resilient 

(Kirwan et al., 2016). 

2.3 Washover 

Washovers are depositional sedimentary landforms created by overwash events. Washover is 

predominantly active during extreme storm events and can appear as post-flood relics (Galloway 

and Hobday, 1996). This landform is produced when the energy of overwash carrying sediment 

across a beach crest dissipates, such that it deposits the entrained material. Schwartz (1982) 

suggested that washover is more likely to occur in storm-inflicted regions characterised by < 

2m tidal ranges (micro-tidal) than those in 2-4m tidal range (meso-tidal) settings. This is because 

strong tidal currents can redistribute sandy sediment from within the washover and its margins 

to elsewhere (Leatherman and Zaremba, 1986). The thickness of deposits formed by a single 

overwash episode can rangefrom 2 cm to 2 m (Sedgwick and Davis, 2003, Hudock et al., 2014). 

The sediment deposits' overarching morphology is primarily due to the overwash regime 

occurring during flooding. Each regime exhibits different energy levels, affecting both the 

quantity of sediment that can be transported and the amount of erosion of the beach and dune 
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crest. Figure 2-5 illustrates the three types of washover deposits: fans, terraces, and sheetwash, 

which can form under specific overwash regimes.  

 

Figure 2-5 The three types of washover deposits: fans, terraces and sheetwash  (Donnelly et 

al., 2006). 

When run-up overwash occurs, washover morphology is primarily governed by the topography 

of the barrier landscape and the excess wave run-up (ΔR). Washover fans are distinctive artefacts 

of run-up overwash, formed where the dunes are relatively high compared to the wave run-up, 

but where dune topography is uneven along the shoreline. They can appear as singular, isolated 

deposits or are regularly spaced along the shoreline (Lazarus, 2016). Distinct washover fans are 

created where the storm surge surpasses the elevation of the minor dunes but is blocked by 

neighbouring dunes of higher elevation. The run-up overwash is constricted by the openings 

and then funnelled through the beach crest/foredune, with the overwash spreading once on the 

back-barrier. Depositional fans are created when water on the back-barrier is affected by friction 

and percolation, which cause the water mass to decelerate, losing the energy required to 

transport its sediment load. Therefore, washover fans are commonly described as shaped like a 

teardrop oriented perpendicular from the shore with a drainage "throat" feature channelling 

through the dune breach from the ocean into the fan (Lazarus, 2016). 

During run-up overwash episodes, washover terraces can also be formed. Washover terraces 

are "elongated deposits oriented parallel to the shore" (Schwartz, 1982, Morton and Paine, 1985, 

Morton and Sallenger, 2003). The morphological conditions associated with terrace landform 

development include a narrow barrier island, low-elevation dunes, and small distances 

alongshore between crests and breaches (Morton and Sallenger, 2003). When these criteria are 

fulfilled, it can lead to washover fans occurring more frequently along a stretch of shoreline. 

The borders between the washover fans can then become blurred, and a series of fans may 
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merge into a "terrace". Terraces may also form on coastlines where the foredune or beach crest 

elevation is uniform alongshore and is exceeded by the maximum storm surge. Consequently, 

washover terraces can either appear as a deposit with a similar intrusion length along its entire 

width or highly irregular intrusion lengths and has the potential to reach any existing back-

barrier bays/lagoons. This variety of intrusion length is determined by the local topography of 

the land, the presence of vegetation, and the interactions between the currents during sediment 

deposition (Morton and Sallenger, 2003). 

In contrast, inundation overwash has the potential to produce sheetwash which are widespread 

washover extending 100s to 1000s metres in width across an alongshore segment of the beach 

(Morton and Sallenger, 2003; Donnelly et al., 2006; Rogers et al., 2015; Lazarus, 2016). These 

deposits occur where dunes are lower than the storm surge – either from beach conditions 

existing pre-storm or following the reduction of crest height by persistent wave action and 

overwash. During the formation of sheetwash deposits, the sediment transport is continuous 

across the dune system with no lateral confinement of the water and sediment flow, resulting in 

sediment deposits reaching and extending into any existing back-barrier bay/lagoon (Morton 

and Sallenger, 2003, Donnelly et al., 2006). The duration of the flooding drives the amount of 

morphological change caused by inundation overwash. Bedforms associated with sheetwash 

deposits include thin zones of erosion and deposition forming outlines parallel to the flow 

direction from the shore to the back-barrier.  

The extent and planform of the washover deposits formed during overwash can be shaped by: 

the topography encountered on the foredune and the back-barrier; the barrier island width; 

vegetation presence and type (Donnelly et al., 2006); the size of the sediment deposited, and the 

size of the waves and storm (Liu and Fearn, 2000). Morton and Sallenger (2003) imply that the 

classification of washover is directly linked to the deposit volume, with sheetwash and washover 

fans having the largest and lowest volumes, respectively.  

2.3.1 Natural controls on washover morphology 

Washover deposits form in different shapes and sizes. However, when formed in an 

undisturbed, relatively flat coastal environment, they are typically teardrop in shape once they 

have extended beyond the foredune (Lazarus, 2016). The type of overwash regime (run-up and 

inundation) that occurs during flood events, together with the duration of the overwash episode, 

are the primary determinants of the morphometric components of washover deposits.  

Early field studies demonstrated that storm surge height is a major factor controlling overwash 

magnitude and, thus, washover deposit size (Fisher and Stauble, 1977; Leatherman and 
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Zaremba, 1986). These field studies have subsequently been corroborated by laboratory 

experiments at small (Donnelly et al., 2004, Larson et al., 2004) and large scales (Matias et al., 

2016) found discharge to directly correlate with the amount of sediment transport during 

overwash. In addition to dictating the distance that washover can extend onto low-lying 

floodplains, the increased energy associated with more intense storms can erode, entrain, and 

transport more sand - increasing sediment availability and creating more extensive washover 

deposits (Matias et al., 2016). 

The washover sizes and shapes generated by a given overwash event are also influenced by 

landscape characteristics of the barrier or low-lying coastlines, e.g. topography and vegetation, 

which can alter the morphology of washover deposits by disrupting overwash flow patterns and 

speeds (Donnelly et al., 2006). The topography of foredunes and the barrier can play a significant 

role during the development of coastal sediment deposits (Fisher and Stauble, 1977; Morton 

and Sallenger, 2003). Morton and Sallenger (2003) used aerial photographs of historic hurricane 

events – ranging from Hurricane Carla (1961) to Hurricane Hugo (1989) - to investigate 

controlling factors on washover penetration distance and morphology, primarily focusing on 

land elevations and nearshore bathymetry. They found topography to be an essential factor in 

shaping washover deposits, with low and uniformly shaped barrier systems promoting the 

formation of terraces or sheetwash. Whereas dune systems with irregular topographies typically 

encourage overwash flows to be constrained and washover to be assembled as fans or a series 

of terraces. 

The presence of vegetation in areas that experience overwash can impose increased friction on 

the flowing water and alter the terminal morphology of sediment deposits (Donnelly et al., 2006). 

For example, early qualitative studies by Godfrey and Godfrey (1974) and Dahl et al. (1983) 

suggested that more material is transported and deposited on non-vegetated dunes during 

hurricanes than on those that are vegetated. Wang and Horwitz (2007) used coring and GPR 

(Ground Penetrating Radar) to compare the effects of dune vegetation on washover deposits 

created by the 2004 Hurricanes Frances and Jeanne on South Florida barrier islands with those 

caused by the Hurricanes Ivan (2004) and Dennis (2005) along the North Florida coast. They 

indicated that vegetation such as marsh grass could reduce the amount of erosion on dunes by 

acting as a barrier above the surface and reducing wave-overtopping frequency. In addition, 

Kobayashi et al. (2013) conducted a laboratory experiment to assess the influence of woody 

plants' presence on low and high dunes on overwash morphology and found similar patterns. 

Usually, erosion on the foredune provides overwash with more sediment to transport and 

deposit on land further from the sea. Consequently, a band of vegetation on a foredune can 

decrease the amount of sediment delivered to the back-barrier – where deposits are typically 
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thickest (Wang and Horwitz, 2007). Therefore, it can be seen from these effects on sediment 

availability and overwash flows that vegetation affects both the volume and the extent of 

washover deposits formed during an episode of overwash (Kobayashi et al., 2013). 

2.3.2 The impact of built environments on washover morphology 

Human activity alters the coastal landscape (Walker, 1984), with built infrastructure affecting 

the formation and evolution of landforms (Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1984; Morton et al., 

1994; Nordstrom, 1994, 2004). In addition, anthropogenic changes to coastlines, including flood 

defences, building development, and road production, modify the landscape's natural 

sedimentary sources, pathways, and sinks (Nordstrom, 1994). 

Hard engineering structures substantially affect sediment movement and the sediment budgets 

of coastal landscapes. Groins, built to maintain beaches, capture sediment as it moves 

alongshore, yet they can cause high shoreline retreatment rates downdrift of their location due 

to the reduction in sediment supply, e.g. at Westhampton Beach, New York, there was 6.5 m/a 

of downdrift erosion over 14 years due to the placement of groins (Nersesian et al., 1992). 

Seawalls can reduce the overwash potential along coastlines by acting as shore-parallel barriers. 

They affect swash velocities and elevations, leading to increased erosion through deflecting 

waves during peak energy events, causing stronger backwash and increased turbulence (Plant 

and Griggs, 1992). In preventing overwash occurrence, seawalls can stop washover deposits 

from being produced. This can have long-term impacts on barrier morphology, with the 

occurrence of fewer overwash events resulting in a reduced sediment supply, which may cause 

barrier drowning (Magliocca et al., 2011). Thus, hard engineering structures can significantly 

impact the sediment budget of coasts by inducing new depositional and erosional patterns. 

Despite the presence of hard engineering structures, overwash on developed coastlines is 

common during extreme flood events. Built environments constructed on low-lying coasts and 

barrier islands inherently involve placing buildings on landscapes susceptible to overwash events 

(Nordstrom and McCluskey, 1984). Buildings replace the back beach and dune system (Morton 

et al., 1994) and can alter the overwashing flow's magnitude and direction, disrupting natural 

depositional patterns. The impact on flows is minimal where buildings are raised off the ground, 

potentially by stilts (Nordstrom, 2004). However, where buildings are not elevated, they provide 

obstacles to overwash flows which can act in two different ways: localised scouring where flows 

are channelled, or accretion where the flow velocity is reduced. Moreover, buildings can block 

overwash on barrier islands – negatively affecting the sediment budget (Donnelly et al., 2009; 

Rogers et al., 2015). 
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Impervious surfaces such as paths, roads, and car parks can alter natural washover morphology. 

Such surfaces provide unconstrained pathways for coastal floods during large storms as they 

prevent percolation and lack the friction to slow flow down (Fletcher et al., 1995). Consequently, 

overwash infiltrates longer distances onto low-lying coasts along corridors provided by roads 

perpendicular to the shore (Nordstrom, 2004). This leads to washover forming as narrow, 

elongated, channelised deposition (Rogers et al., 2015). 

The complex real-time interactions between elements of the built environment and overwash 

are unknown because of the danger associated with attaining velocity and morphological data 

during powerful debris-loaded floods. Nevertheless, the anthropogenic impact on overwash and 

its accompanying sediment deposits are evident by investigating the morphological changes 

post-storm. A study by Hall and Halsey (1991) provided the first qualitative assessment of 

overwash penetration in natural and built environments. From aerial photography during the 

aftermath of Hurricane Hugo (September 1990), they visually estimated the distance overwash 

extended onto the different landscapes. They suggested that a factor increasing overwash extent 

was the impermeable smooth surfaces of the street network and car parks oriented 

perpendicular to the sea.  

Rogers et al. (2015) analysed the quantitative impact of built environments on washover deposit 

morphology. They utilised LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) survey data taken before and 

after Hurricane Sandy (2012) along the New Jersey coast to generate washover extents and 

volumes in natural and built settings. Buildings and vegetation were filtered out of the LiDAR 

data, with the pre-storm elevation layer subtracted from the post-storm raster to depict the 

thickness of the washover (Figure 2-6). Washover extent was digitised in natural settings using 

aerial imagery, which informed an elevation threshold to classify overwash extents in built 

environments. The deposition was defined to begin where elevation change along each transect 

became positive and continued until the outer extent of the washover. To calculate deposit 

extent and volume, they generated a series of transects extending perpendicular from the 

shoreline at 10m intervals alongshore. Washover volume was calculated as the area under the 

elevation change profile at each transect – in units of m3/m representing a width-averaged 

volume. This analysis confirmed a positive linear relationship between washover extent and 

volume. However, as the washover extent increased, its correlation with volume became less 

constrained to a dominant trend line. This result was attributed to lateral spreading and increases 

in infiltration as the washover deposit extends further onto land (Donnelly et al., 2009). In 

addition, they suggested that the built environments reduced the volume of sediment deposited 

compared to that delivered to natural settings. This was quantified as a 40% and 90% reduction 

in sediment deposited in the residential and commercial settings, respectively, relative to the 
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natural deposits studied. Therefore, they suggest that the built infrastructure on barrier islands 

results in a net loss within the sediment budget – even before the impact of post-storm cleanup 

is included. It is worth noting that the commercial setting had a 4.5 m high continuous 

boardwalk at the back of the beach, which limited the amount of overwash that could occur 

(Rogers et al., 2015).  

 

Figure 2-6 Visualisation of elevation change models from Rogers et al. (2015). This highlights 

washover thicknesses and extents (blue line), created using LiDAR and split by 

shore environment a) natural, b) residential, c) residential and d) commercial.  

The detrimental effect of built settings on sediment supply was also shown during a study by 

Donnelly et al. (2009), which used the SBeach model to investigate overwash. The model was 

used to predict overwash at six locations along the Atlantic coast of the US, with 26 sets of 

beach profiles. They concluded that the model performed well at predicting qualitative and 

quantitative profile changes for all of the study sites, except for highly urbanised settings where 

volumes of washover were overestimated compared to validation data. This reduction in 

sediment volumes highlights the impact that a built environment can have on the terminal 

morphology of washover deposits and coastal morphological systems by reducing sediment 

availability.  

This research on the human impact on coastal depositional landforms implies differences 

between natural washover morphology and those deposited in built environments. Although 

some studies have started to investigate overwash extent and volumes, there has been no 

quantification of the extent of areas affected and the influence different built environments can 

have on deposit shape and size. Furthermore, the results have been limited to a few specific 
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storms (primarily Hurricane Sandy) and provide little information concerning the impact of 

storm size/location on deposit morphology. Indeed, it is known that where coastlines are 

developed, overwash and the entrained sediment can be a hazard. Therefore the morphological 

interactions between overwash and the built environment must be understood to provide 

planners and engineers with detailed information (Donnelly et al., 2009). 

2.3.3 An overview of research methods 

Various techniques can be utilised to investigate washover morphology. Initial studies of 

overwash and washover took place in the field using hand-held current meters to examine flow 

patterns during a storm (Fisher et al., 1974). However, due to the danger associated with being 

present on a stretch of beach experiencing storm conditions, they quickly became unfeasible – 

being replaced by remote instruments (Leatherman, 1976; Fisher and Stauble, 1977; Kochel and 

Wampfler, 1989;), and post-storm analyses of sediment distribution (Carruthers et al., 2013; 

Hodge and Williams, 2016). As technology advances, the ability to investigate overwash 

processes and morphology during storm events is enhanced. With the aim of providing a 

method to create datasets of high-frequency, in situ recordings of overwash - of which very few 

exist - Reeves et al. (2021) developed a novel sensor platform called MeOw (Measuring 

Overwash). MeOw stations are described as weather resistant – able to withstand high winds 

and powerful waves, characteristic of storms and overwash – and can be left independent for a 

period of months to years. A caveat of these studies is that by the time access to washover is 

available after the storm, the deposit will have changed due to aeolian processes – particularly if 

the deposition is minor (Leatherman and Zaremba, 1986). Consequently, it is difficult to attain 

accurate information on the physical morphometric parameters of washover deposits in the 

field environment. 

Alternatively, laboratory research can be undertaken on various scales, from small to large flume 

experiments. They offer advantages over in situ field studies, such as the absence of danger 

alongside the capability to control the hydrodynamic conditions that a) ensure overwash 

occurrence (Matias et al., 2016) and b) can test different storm surge sizes with a range of 

sediment grain sizes. These experiments typically measure the barrier topography before and 

after overwash trials allowing the quantification of morphological changes and volumes of 

sedimentation (Matias and Masselink, 2017). However, at times there can be scale and 

applicability limitations associated with laboratory experiments (Matias et al., 2019). 

Numerical process-based models, e.g. XBeach (Roelvink et al., 2009), assess the natural response 

of the coast during storm conditions and are often used to validate field data and can act as 
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predictive tools. The input of topography and bathymetry, water levels, and wave characteristics 

allow models to predict the distribution of washover deposits, dune erosion and breaching 

(Jamal et al., 2014). XBeach was calibrated and validated during model creation against field 

surveys and large-scale flume experiments. Although XBeach has been used in settings with 

constructed seawalls (Silveira et al., 2016), numerical models are yet to be used where sediment 

extends into the built environment. These experiments typically measure the barrier topography 

before and after overwash trials allowing the quantification of morphological changes and 

volumes of sedimentation (Park and Edge, 2010; Matias and Masselink, 2017). 

Finally, empirical techniques can use remotely sensed imagery and field observations to derive 

statistical morphological models (Schumann et al., 2009). Data from remote sensing sources, 

such as high-resolution aerial and satellite imagery, offer a mechanism to study flood-driven 

sediment deposits without needing to access the sites – permitting many landforms to be 

sampled efficiently, as shown by Hudock et al. (2014), who utilised Google Earth imagery to 

study 118 washover fans in natural environments. Furthermore, the availability of this data 

source in high-resolutions is only on the rise, both freely and commercially (Notti et al., 2018), 

providing the opportunity to study events in detail. For example, a repository of post-storm 

aerial imagery is provided by NOAA, with the data captured in the days following hurricanes 

affecting the US. Such imagery presents a chance to gain an insight into landform morphology 

in the immediate aftermath of a flood event and, in the case of built environments, can portray 

the sediment deposits before removal during post-storm clean-up efforts.  

2.4 Gaps in coastal research 

1) Natural washover deposits 

Examining the existing literature has identified a distinct lack of empirical evidence concerning 

the morphology of real-world washover deposits, i.e. their size and shape. A study that 

quantified a range of morphological attributes (i.e. length, perimeter, area) of recently deposited 

washover in a natural context was conducted in a laboratory environment (Lazarus, 2016). 

Although Hudock et al. (2014) examined 118 washover fans using Google Earth – they 

acknowledge that it was a snapshot of historically deposited washovers during their evolution 

(deposits can change dramatically due to aeolian processes) rather than an investigation into the 

morphology of coastal sediment deposits immediately after formation. Therefore, there remains 

a significant gap in the quantitative research into the morphology of real-world natural coastal 

sediment deposits, particularly in the immediate aftermath of extreme overwash events. 
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2) Washover deposits in built environments 

At present, there is little understanding of the impact built environments have on overwash 

events and the washover deposits they produce on barrier islands and low-lying coasts. As 

explained above, the quantitative investigations into the impact of anthropogenic development 

on the morphology of washover deposits are limited. One reason for this is the fast removal of 

sediment post-storms to allow access to stricken inhabitants and reopen key routes (Overbeck 

et al., 2015). Although Rogers et al. (2015) investigated overwash extent and volume, this was for 

a small subset study area where the built environment was universally similar. Consequently, 

there has been little assessment of how a range of built settings, i.e. different building densities 

and street lengths, affects the shape and size of washover deposits and distorts them from the 

natural norms. 
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Chapter 3 Comparing hurricane-induced deposit 

morphology in natural and built coastal 

environments 

Nota bene – The results presented in this chapter contributed to and were published in: Lazarus, 

E. D., Goldstein, E. B., Taylor, L. A., & Williams, H. E. (2021). Comparing patterns of 

hurricane washover into built and unbuilt environments. Earth's Future, 9(3), e2020EF001818. 

3.1 Chapter objectives 

This chapter seeks to address the research gap identified in Chapter 2. The research gap outlined 

a need for more morphometric data of real-world natural washover deposits immediately after 

overwash occurrence and the lack of quantitative understanding concerning the built 

environment's impact on washover deposits.  

To do this, it will:  

1. Expand on the existing shortage of empirical measurements of real-world washover 

deposits in natural and built settings, determining if a morphological difference exists 

between the two environments. 

2. Explore the impact of components of the built environments on the morphology of 

coastal washover. 

3. Investigate whether sediment deposits generated using a simple numerical model with 

a range of "built fabrics" align with the morphometric data from real-world examples.  

3.2 Introduction 

Overwash is the landward movement of water and sediment over a sand or gravel beach crest 

that does not directly return to its original water body source (Donnelly et al., 2004). Overwash 

occurs when the water level is elevated, usually caused by a combination of tide, wave set-up 

and storm surge, and is a typical process on barrier islands and low-lying coastlines (Donnelly et 

al., 2006; Lazarus and Armstrong, 2015; Matias and Masselink, 2017). The overwash process is 

a vital contribution to the sediment budget of many low-lying coastlines and can help to regulate 

the height and width of barrier coasts relative to sea level – ensuring the long-term survival of 

these landscapes (Dolan and Godfrey, 1973; McCall et al., 2010; Lorenzo-Trueba and Ashton, 

2014). In addition, through the delivery of saltwater and sediment, overwash is vital for 
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establishing and maintaining salt marsh and dune habitats (Mendelssohn and Kuhn, 2003; 

Seavey et al., 2011; Goldstein and Moore, 2016). 

The sedimentary features produced during overwash are termed washover (Sallenger, 2000; 

McCall et al., 2010). Washover deposits formed in undisturbed natural environments are typically 

in a regular semi-circular-like shape. However, the land's topography can alter their shape, whilst 

surface roughness facets such as vegetation presence can stunt their inland growth (Kobayashi 

et al., 2013). When overwash during intense storms exceeds a continuous length of foredune 

along the coast, deposits can form as terraces or sheetwash, which are usually wide and can 

extend to the back-barrier lagoon of some barrier islands (Donnelly et al., 2006). 

Meanwhile, little is known regarding the morphology of washover that extends into built 

environments – which are now ubiquitous along vulnerable low-lying coasts. Gaining an 

understanding of the impacts that different built environments have on the sediment budget of 

low-lying coasts is a priority given the necessity of regular sediment supply to maintain these 

landscapes, particularly as the importance of this supply is being amplified under current and 

projected sea level rise (Viles and Spencer, 1995; Carruthers et al., 2013). Therefore, an accurate 

understanding of coastal overwash, particularly in built-up barrier island settings, is vital 

(Donnelly et al., 2006).  

Here, aerial imagery is sourced from the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration) post-storm repository (National Geodetic Survey, 2020) for five hurricane 

events impacting the low-lying and well-populated Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the US: Irene 

(2011), Sandy (2012), Matthew (2016), Nate (2017), and Michael (2018). The morphological 

characteristics of the washover deposits from these extreme events are quantified, with physical 

attributes including length, perimeter, and area measured in natural (n = 115) and built (n= 167) 

environments (figure 3-2B). Morphometric scaling laws are defined from these dimensions, 

allowing the geometry of the washover between natural and built settings to be compared. 

Combined with the calculation of a novel metric termed "Distortion Index" (DI), these allow 

the impact of built environments on deposit morphology to be explored. Here, the built fraction 

(a non-dimensional measure of building density) and street length represent spatial components 

of the built environment. The simple numerical model produces washover deposits for a range 

of built fractions, with the same physical parameters measured as the real-world examples. 
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3.2.1 Background 

On a short timescale, overwash during intense storms and hurricanes has the highest potential 

to induce significant natural morphological change. However, when overwash extends into built 

environments on these susceptible low-lying shorelines, it often constitutes a natural hazard 

(Jongman et al., 2012). Low-lying coasts with sandy beaches are attractive for human inhabitation 

and, as such, have become densely populated with widespread anthropogenic development and 

infrastructure (Stutz and Pilkey, 2011). For example, in the US, over 1.4 million people live on 

barrier islands along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, based on the 2000 census (Zhang and 

Leatherman, 2011). In these hazard-prone regions, populations continue to grow at higher rates 

than the US national average (Culliton, 1998; Stutz and Pilkey, 2011; McNamara and Lazarus, 

2018). Moreover, climate change is predicted to increase the intensity and frequency of storms 

and cause rising sea levels (Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009; Visser et al., 2014). For example, areas 

of the US east coast near southeast Virginia are experiencing a high relative sea level rise rate, 

leading to a higher risk of extreme flooding (Ezer and Atkinson, 2014). This, together with the 

ongoing urbanisation of low-lying coastlines (Nirupama & Simonovic, 2007), points to an 

increase in population and economic asset exposure in these zones, with severe consequences 

aligned with this growth (Smith and Matthews, 2015).  

When overwash occurs along anthropogenically developed low-lying coastlines, the vulnerable 

inhabited zones are subject to seawater flowing into urban areas and posing an immediate threat 

to the population (Takagi et al., 2016). These overwash flows can cause extensive damage to the 

built environment, with the resulting debris adding to the volume of the final washover deposits 

(Izumida et al., 2017). Indeed, the occurrence of overwash transports and deposits 10,000-

100,000s cubic metres of sediment and debris in built environments annually (Nordstrom, 2004; 

Rogers et al., 2015). Such washover often blocks roads restricting access and disturbing the 

response of emergency services to aid isolated and injured inhabitants, as well as hindering the 

ability to repair damaged utilities (Environment Agency, 2018; Johansen and Tien, 2018).  

A lack of real-world examples of built washover deposits has led to their morphology remaining 

relatively unknown. One reason for this is the 'bulldozer effect' (Lazarus and Goldstein, 2019), 

whereby bulldozers are used to clear the roads for settlements to be reconnected, disrupting 

these built deposits (Nordstrom, 2004, Figure 3-1). Until repeat satellite imagery has the return 

times capable of capturing deposits in built environments before clearing has started, it remains 

challenging to collect widespread data on these landforms. To permit appropriate planning 

mechanisms to be put in place to improve the resilience of coastal settlements, the impacts of 

storm surges on humans need to be assessed and understood (Tahvildari and Castrucci, 2021). 
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Figure 3-1 The "bulldozer" effect in action.  Excavators, as circled, removing sand deposited 

during Hurricane Nate on Dauphin Island, Alabama, 10/10/2017 – two days after 

hurricane landfall (Location X: 30º15'03"N, 88º10'77"W.) Image courtesy of 

NOAA. 

Anthropogenic changes to coastlines, including coastal defences, building development, and 

road production, alter the landscape's natural sources, pathways, and sediment sinks 

(Nordstrom, 1994). As such, natural and built settings must be viewed as separate entities when 

formulating scaling laws due to the impact of built infrastructure upon overwash flow and 

deposition (Nordstrom, 1994; Mignot et al., 2006). Overwash flow in built settings is thematically 

related to research on tsunamis (Park et al., 2013; Bricker et al., 2015) and volcanic hazard 

(Gurioli et al., 2005; Doronzo & Dellino, 2011) impacts on populated areas, as well as to 

atmospheric research into air flows over and between city buildings (Britter and Hanna, 2003). 

These studies have highlighted the dispersion and turbulence caused by building presence. In 

addition, increased available quantitative data regarding built environments (Mayer-Schönberger 

and Cukier, 2013) has enabled researchers to study built settlements with greater efficiency and 

efficacy. These can include measures of street networks, i.e., length/density, and the built 

infrastructure, i.e., building density/total area (Boeing, 2017). 

Morphometric scaling laws can define consistent mathematical relationships between physical 

attributes and are a simple yet powerful predictive tool even when encapsulating complex 

morphological processes (Dodds and Rothman, 2000). Such relationships are derived using the 

size components extracted during the study of washover deposits. Morphometric attributes for 
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globally distributed natural washover deposits have previously been attained for width, length, 

and area (Hudock et al., 2014), yet these deposits ranged in age  - so aeolian processes may have 

altered them post-deposition (Leatherman and Zaremba, 1986). Further, experimental washover 

deposits for natural coastal floodplains conformed to Hudock's results and deposit fans on Mars 

(Lazarus, 2016). However, comparative scaling laws for deposits in built settings still need to be 

constructed to observe the human impact on natural norms.  

Therefore, this chapter will develop morphometric scaling laws using flood-driven sediment 

deposits digitised from post-storm aerial imagery on US coastlines in various natural and built 

environments.  

3.2.2 Hurricane events 

Barrier islands and low-lying coasts on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the US regularly 

experience overwash caused by hurricanes and intense storms. Washover deposits along these 

coasts are ubiquitous and remnants of recent and historical extreme weather events. Therefore, 

this chapter focuses on examples of hurricane-induced washover in this region. Below is a brief 

outline of the selected hurricanes and the areas affected by washover where examples will be 

sourced. 

1) Hurricane Irene (2011) 

Hurricane Irene started on the 15th of August 2011 off the Atlantic coast of Africa as a tropical 

wave before moving across the ocean and making landfall as a category three hurricane in the 

Bahamas (Avila and Cangialosi, 2012). From here, it weakened whilst moving north and hit 

North Carolina as a category one storm, with 38 ms-1 winds causing surges up to 3.4 m in height 

(Muis et al., 2019). All washover deposits (natural and built) sampled from Hurricane Irene are 

located in North Carolina.  

2) Hurricane Sandy (2012) 

Hurricane Sandy began as an intense Category three hurricane just south of Cuba but weakened 

to Category 1 as it passed over high-elevation land in Cuba. However, the storm then grew to 

have a diameter of more than 1100 miles – the biggest in the history of the Atlantic basin and 

re-strengthened to Category 3 once more. Before landfall in the US, it developed weather fronts, 

becoming a hybrid hurricane and winter nor'easter (Halverson and Rabenhorst, 2013). It made 

landfall on the 29th of October 2012 and lasted three days. It affected an area spanning much of 

the Atlantic coast of the US and Canada from Florida to Newfoundland, including major cities 

such as New York, Atlantic City and Ontario. Winds of over 30 m/s (Martínez et al., 2021) 
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instigated observed sea heights of up to 2.9 m along the coast of New York state (Muis et al., 

2019). Hurricane Sandy caused 233 deaths, with economic costs exceeding US$70 billion (Blake 

et al., 2013). All the sampled washover deposits from Hurricane Sandy are in New Jersey. 

3) Hurricane Matthew (2016) 

Hurricane Matthew affected the Atlantic coast of the US between the 6th and the 9th of October 

2016 (Thomas et al., 2019). It reached Category 5 strength during its shore-parallel path along 

1900 km of the US coastline (Stewart, 2017), with wind speeds over 70 m/s (Thomas et al., 

2019), causing surges of 2.3 m. As a result, hurricane Matthew became the deadliest Atlantic 

hurricane since 2005, triggering 603 fatalities in Haiti and the US. Several washover deposits 

were sourced from North Carolina, South Carolina, and Florida.  

4) Hurricane Nate (2017) 

Hurricane Nate began as a tropical depression near Central America. It moved through the Gulf 

of Mexico after strengthening to a Category 1 storm – with winds reaching ~41 m/s. It made 

landfall during the evening of the 7th of October 2017 in Mississippi. It has been estimated that 

500 km of low-lying coastlines experienced storm surges over 0.6m in height over mean higher 

high water (Beven and Berg, 2018) – the average water level of the highest tide. Nevertheless, 

some areas experienced surges of over 2 m (Beven and Berg, 2018). Hurricane Nate's natural 

and built washover deposits were all sourced from Dauphin Island in southwest Alabama.  

5) Hurricane Michael (2018) 

Hurricane Michael was a Category 5 storm with sustained winds of 72 m/s that made landfall 

along the coast of Florida on the 9th of October 2018 (Kennedy et al., 2020). Starting as a large 

area of low pressure in the Caribbean Sea, it rapidly intensified over the Gulf of Mexico. Beven 

et al. (2019) indicated that it became one of the most powerful storms on record to hit the 

continental US, with winds over 71 m/s observed. The storm surge of 4 m upwards (Beven et 

al., 2019) caused flooding further inland than expected for a 1-100 year storm – suggesting the 

previous estimates of potential inundation extents of such an event were inaccurate. The 

washover deposits sourced from this storm were all located along the northwest coast of 

Florida, just Southeast of Panama City.  
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3.3 Methods 

The methods section is split into four parts. It begins by detailing the data sources, including 

acquiring the necessary post-storm imagery data, with information provided regarding its 

temporal and spatial resolution. The method then describes the extraction of physical 

measurement of real-world washover deposits, followed by the generation of sediment deposits 

using a simple numerical model – and the background to this model. Finally, it specifies the 

analytic steps, encompassing a novel physical metric used to explore the data in depth.  

3.3.1 Data sources 

Storm imagery 

Post-storm aerial imagery was sourced from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) using their online database many of storm events (available online at: 

https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/). This dataset has been compiled to aid emergency response by 

providing a resource for coastal managers to assess the visual damage to affected regions 

(National Geodetic Survey, 2020). The NOAA Remote Sensing team captured the aerial photos 

at various altitudes using a Trimble Digital Sensor System (DSS). Imagery for Hurricanes 

Matthew, Nate, and Michael was obtained from altitudes of 2500 - 5000 feet, Hurricane Irene 

from heights of 5000 - 7500 feet and Hurricane Sandy from 7500 feet. Regarding image 

resolution, the Ground Sample Distances (GSD) are provided. The lowest GSDs are available 

for Hurricanes Michael and Nate at 25 cm, 35 cm for Irene and Sandy, and 50 cm for Matthew. 

Following data collection for each storm event, the images were subject to pre-processing by 

NOAA. Firstly, the raw photos were orthorectified through OSSIM software using GPS-Aided 

Inertial Navigation parameters powered by elevation data. Subsequently, the individual images 

were collated into a seamless mosaic.  

Built fabric parameters 

Buildings and streets were sourced to quantify the "built fabric" of different environments 

affected by washover. Buildings were extracted from an open-access database consisting of US 

building footprints published by Microsoft – using the version available in January 2020 

(https://github.com/microsoft/USBuildingFootprints). The data comprises 129,591,852 

building footprints created from satellite imagery using computer algorithms. The building 

footprints are downloadable at the state level in a GeoJSON format which is helpful for 

encrypting geographic data structures. Due to the Hurricanes sourced, the GeoJSON files 

downloaded were from Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, and New Jersey.  

https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/
https://github.com/microsoft/USBuildingFootprints
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Street networks were sourced from Open Street Maps (OSM) – downloaded from Geofabrik 

(https://download.geofabrik.de/). Geofabrik is an open-source data service allowing street 

networks and other OSM data to be downloaded free of charge for a specific region – here, 

they were extracted for the necessary US states. Contributors ensure that the data within OSM 

is kept up-to-date and of high accuracy. The street network downloaded was provided as a 

shapefile in the polyline data format.  

3.3.2 Real-world washover deposits 

3.3.2.1 Digitisation 

Data visualisation and analysis were undertaken in ArcGIS Pro 10.2.5. Once loaded into the 

GIS software, all data was projected into their relevant NAD 1983 coordinate system zone – in 

this case, zones 16N and 18N as needed.  

The NOAA post-storm database was used to find storms that induced several washover 

deposits in natural and built environments. The georeferenced orthorectified post-hurricane 

aerial imagery was manually filtered through. This process narrowed the dataset down to five 

hurricanes: Irene, Matthew, Michael, Nate, and Sandy. Where a GIS server address was available 

in WPS (Web Processing Service) format, the hurricane imagery could be opened in the GIS 

software without downloading data or loading individual aerial images. The specific swath for 

the correct date and location (with the least amount of cloud cover) was downloaded in 

GeoTIFF format when this function was unavailable. 

For each hurricane, separate shapefiles were created for the natural and built washover deposits, 

with each deposit saved as an individual polygon. A natural washover deposit example was 

observed when the sediment extent was absent of anthropogenic development. Whereas a 

deposit in a built setting was defined as washover that interacts with the presence of any 

buildings or human infrastructure; for example, one building interacting with the deposit edge. 

The deposits, captured within days of the hurricane strike, were digitised manually. For 

consistency, the process was undertaken by one individual using the scale derived from the 

spatial resolution of the imagery. The number of natural and built washover deposits for each 

storm is shown in Table 3-1. 

 

 

https://download.geofabrik.de/
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Table 3-1 Information regarding the hurricane events sampled  – dates of landfall and aerial 

imagery capture. The number of built and natural washover deposits per storm 

event is provided. 

Where areas of sediment inside a deposit's extent had already been cleared from the street 

network, the deposit limit was distinguished using ridges of sand palpable at the edge of roads. 

Three physical parameters: length, perimeter, and area, were collected from these deposits and 

added as fields in the attribute tables. Example deposits, with the morphometric components 

labelled, are presented in Figure 3-2, along with the distribution of washover sampled along the 

Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the US. First, the measure tool manually quantified the length 

(intrusion distance). The length was defined as the distance from the seaward deposit edge to 

the most inland extent, perpendicular to the shoreline. Then, the software calculated the 

perimeter (m) and area (m2) using the calculate geometry tool. In the built environment, a 

separate perimeter shapefile was created for each storm to capture only the outer perimeter of 

a deposit rather than any interior geometry caused by building presence. Therefore, this data 

management method required fifteen shapefiles, three for each hurricane event: 1) natural 

deposits, 2) outer perimeter extents for built examples, and 3) the washover deposit area for 

built examples. 

Hurricane   Landfall   Imagery Dates   Built Deposits   Natural Deposits   

Sandy    29th of October 

2012 

31st of October and 

1st of November 2012 

83 56 

Nate   7th of October 2017 10th of October 2017 21 20 

Michael   10th of October 2018 11th and 14th of 

October 2018 

7 12 

Matthew (FL)   7th of October 2016 9th of October 2016 10 - 

Matthew (NC)   7th of October 2016 10th of October 2016 4 - 

Matthew (SC)   7th of October 2016 9th of October 2016 - 9 

Irene   27th of August 2011 28th of August 2011 42 18 

total 167 115 

Corresponds to the locations shown in Figure 3-2B.      
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3.3.2.2 Built fabric analysis 

The 'built fabric' effect was assessed using the building footprints sourced from Microsoft and 

the street networks from OpenStreetMaps. First, the GeoJSON files for each state were 

converted into a shapefile format using the JSON-to-Feature-Class geoprocessing tool in 

ArcGIS to make the building footprints usable. To ensure that the buildings interacting with a 

built deposit edge are captured during analysis, convex-hull bounding boxes around each 

deposit were created using the Minimum-Bounding-Geometry tool (Figure 3-2). Next, the area 

of each convex hull was calculated. The Intersect tool allowed the buildings to be clipped to the 

extent of the convex hulls. This retained the parts of buildings interacting with the deposit edge 

alongside those entirely encapsulated within the deposit, e.g. where the convex hull passes 

through the middle of a building, the portion inside the bounding box will be extracted. In the 

attribute table of the resulting "interacting buildings" shapefiles, each building polygon was 

automatically labelled with the ID of the built deposit they interact with. These were then 

merged based on their deposit ID to create one building polygon per deposit. Finally, the total 

building area could be calculated within each convex hull bounding box. These processes 

allowed the built fraction to be calculated by dividing the total building area within a convex 

hull by the convex hull bounding box area. 

The intersect tool was also utilised to clip the street network, yet this used the original deposit 

extents as the spatial limit rather than the convex hulls. The street length was taken as the total 

length of streets within the footprint of a deposit – calculated by merging the street polylines 

for each respective deposit ID and generating their total length.  
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Figure 3-2 Washover deposition in natural and built settings examples and sampled locations  

A) An example of both a natural (location marker x: 30º14'5"N, 88º16'55" W) and 

built (location marker x: 40º5'19"N, 74º2'22" W) deposit with the measured physical 

metrics (length, perimeter, and area) and the built variables sampled in this research 

– buildings and streets. The natural deposit in the upper panel was created by 

overwash induced by Hurricane Nate (2017) on Dauphin Island, Alabama. The 

built washover deposit in the lower panel is from Hurricane Sandy (2012) and is 

located on Point Pleasant Beach, New Jersey. B) Map of the washover deposits 

sourced, labelled by hurricane name, and coloured by deposit type. Deposits from 

built environments are shaded red according to their relative built fraction, and 

natural deposits are greyscale. 

3.3.3 Simple numerical model 

3.3.3.1 Model background 

To accompany the real-world washover deposit dataset, a simple numerical model was sourced 

to generate deposits. The model used in this study is an adaption of the simple numerical model 

for generating washover deposition created by Lazarus and Armstrong (2015), coded in Matlab 

(available at https://github.com/envidynxlab/Model-World). Previously, this model has been 

utilised to analyse deposits formed in natural environments and the spacing of washover 

deposits along a barrier island (Lazarus and Armstrong, 2015). In their work, Lazarus and 

Armstrong (2015) highlighted that washover deposits along a barrier are self-organised i.e. they 

https://github.com/envidynxlab/Model-World
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form as a function of the interactions between sediment flux, overwash flow routing, and the 

topography of barriers. Here it is instead used exclusively to produce deposits in artificially built 

environments to allow their morphology to be assessed. Although other numerical 

hydrodynamic models are available at higher levels of complexity wherein they resolve overwash 

processes in four dimensions (Roelvink et al., 2009), the use of this simplified cellular model 

within an exploratory context enables an observation of whether a comparatively constrained 

set of processes can produce results comparable to that found in the real-world work. Further, 

a model of relatively low complexity provides the capability to undertake a substantial number 

of experiments efficiently – allowing a wide range of building densities to be investigated.  

The model itself is based on a flat, grid-cell domain comprised of rows (i) and columns (j) (i and 

j signifying alongshore and cross-shore position, respectively). The principle force powering the 

function of the model is the height of the water (H) on the seaward side of the barrier. The 

erodible barrier, of single column width, is placed along the left hand edge of the grid and given 

a starting height of Zb = 1. At the beginning of the model runs (t = 0), the barrier and water 

heights are in equilibrium – at even levels. In order to create water flow across the shore (from 

left to right), two incisions are generated at random locations in the barrier column of the 

domain. The depth of each incision is defined as di = bAi, wherein Ai refers to the disparity 

between the height of the first and second columns of cells, whilst b represents a sustained 

proportion of the barrier height, in that, di always remains much less than Zb. The flow of water 

across the barrier column takes place when the water height exceeds that of the barrier (initially 

in the incision locations). The water along the barrier is considered a conserved quantity – with 

the water height reducing after each time step based on the volumetric amount of water being 

discharged through the barrier from the sea.  

The discharge (qb) through the breach in the barrier column is governed by the proportion (p) 

of cells along the length of the column nearer to the particular breach than to the other breach 

generated – as proposed by McNamara and Werner (2008). Consequently, the discharge 

though a specific breach is dependent on its location alongshore compared to the other barrier 

incisions. 

𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 =  𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 − 𝑍𝑍𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖) 

Equation 3-1 

After entering the barrier column, the flux of water further into the domain is driven by 

proportional distribution to the nearest downslope cells, with sediment movement from cell to 

cell defined as a proportion of the total water flux: q = cq, where c is a constant between 0 and 
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1. Sediment movement is prohibited where the slope between cells is positive. Additionally, a 

threshold parameter is included (qwmin) which sets out the minimum water depth necessary to 

transport sediment between cells. Using the above processes, the topography of the model 

domain evolves at each timestep as flow is propagated across the surface behind the barrier 

column. Flow propagation ends when the water depth is insufficient to advance further 

downslope. At this point, a topographic contour is utilised to capture the terminal position of 

the washover deposit.  

The model also incorporates a periodic boundary location which allows the domain to diffuse 

in the alongshore dimension – occurring at the start of each time step. Although this process is 

not critical to model dynamics, it allows two assumptions to be carried through the model runs. 

Firstly, it enables the erodible barrier column to be seen as non-cohesive and unarmoured by 

vegetation, and secondly, that flow into the throats from on top of the barrier leads to the 

widening of an incision. 

3.3.3.2 Model runs 

The model setting used was a grid of 100 x 100 cells with the seaward edge having an artificial 

erodible barrier of the height z = 1 and the area inland comprising constant flat elevation. The 

sea's water level was initially set at the same height as the erodible barrier island (z = 1). Buildings 

were added as a grid of blocks, with their length increased by one cell after each trial, with streets 

being kept at a constant width of 4 cells to test a range of building set-ups. The buildings were 

defined as square in shape, non-erodible, and z = 2 in height to prevent overtopping. This model 

set-up aimed to capture a series of artificial built fractions, not to test specific real-world built 

environment scenarios. An example of the model set up is provided in Figure 3-3. 

Each built fabric set-up was tested 25 times – using a different breach location in every model 

run and a new breach size. The cell representing the location of the breach was randomly 

selected from within the 60 most central cells along the barrier to prevent the deposit from 

reaching the edge of the domain. Moreover, this random allocation allows the chance that in 

some of the trials, the washover was blocked immediately by building presence and could not 

penetrate further into the setting. In others, the washover flowed straight into the street 

network, diverging through the gaps between buildings and subsequently through the built 

environment. The likelihood of the washover being blocked was raised when the built fraction 

was increased. 
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Figure 3-3  An example of the model set up (actual set up was 100 x 100 cells). Here, two 

random incisions are shown in the barrier, with the sea and barrier characterised by 

height z =1, and the buildings incorporated at a height of z = 2 with street widths 

of 4 cells. 

Changing the breach height with each model run allowed an assortment of deposit sizes to be 

created for a given built environment. The heights used were randomly selected from between 

0.1 - 0.7 as a proportion of barrier height (z = 1). Where a low built fraction characterised the 

built environment, the washover size produced in a trial was correlated with the breach size. 

These chosen configurations of the range of breach sizes and locations allow various washover 

deposits to be created and the built environment's impact to be assessed.  

Overwash flow into the built domain occurred when the water height exceeded the barrier 

height at the breach location. As the water moved through the barrier breach as overwash flow, 

the seaward water level decreased due to the volumetric loss over time. In this model, sediment 

was transported through the domain and deposited elsewhere as a function of the flow depth 

in each cell. A threshold depth must be defined to provide the basis for sediment movement – 

where flow depths drop below this threshold, deposition occurs. Regarding the flow direction 

through the model domain, the flow depth of a particular cell was proportionally dispersed to 

its adjoining cells with a lower elevation. This has the effect of overwash and washover fanning 

into the built environment from the barrier breach.  
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Each model was run for a specified duration of 20 iterations. After this time, the deposits had 

typically stopped growing as most of the washover was formed quickly within the first few 

iterations. Therefore, this period is set for convenience and efficiency. The washover deposit 

ceased to grow when the flow depths were too shallow to transport any additional sediment. 

Further, restricting the model runs to this duration meant that when the built fraction was low 

or null, the washover deposits did not reach the most landward edge of the setting, removing 

the effects of boundary conditions. 

3.3.4 Analysis  

Morphometric scaling laws were created to examine how the physical attributes of washover 

deposits relate to each other in natural and built environments. These relationships can simplify 

complex physical geomorphic processes and thus provide a useful predictive tool even when 

there is little understanding of the mechanisms underpinning them (Dodds and Rothman, 2000). 

Here, the scaling laws examined were length vs area, and perimeter vs area, with a comparison 

of the relationships between the settings. These relationships were constructed in linear space 

using y = Cxb as a nonlinear regression (c being the coefficient and b being a scaling component). 

The results were then plotted in natural log space.  

In addition to these morphometric laws, this research defined a novel dimensionless metric 

named the "Distortion Index" (DI) – formulas are provided below (Equations 3-1 to 3-5). This 

measure aims to analyse the relationship between perimeter and area by comparing the 

perimeter measured (pm) to the perimeter of a "perfect" idealised semi-circle (pi) calculated using 

the same area value as the measured washover. DI allows the complexity of the deposit 

perimeter to be simplified to a planform path and how much it deviates from an ideal, non-

disrupted deposit perimeter. In this case, the ideal non-distorted shape was chosen to be a semi-

circle as it is a typical depositional fan shape in various morphological landscapes (Menard Jr, 

1955; Donnelly et al., 2006; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009). Consequently, DI can illustrate the impact 

of the depositional environment on a sediment deposit's "ideal" shape.  

The idealised perimeter was calculated by rearranging the formula for the area (measured area 

= Am) of a semi-circle (Equation 3-2) to make the radius (r) the subject (Equation 3-3): 

𝐴𝐴 =
1
2
𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2 

Equation 3-2 
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𝑟𝑟 = �2𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝜋𝜋

 

Equation 3-3 

This definition of a semi-circles radius was then substituted for r in the circumference formula 

for a semi-circle (Equation 3-4): 

𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜𝐶𝐶 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟 + 2𝑟𝑟 

Equation 3-4 

The ideal perimeter (Pi) was defined as the circumference of a semi-circle (which includes the 

outer arc of the shape added to the diameter – 2 x the radius). The final form of this formula is 

presented below (Equation 3-5):  

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = (𝜋𝜋 + 2)�
2𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚
𝜋𝜋

 

Equation 3-5 

Distortion Index (DI) was then calculated by dividing the measured perimeter (Pm) by the 

derived idealised perimeter (Pi) for a semi-circle of the same area (Equation 3-6): 

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 =  
𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖

 

Equation 3-6 

A multiple linear regression model was utilised to assess whether deposit area, built fraction, 

and street length could be used to predict the morphological structure of the real-world 

washover deposits. This provided the opportunity to see to what extent deposit distortion 

(response variable) can be accurately estimated from the combination of these three explanatory 

variables. The analysis highlighted that the dependent variable was not normally distributed, so 

the values were converted to logarithmic equivalents to make them suitable for the regression 

model. The linear model function was utilised in R, which provides the significance of each 

variable and the adjusted R-squared value for the prediction of distortion from the three 

variables. Before accepting the results from the regression model, it was necessary to ensure the 

variables used conformed to the assumptions needed to validate the results. This involved 

ensuring that there was no multicollinearity between the independent variables, the residuals 

were normally distributed with constant variance (homoscedasticity), the variables used were 
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normally distributed, and the residuals were uncorrelated (Uyanık and Güler, 2013). The 

multicollinearity was tested using the variance inflation factor (VIF), which produced values ~2 

for each independent variable – lower than the threshold of 10, wherein the variable should be 

removed from the model (Mason and Perreault, 1991). Once these assumptions were 

confirmed, the results could be analysed.  

Following this, the same linear regression methodology was utilised for the data produced by 

the numerical model, with the absence of street length as a predicting variable – just built 

fraction and deposit area. In this case, the distortion index values were not subject to a 

logarithmic transformation, as the raw values were normally distributed. 

3.4 Results 

This section presents the results from the empirical real-world washover alongside the numerical 

model findings. These results provide quantified measures of the morphology of washover and 

their differences between unbuilt and built environments.  

3.4.1 Scaling laws 

The empirical methodology undertaken permitted morphometric scaling relationships to be 

constructed between length and area and perimeter and area, using real-world measurements of 

washover. These geomorphic laws can demonstrate mathematical relationships between 

morphological measures of a landscape feature. Observing the scaling laws developed here 

(Figure 3-4, panels A and B), there are clear positive correlations between length and area, and 

perimeter and area, in both natural and built settings. All these relationships are shown as 

significant (p < 0.001) with minimal standard errors (SE) present – 0.03 and 0.02 in both 

environments, for length vs area and perimeter vs area, respectively.  

Panel A (Figure 3-4) indicates no discernible difference between the two depositional 

environments' length vs area scaling relationship. The scatterplot visually shows a slight 

variation between natural and built domains, with an even spread of data points on either side 

of the trend lines for each environment. Indeed, the gradients of the lines of best fit - h = 0.35 

and 0.36 - imply that as deposit area increases, length increases at a similar rate in both 

depositional settings. Furthermore, the inset histogram in panel A suggests a considerable 

overlap in the distributions of L/A between natural and built settings – suggesting that, for a 

given area, the distance a deposit extends onto a barrier island is not significantly impacted by 

the environment it interacts with. However, there is a higher frequency of L/A values above 

~0.6 within the built sample compared to the natural dataset – suggesting that in some 
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situations, the built environment causes washover to be longer for a given area than that 

observed in a natural context. It could be noted that the channelling effect imparted by buildings 

and streets results in greater washover intrusion lengths. 

Meanwhile, panel B (Figure 3-4) suggests that perimeter is a more sensitive metric when 

differentiating washover morphology between natural floodplains and built environments of 

varying building densities. In general, sediment deposits extending onto developed floodplains 

have the potential to have longer perimeters than those in natural settings for a given area. This 

finding is emphasised by the relative gradients of the lines of best fit, whereby built has an h 

value of 0.59, whilst natural has an h value of 0.46. Therefore, as the washover area increases, 

the perimeter of deposits in built environments rises faster than natural deposits. Using 

perimeter as a metric against area prevents the data from collapsing to a single relationship, as 

shown in length vs area configurations. Although some washover in built environments exhibit 

similar morphologies to natural landforms using this metric - highlighted by the areas of overlap 

in the P/A histogram and the positions of the dark blue data points in the scatterplot – many 

built washover diverge from the scaling norms existing in the natural domain. The inset 

histogram in panel B shows a vast deviation between the two environments, with a substantial 

proportion of the built P/A values over 0.72. In contrast, most of the natural washover deposits 

lie beneath this threshold.  

Distortion Index (DI) is utilised to examine the structure of the relationships between the 

perimeter and area in each depositional environment. In panel B of Figure 3-4, the built data 

points have been coloured by DI values. By doing so, a gradient in DI demonstrates that 

deposits with more extensive areas in the built environment have the potential to be more 

distorted than smaller washover deposits. In the more extensive built examples, DI can regularly 

exceed a value of 2, whereas the DI for their smaller counterparts rarely breach 1.6. The DI 

values of the built washover, which overlap with the unbuilt examples, remain below 1.2 - 1.3, 

suggesting their perimeter is 20/30% higher than a semi-circle with the same area. However, it 

is also evident that several smaller deposits exhibit elevated distortion levels in that high DI 

values are not limited to large deposits.  
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Figure 3-4 Scaling laws for hurricane deposits in unbuilt and built environments. A) 

Relationship between washover length and area (black circles = built and grey 

triangles = unbuilt). B) Relationship between washover perimeter and area from 

built (circles with black outline) and unbuilt (grey triangles) environments. Each 

panel includes a histogram displaying the distribution of the L/A and P/A ratios, 

unbuilt (grey bars) and built (orange bars) settings are depicted. The colour gradient 

added to the built deposits shows the DI of each washover. The trend lines were 

derived using nonlinear regression (y = Cxb) in linear space and then plotted in log 

space – provided are the gradient, standard error, and p values. 
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3.4.2 Distortion Index 

3.4.2.1 Real world 

DI is used to explore the impact of the "built fabric" of built environments on washover 

morphology in the coastal zone, with the distributions demonstrated in Figure 3-5. This plot 

highlights that built washover can exhibit substantially higher DI values than deposits in unbuilt 

settings. However, a wide range of distortions can occur in each environment. DI has been 

plotted against the area, with the points coloured by a built fraction (Figure 3-6:empirical and 

modelled) and street length (Figure 3-7 empirical) - providing an additional dimension to the 

relationship between DI and area. Before looking at the deposits in built environments, it is 

evident that a range of distortions are present in the natural, real-world dataset. DI values of 

close to 1 characterise most natural washover, i.e., semi-circle with the same area. However, 

some natural deposits exhibit higher distortion values of around 1.5, independent of the storm 

event (Figure 3-5). 

 

Figure 3-5 The distribution of the Distortion Index of washover sampled in unbuilt and built 

environments. 

In analysing the washover in built settings, a positive relationship exists between built fraction 

and DI (Figure 3-66, Figure 3-8, Figure 3-9). However, when looking closely at the empirical 

dataset, washover in built environments display a vast range of DI values, from low distortion, 

where they overlap with natural deposits (Figure 3-6), to heavily distorted, dependent on the 

built fabric and washover size. The mean DI values of deposits found in unbuilt and built 
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environments are provided for each hurricane in Table 3-2, with the mean built fraction shown 

for the built washover.  

Table 3-2 Summary statistics of DI values within each hurricane event. The mean built 

fraction for each hurricane is provided for the deposits extending onto 

anthropogenically-altered floodplains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The overlap of washover in built settings with the deposits sampled from natural conditions 

exists where the distortion index ranges from 1 – 1.5, which occurs under two circumstances. 

Firstly, much overlap transpires when the deposits extend into urban areas with low building 

density. However, it can also happen when the deposit size is small, regardless of the built 

fraction. In this scenario, small deposits in a densely constructed built environment can have a 

similar shape to small deposits in open, unbuilt settings. An example of the former situation is 

provided in Example 1 in panel A of Figure 3-6. This deposit was created by Hurricane Nate 

and is located on Dauphin Island, Alabama – a low-density built environment (shown in Table 

3-2) – with this sedimentary feature experiencing a built fraction of 0.01 and having a DI of 1. 

Several other deposits interacting with sparsely built environments also occurred during 

Hurricane Nate on the same barrier island - as shown by the number of start symbols in this 

section of the plot – where morphologically, these deposits are similar in shape to natural 

washover. Here, the built fabric of affected areas at Dauphin Island has a low mean built fraction 

of 0.038 m2/m2, leading to a mean DI of 1.14, similar to the natural deposits.  

Setting Built Unbuilt 

Hurricane Mean BF Mean DI Mean DI 

Sandy 0.13 1.65 1.2 

Nate 0.04 1.14 1.18 

Michael 0.14 1.45 1.17 

Matthew (FL) 0.14 1.31 - 

Matthew (NC) 0.15 1.46 - 

Matthew (SC) - - 1.04 

Irene 0.1 1.37 1.23 
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Washover deposits that intrude into developed coastlines with built fractions between 0.1 - 0.2 

can show DI values over 1.6, dependent on their size. Example 2 in Figure 3-6 was found in 

Seaside Park, New Jersey, following Hurricane Sandy, with a DI of 1.7 caused by a moderately 

high built fraction of 0.18. This deposit is an elongated splay extending down a street 

perpendicular to the shoreline from the fronting dune, diverging into driveways and spaces 

between houses. Finally, when the built fraction of an urban environment exceeds 0.2 in the 

empirical dataset, it can cause DI values above 2. Example 3 in Figure 3-6, again from Hurricane 

Sandy but located at Bay Head to the North of example 2, is a large washover deposit (area = 

9.655 ln[m2]) which interacts with a dense urban fabric (built fraction = 0.22) and is consequently 

heavily distorted (DI = 2.4). This deposit first interacts with a dense urban fabric close to the 

shorefront. Then it extends into two streets perpendicular to the beach further inland once 

portions of the deposits have joined together on a road parallel to the beach, midway along the 

intrusion length. All the buildings in the initial deposition segment are encapsulated by the 

convex hull bounding box and the structures between the two furthermost inland streets. 

The other built environment metric investigated was the length of the street network within a 

washover deposits footprint. The scatterplot in Figure 3-7 is presented similarly to Figure 3-6 

but coloured by street length instead. The street length provides qualitatively comparable results 

but is more scattered than the built fraction metric. The plot has a clear lateral colour gradient 

whereby, as the deposit area increases, the street length the sediment interacts with rises. 

However, there is a slight vertical colour gradient from low distortion to higher distortion, 

particularly for the deposits with a larger area – where the largest deposit, which interacts with 

the most extended street network, is the most distorted. 

3.4.2.2 Numerical model 

In the case of the numerical modelling results in Figure 3-6B, the general pattern reflects that 

of the empirical dataset, even though the model-run domains were set up to capture double the 

range of the built fraction. For a given deposit area, an increase in built fraction leads to deposits 

becoming increasingly distorted – shown by the vertical colour gradient from blue (low built 

fraction) to yellow (high built fraction). In addition, when separating the data points by a built 

fraction, there are strong positive correlations between deposit area and distortion index. This 

implies that DI values also rise for similar building densities as the deposit area increases. Some 

deposits generated by the numerical model are situated in the lower left of the plot, particularly 

from high-built fraction domains, where deposit area and DI are both low. 
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Figure 3-6 Scatterplots depicting DI of the washover, as a function of area, coloured by built 

fraction. (A) Scatterplot for the empirical data – symbols depicting the hurricane 

event that induced deposit formation. Grey symbols represent washover deposits 

extending onto natural settings. To the right of the plot are three examples from 

the empirical samples – with white outlines and DI, area, and Built Fraction labelled. 

1) A low DI example created by Hurricane Nate on Dauphin Island, Alabama. 2) 

A medium DI example created by Hurricane Sandy at Seaside Park, New Jersey. 3) 

A high DI example created by Hurricane Sandy at Bay Head, New Jersey. Imagery 

sourced from NOAA. (B) Scatterplot for the numerical model data. The built 

fractions tested were on a larger scale than the empirical methodology – the circled 

points highlight data points where the built fractions were within the real-world 

samples. The examples provided to the right of the graph illustrate a (4) low, (5) 

medium and (6) high DI. 
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Figure 3-7 DI of washover deposits as a function of area, coloured by street length for the 

empirical, real-world washover deposits. Symbol shape depicts the hurricane event 

that has created deposition, and grey symbols represent the occurrence of natural 

washover – with no streets present. 
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3.4.2.3 The response of the Distortion Index to various built fabrics 

To assess the relationships between the built fabric of the coastal environment and the 

distortion index of individual deposits, the distortion index values of washover in built 

environments were plotted against both built fraction and street length for the empirical dataset 

(Figure 3-8, panels A and B, Figure 3-9), and built fraction for the model examples (Figure 3-9). 

Focusing on built fraction, there is a clear overlap between the data points from the real-world 

deposits and the washover generated by the model. Although a range of distortion values can 

occur for any built fraction, taking the maximum DI value at each built fraction shows a strong 

positive relationship between the two variables using both methodologies. Using the real-world 

data as an example (Figure 3-8A), the maximum distortion at a built fraction of approximately 

0.05 is 1.6, which increases to 1.9 at a built fraction of ~0.17, whilst a built fraction of 0.2 has 

the potential to create deposits with a DI reaching 2.3. In the real-world dataset, the minimum 

DI increases as the built fraction increases – for the range of built fractions observed. This same 

pattern is shown in the model dataset until a built fraction of 0.25. After that, however, the 

model creates deposits intruding into built environments double the density of the highest built 

fraction observed in the real-world examples. When the built fraction rises beyond 0.25, the 

minimum DI decreases as the urban environment's density increases. Therefore, this highlights 

that a similar density of built environment can induce a variety of deposit morphologies, 

potentially through channelling and blocking effects. 

Regarding the relationship between street length and DI, there is a steep positive linear 

relationship for many deposits. This trend indicates that the longer the size of the street network 

that the deposit interacts with, the more the washover can be distorted. Although this pattern 

appears to be independent of the depositional event, many of the deposits in the upper right 

corner of the plot were created in urban environments along the coast of New Jersey during 

Hurricane Sandy. However, some deposits do not conform to this trend whereby they have 

interacted with a small amount of street length, i.e., the two leftmost points from Hurricane 

Matthew. As a result, these two deposits have higher distortion index values (approximately 1.2) 

than many deposits interacting with a greater total length of street networks.  
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Figure 3-8 DI of washover deposits plotted as a function of a) built fraction and b) street length 

for the empirical data. Hurricane events are indicated by symbol shape. 

 

Figure 3-9 DI of the washover, plotted as a function of the built fraction. Red dots represent 

empirical deposits from figure 3-7A, and open black circles depict modelled results. 

The simple numerical model tests hypothetical scenarios with built fractions 

extending to double those observed in the real-world dataset. 
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To further investigate the impact of the built environment on real-world washover morphology, 

a multiple linear regression model was used to observe how deposit area, built fraction and street 

length can combine to predict deposit distortion. After ensuring that the assumptions of linear 

regression models were fulfilled, the adjusted R-squared value and p-values can be reported 

(Table 3-3). These statistics indicate that the amalgamation of deposit area, built fraction and 

street length can account for approximately 51% of the variance in distortion index values, as 

implied by the adjusted R-squared output. Moreover, the p-values generated for the individual 

predictors indicate that the influence of each explanatory variable was significant in predicting 

the distortion index to the 99.99% confidence level. Lastly, it was found that the residuals were 

normally distributed and symmetrical around zero, implying that the model fits the data well. 

This is substantiated by the overall p-value (99.99% confidence level), suggesting that the 

combination of explanatory variables in the whole model fits well with the observed distortion 

index values.  

Meanwhile, the linear regression utilised for the morphometric data generated by the numerical 

model produced a very close-fitting model using deposit area and built fraction to predict 

distortion. From figure 3-4B, an interaction between the built fraction and deposit area exists 

to influence subsequent deposit distortion, given the positive gradients of DI within each built 

fraction tested, as the area increases. As such, when the explanatory variables were incorporated 

into an exploratory model in R, the best-fitting model included the interaction between area and 

built fraction. The statistical results of this linear regression model are included in Table 3-3. 

The model created using the numerical model dataset has a better fit than the results from the 

real world, with the explanatory variables explaining 84% of the variance in distortion values, 

demonstrated by the R-squared value. Moreover, each input variable significantly impacts DI, 

using the p-values generated at over a 99.9% confidence level. The overall p-value (p < 0.001) 

of each model suggests that the combination of explanatory variables provides a very well-fitting 

model in predicting the distortion index values produced.  

Table 3-3 Multiple linear regression model summary statistics predicting DI of washover 

deposits from built fraction, deposit area, and street length (only in real-world 

deposits).  

 

 

 

Dataset R-squared Model p-value 

Real-World  0.556 p < 0.001 

Simple Model  0.846 p < 0.001 
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3.5 Discussion 

The results above have extended upon the previous body of research into washover morphology 

in natural coast environments and provided novel morphometric information concerning 

washover in various built environments. The results attained from exemplar washover deposits 

are derived from the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the US. Nevertheless, the method can be 

extended to other settings affected by overwash processes, with emerging sources of open-

source, high-resolution satellite imagery permitting access to new study sites. Through the real-

world empirical and numerical model results, this study has demonstrated that the scaling 

relationships associated with washover in natural and built settings do not depend on the storm 

event. Instead, it is highlighted that the spatial conditions set by the built environment impart a 

fundamental control on deposit morphology through governing sediment pathways and sinks 

– as suggested by Nordstrom (2004).  

3.5.1 Is there a morphological difference between washover deposits in unbuilt and 

built environments? 

Previously, geometric scaling laws for washover were representative of deposits in natural 

environments (Hudock et al., 2014; Lazarus, 2016; Lazarus et al., 2020). Within natural settings, 

this research sampled 115 sedimentary deposits induced by five hurricane events, whilst in built 

environments, a dataset comprising 167 examples of washover was created. Initially, it was 

shown that there is a minor difference in the length vs area scaling relationship between the two 

depositional settings. In the scatterplot and histogram provided in figure 3-4A, there is 

substantial overlap between the two datasets, with the trend line having a similar gradient. The 

primary reason for this is the variety of washover deposit shapes that can be produced in built 

environments – governed by the layout of the built infrastructure. In some densely built settings, 

blocking pre-existing sediment pathways is commonly induced by built obstacles. Here, deposit 

length is low relative to the area, and data points are located beneath the line of best fit, with 

these deposits being broader than they are long, i.e. shaped like a washover terrace (Morton and 

Sallenger, 2003). Thus, they intrude less distance inshore for a given area than many deposits 

formed in a natural setting.  

Meanwhile, in anthropogenically-developed settings with low built fractions, the deposits 

experience little disturbance to their lengths. However, the inset histogram in Figure 3-4A does 

suggest a portion of the built washover has a higher L/A ratio than that commonly found in 

the natural environment – illustrated by the black data points furthest above the trendlines in 

the scatterplot. A potential explanation is that although built obstacles can limit the lateral spread 
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of a deposit, sediment is often channelised down streets with low friction and no barriers 

(Nordstrom, 1994). This results in washover deposits which are narrow and elongated in shape, 

meaning the intrusion length will be higher relative to the area. Therefore, although the built 

environment can influence the respective length and area of individual deposits across a range 

of built fabrics and locations, the morphology averages out to create a similar trendline as that 

of natural sediment deposits. As such, the use of the trendline alone is limited, and instead, the 

relationship is more nuanced.  

On the other hand, the difference between washover deposited in natural and built 

environments is more evident when considering their scaling relationships of perimeter vs area. 

In this case, the morphological relationships of the deposits in built environments diverge from 

the scaling norms set out in the natural domain. It is evident that longer perimeters typically 

characterise deposits in built settings for a given area. Furthermore, the steeper gradient of the 

trendline for the built deposits indicates that as the deposit area increases, the gap between 

deposit perimeters in both environments widens. Applying the distortion index values to the 

scaling relationship of perimeter vs area Figure 3-5 demonstrates that deposits encroaching on 

built coastlines are likely to be more distorted than smaller urban deposits relative to their 

unbuilt counterparts. Thus, it can be deduced that the greater the washover area in each built 

environment, the more it can differ morphologically from natural washover.  

A consequence of this disparity between deposit morphology in unbuilt and built settings is that 

landforms in each environment must be viewed as separate entities when formulating scaling 

laws, given the effect of built infrastructure on overwash flow and sediment deposition. The 

data generated here is the most in-depth quantitative evidence concerning the disturbance effect 

that human-altered coastlines have on the natural norms of sediment deposition. As initially 

suggested by Nordstorm (1994), it is evident that built environments have a profound impact 

on coastal sediment processes and the resulting landform morphology. However, this only 

becomes clear when looking at scale-dependent effects on specific morphological scaling laws 

or by utilising newer indices, such as the presented distortion index, to differentiate between 

unbuilt and built environments.  

3.5.2 To what degree do elements of the built environment impact deposit 

morphology? 

The morphology of washover can be split into deposit size and shape, with human infrastructure 

influencing both. So far, it has been shown that washover deposits that extend into built 

environments are morphologically different to natural deposits. Therefore, this chapter has 
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incorporated measurable elements of the built environment that differ between the sampled 

built washover, i.e. the dimensionless built fraction and street length, which have previously 

been determined as useful spatial metrics concerning urban development (Boeing, 2017). 

Different built infrastructural elements of developed coastlines provide the conditions within 

which the complex processes governing flood-driven sediment deposition must operate. As 

such, the built fabric exerts a first-order control on sediment landform morphology regarding 

size and distortion.  

3.5.2.1 Deposit size 

Several factors can define the extent of land covered by sediment following the occurrence of 

overwash – irrespective of the built environment. Naturally, a fundamental aspect is the size 

and duration of the storm event triggering overwash. These features drive the storm's energy, 

which directly governs the sediment supply from the water to the shoreline by controlling the 

storm surge's transport capacity (Liu and Fearn, 2000; Matias et al., 2016). Aside from this, 

various environmental conditions can influence deposit size within a given storm. These include 

sediment characteristics (grain size) and its local availability, the surface roughness of the 

affected landscape, fronting dune characteristics, i.e. spatial heterogeneity, height, and volume, 

and whether the primary facet of overtopping water onto the back-barrier is wave action or 

storm surge (Donnelly and Sallenger, 2007; Houser, 2009). 

The built infrastructure on barrier islands significantly impacts the sediment delivered during 

overwash events (Rogers et al., 2015). The data created in this chapter does indicate that deposits 

typically have a smaller area in built settings relative to those in unbuilt locations (Figure 3-6). 

However, comparing washover size between the two depositional environments is challenging 

as storm size is not necessarily constant within and between storms. As detailed in the hurricane 

events section of the background, the strength of the five hurricanes sampled ranged from 

category 1 to 5 when they made landfall on the US coastline. The grain size will also differ by 

hurricane landfall location and concurrent changes in sediment availability. 

Moreover, various locations within storm events along the shore could involve the wave set-up 

varying spatially, causing the storm size to not be uniform, potentially due to variances in 

topography and front dune set-up (Nott, 2006), as well as the direction the shoreline faces 

relative to the storm front (Fletcher et al., 1995). This is highlighted by natural deposits in this 

work, created during the same storm, differing in size even though they are nearby. 

Consequently, it is tricky to isolate the built environment's impact on deposit size unless storm 

size and sediment supply can be controlled or monitored. However, given that the smallest 

deposits form under the high built fractions in the modelling work (Figure 3-6), it is evident that 
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high-density obstacles can block and prevent the growth of washover - highlighting the control 

built infrastructure can impart on deposit. 

Although from different storm events and locations along the US coast, this study's findings 

regarding deposit area corroborate the results from Rogers et al. (2015). Using topographic 

surveys of LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) before and after Hurricane Sandy, Rogers et 

al. (2015) found 40% and 90% reductions in sediment quantity delivered in residential and 

commercial built settings, respectively, when compared to natural washover deposits. Indeed, 

they also suggest that dense commercial-built environments prevented overwash from occurring 

along ~50% of the reach studied. It has been demonstrated in this work that the built 

environment can block and disturb pre-existing sediment pathways and sinks. The presence of 

human development on coastlines provides obstacles to overwash that can directly affect 

sediment supply to the landscape, which impacts landform morphology (Hoyt, 1968; Stutz and 

Pilkey, 2001). Buildings and seawalls, amongst other built infrastructure, can completely block 

storm surge flows (Rogers et al., 2015), reducing sediment supply. Furthermore, they can 

dissipate the energy within overwash, causing the flows to have a lower transport capacity 

meaning the entrained sediment cannot be carried as far onto the shore, leading to smaller 

washover deposits.  

3.5.2.2 Deposit shape 

Previously, it would have been necessary to analyse washover shape qualitatively. However, the 

definition of the Distortion Index provides a quantitative tool to investigate how the 

environment manipulates a deposit's shape by looking at how far its shape diverges from that 

of a semi-circle. From the analysis undertaken, it has been shown that the planform shape of 

coastal sediment deposits is independent of the storm the washover is produced by and instead 

is fundamentally governed by the spatial components of the built environment the overwash 

interacts with – namely the set-up of buildings and the geometry of the street network available 

to facilitate sediment movement.  

A range of washover deposit shapes have been observed and recorded within the real-world 

built environment dataset, with three key examples in the panels of Figure 3-6. Panel 1 portrays 

a low-density built environment where the DI of the deposit is low. The anthropogenic 

development on this barrier setting, with one building present, has negligible impact on the 

morphology of the washover deposit compared to if it was completely unoccupied. Meanwhile, 

the deposit shown in Panel 2 is restricted in its distribution as it enters a narrow road 

perpendicular to the coastline and does not reach any intersections in the street network. 

Instead, it forms an elongated lobe with limited width yet has a medium DI as it branches onto 
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driveways and into the gaps between buildings. Finally, the landform presented in Panel 3 

indicates a large washover deposit interacting with a sprawling, dense built environment 

characterised by widespread infrastructure. In this instance, the overwash intrudes into two 

parallel streets running perpendicularly to the shoreline, with the deposit then merging and 

branching further into the built domain. These three deposits were chosen as examples as they 

provide a vivid visualisation and quantification of how different urban footprints can affect the 

shape of sedimentary features.  

To further examine the relationships between the built fabric and their respective impacts on 

deposit morphology, two multiple linear regression models were utilised to see how variables 

could predict distortion index. The model used for the real-world data incorporated three 

explanatory variables: built fraction, street length and deposit area, whilst the regression for the 

numerical model used built fraction and deposit area as predictors. The r-squared and p-values 

values obtained for both regressions indicate that the predictor variables impart a first-order 

control on washover deposit shape. However, a clear discrepancy exists between the real-world 

empirical data and the numerical model dataset. The r-squared value of 0.51 in the real-world 

regression differs from that of the model (0.84). This implies that extraneous variables affecting 

sediment deposition patterns in the real world are not encapsulated in the simple model – which 

focuses solely on the impact of built obstacles on deposit morphology, so other factors remain 

unaccounted for. To highlight this, the results from the model in Figure 3-6B show clustering 

by building density, whereas the data in the real world in Figure 3-6A shows far more substantial 

variation – with some deposits exhibiting high DI values despite extending into moderately 

dense urban environments.  

Factors affecting the sediment supply and subsequent routing and deposition on the barrier 

islands and low-lying coasts should first be considered, as they can directly impact landform 

morphology (Hoyt, 1968; Stutz and Pilkey, 2011). Along the shoreline, the fronting dunes can 

be a range of sizes, and in some areas – they may not even exist. In such places, the sediment 

supply will be minimised. Whereas, along coastlines with large fronting dunes – sediment supply 

during overwash is increased due to the increased erosion that can occur, which generates 

mobile material (Nott, 2006). Furthermore, more potent storms with a longer duration can 

increase the sediment supply to an inland environment if all other environmental conditions are 

the same (Donnelly et al., 2006). In relation to this research, differences in sediment availability, 

which can be governed by natural factors such as fronting dune morphology and storm 

size/duration, can alter the distance hurricane deposits can intrude into a given built 

environment. Indeed, the findings here indicate that where deposits extend further into a built 

environment, they exhibit higher DI values due to interacting with a greater area of the built 
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fabric. Therefore, when sediment supply is maximised, the distortion will be highest – within 

the same urban setting, suggesting natural factors influencing the initial sediment availability 

play a substantial role.  

Once the initial sediment availability has been determined, there are also natural features inland 

from the fronting dune within built settings, which can act to shape deposits through altering 

sediment pathways and sinks, separate from the built structures present. Firstly, variations in 

topography can work to channel and disrupt overwash flows (Morton and Sallenger, 2003), 

whereby elevation change can change the speed of storm surges and thus its energy – directly 

impacting the water's capacity to transport sediment and/or change the direction of flows by 

diverting the course of the overwash (Kain et al., 2014; Soria et al., 2017). Moreover, variations 

in elevation can create areas of slow-moving sediment-laden water in surface depressions where 

deposition occurs due to the reduction in the flow's energy – leading to overwash fans being 

restricted by local topography (Donnelly et al., 2006). 

Aside from this, the presence of vegetation and the density of such fauna can contribute to the 

surface roughness of coastal floodplains. Increased roughness leads to greater flow resistance 

and can change the sedimentary landforms' morphology (Donnelly et al., 2006). In this context, 

vegetation can act as sediment traps, capturing material from the overwash flows and instigating 

deposition earlier than expected (Nepf and Koch, 1999; Feagin et al., 2015). Within this research, 

many of the washover deposits in the real-world dataset would have interacted with front 

lawns/gardens and local parks/shrubs. These influences are unaccounted for as factors 

controlling deposit morphology. Nevertheless, they may provide some guidance as to why the 

explanatory power of the built fabric to predict deposit distortion was so different between the 

real-world dataset and that of the simple model.  

Finally, elements of anthropogenic developed coastlines - that are not encapsulated in the built 

fraction or street length parameters - can play a substantial role in shaping washover deposits. 

For example, human-made flood defences, such as groins and seawalls, can disrupt storm surges 

by affecting swash velocity and deflecting waves – manipulating the energy and direction of the 

flow (Plant and Griggs, 1992) and, consequently, natural sediment movement and budgets. 

Furthermore, these structures can capture sediment and create new sinks for the material 

(Nordstrom, 1994) – altering the morphology of the final washover deposits. Another facet of 

the urban environment affecting the terminal shape of coastal sediment deposits that are not 

accounted for in the simple model are fences, driveways and other anthropogenic structures 

that block and divert flows. Driveways provide smooth, low-friction routes for storm surges to 

move through and onto. This study highlights this primarily by the elongated deposits down 
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one street in the real-world dataset, with no interactions with road intersections. Here, several 

deposits (e.g., in Figure 3-6 Panel 2) branch into driveways as they intrude into the built domain. 

As a result, these washover deposit examples exhibit low built fraction values relative to their 

distortion index as they interact with few buildings and are instead shaped by factors not 

quantified in this study. 

Additionally, on many low-lying coasts, buildings are often elevated on stilts to make them less 

susceptible to damage from overwash as a hurricane-proofing measure (Givoni, 1994; 

Abdelfatah et al., 2022). In regions with this typical building style, the impact on flow direction 

and speeds will be negligible, as water can remain undisturbed (Nordstrom, 2004). Therefore, 

this research approaches all buildings as the same – which may not necessarily be true – and 

instead, the washover deposit may continue under the buildings. 

3.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter, using washover data generated by a combination of post-storm aerial imagery and 

a simple numerical model, has provided new information regarding the morphology of coastal 

deposits in unbuilt and built environments and, consequently, has achieved the three objectives 

defined in this chapter's introduction. 

1. Expand on the existing shortage of empirical measurements of real-world washover 

deposits in both natural and built settings, determining if a morphological difference 

exists between the two environments. 

In total, 282 washover deposits were sampled from post-storm aerial imagery, 115 and 167 from 

unbuilt and built environments, respectively. The results extended on previous research 

(Hudock et al., 2014; Lazarus et al., 2016), which focussed on deposits formed in natural 

domains, showing how different built fabrics disrupt the scaling norms constructed in unbuilt 

settings, with patterns of channelising and blocking being prevalent. In addition, a novel metric, 

termed Distortion Index, has demonstrated that the shape of the deposits differs between 

depositional environments, with deposits in built settings typically exhibiting higher DI values, 

yet with some crossover between settings. 

2. Explore the impact of components of the built fabric on the morphology of coastal 

washover. 

It has been established that the higher the built fraction – the higher the potential for the deposit 

to be distorted more from a natural deposit shape with the same area, whilst the street network 

provides pathways for sediment distribution. The findings of a linear regression model suggest 
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that built fraction and street length are significant explanatory variables in predicting DI, with 

over 51% of variance explained. 

3. Investigate whether sediment deposits generated using a numerical model with a range 

of "built fabrics" align with the morphometric data from real-world examples.  

The data obtained from the numerical model illustrated that built fraction again had a substantial 

impact on deposit shape, with the built fractions tested here exceeding the real world by double. 

However, the linear regression model run for the numerical model shows a disparity between 

the predictive power of variables from the real-world dataset (built fraction, street length and 

deposit area) and the numerical model (built fraction and deposit area) in explaining variance in 

distortion. Furthermore, as the model data regression exhibited a higher r-squared value than 

the empirical, it indicates that extraneous variables such as vegetation, fences and surface 

roughness can influence the real-world deposits – which are not picked up in the model domain.  

The next section of this research will investigate flood-driven sediment deposition in natural 

and built fluvial environments. The first step is a review of the literature, which will focus on 

the existing knowledge of deposit morphology and models able to generate them.  
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Chapter 4 Sediment deposits on fluvial floodplains 

This background chapter is separated into four parts exploring the current understanding of 

crevasse splays. This will include an outline of the formation of crevasse splay deposits and the 

factors influencing their terminal morphology, such as flood size and human activity. I begin 

with a brief introduction to fluvial flooding will highlight its importance to floodplains and also 

its potential detrimental effects. The second section examines the formation of crevasse splay 

deposits and the controls on their morphology. I will assess existing numeric morphological 

models applicable to investigating crevasse splays in natural and built environments. Lastly, I 

will identify and outline an appropriate numerical model to utilise in studying crevasse splays. 

4.1 Fluvial floods: importance and impacts 

Fluvial flooding occurs when the water level within a river channel is increased to cause 

overbank flow, leading to the neighbouring floodplains becoming inundated. Such a change in 

water level primarily occurs due to heavy and/or prolonged rainfall (Douben, 2006). However, 

it may also result from breakages of natural or human-built dams, and snowmelt events (Hancox 

et al., 2005; Feyen et al., 2012; Tariq and van de Giesen, 2012). These floods can either be a rapid 

response as rain falls directly into the channel – typically in small, upstream catchments, or on 

a longer timescale where rainfall runs through a larger catchment and into the channel. 

Characteristics of the drainage basin: topography; presence and type of vegetation; and network 

density, shape the timing, duration, and size of fluvial floods (Samela et al., 2017). 

Frequent fluvial floods are essential for many floodplains – promoting connectivity between the 

river channel and local terrains (Heiler et al., 1995). Indeed, fluvial floodplains cover 

approximately 2 x 106 km2 of the Earth's land surface and, as such, represent substantial 

sedimentary reservoirs (Mitsch and Gosselink, 2015). Junk et al. (1989) proposed the flood pulse 

concept whereby flood events control the ecological and morphological systems encompassing 

the river corridor and adjacent floodplains. These floods allow the exchange of water, sediment, 

nutrients, and biota to and from the channel (Heiler et al., 1995). River corridors and the 

surrounding floodplains are ecologically essential facets of a landscape. The movement of river-

borne sediment and nutrients to nearby low-lying land is vital for productivity and biodiversity 

(Walling and He, 1998; Noe and Hupp, 2005). Morphologically, the sediment movement from 

the river channel to the floodplain plays a vital role in the construction and evolution of 

floodplains (Wolman and Leopold, 1957, Kooistra et al., 2003). The fine sediment deposited on 

the typically flat terrain surrounding channels results in the vertical accretion and maintenance 
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of the floodplain surface, allowing the subsistence of the landscape (Middelkoop and Van der 

Perk, 1998; Walling and He, 1998).  

Fluvial floods may threaten human life and property when they interact with human 

infrastructure (Koks and Thissen, 2016). River floods have directly inflicted more than 200,000 

deaths since 1980 (Dottori et al., 2018) and have induced economic costs of over US$1 trillion 

between 1980 and 2013 (Kundzewicz et al., 2019). The threat of dangerous fluvial floods to 

humans is expected to rise due to socioeconomic development and climate change (Feyen et al., 

2012; Hirabayashi et al., 2021). 

Land use change on floodplains and in catchments can alter the time taken for fluvial floods to 

occur and can also affect their duration and size. The urbanisation of flood-prone landscapes 

with the addition of tarmac and concrete surfaces decreases the permeability of previously 

natural areas (Hu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2020), increasing both the speed at which surface runoff 

can reach river channels and the volume of precipitation reaching the channel (Kjeldsen, 2009). 

These factors can significantly impact peak discharges, influencing the timing, duration, and 

amount of overbank flow (Verbeiren et al., 2013). The conversion of land for agricultural 

purposes through deforestation or the removal of smaller vegetation can have an impact. For 

example, in a model focussing on deforestation in the Upper Chao Phraya River Basin, Thailand, 

it was found that a 1% decrease in forest cover leads to an increase in annual discharge by 1.9% 

for the entire basin and a 2.5 - 5.4% increase in the upstream sub-basins (Zhao et al., 2022). This 

study also highlighted that a 1% decrease in forest cover could cause the annual sediment load 

to rise by 8.7%.  

Global warming is expected to increase heavy precipitation events – potentially leading to more 

frequent, high-magnitude floods. Indeed, Wright et al. (2019) indicated that these heavy rainfall 

events have already become more common in the contiguous US, and Du et al. (2019) found 

such precipitation patterns to be occurring globally. Using climate attribution frameworks, these 

local and worldwide trends in precipitation have been linked to human-induced global warming 

(Diffenbaugh, 2020). It has been projected that extreme rainfall could rise between 5 - 10% per 

degree of global warming (Pendergrass et al., 2017). A combination of a high-resolution flood 

model and a climate model has indicated that a high warming scenario – whereby a 100-year 

rainfall event is increased by 20% in magnitude and ~200% in frequency – would cause a 30 - 

127% rise in population exposure to flooding (Swain et al., 2020).  

The ongoing rise in flood occurrence and magnitude highlights a necessity to properly account 

for the risk that natural hazards pose to human life and safety in order to implement land 

management planning to mitigate disaster impacts correctly and reduce costs (Petak, 1985; 
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Manfreda et al., 2011; Brunner et al., 2021).The outlays directed on removing debris from built 

environments post-flood event, which can include substantial deposits of sediment (Nelson and 

Leclair, 2006; Brown et al., 2011), are encapsulated within the costs associated with extreme 

disasters. Such debris can block access routes restricting the ability of emergency services to 

provide aid (USEPA, 2008), as well as damage vital infrastructure. Furthermore, the monetary 

cost involved in removing the debris can be expensive, as well as time consuming (FEMA, 

2007). As a result, it is imperative that the effects of floods are understood through measurement 

and modelling, in order to reduce damage costs associated with extreme flood events (Smith, 

2013; Huang et al., 2021). Therefore, there is a need to increase the understanding of the 

morphological impacts of fluvial inundation events because linking components, including 

sediment, morphology, and built infrastructure, is vital for successfully coordinating flood risk 

mitigation measures and reducing disaster costs (Lane and Thorne, 2007).  

4.2 Crevasse splay deposits 

4.2.1 Crevasse splay definition and formation 

During fluvial floods, sediment can be transported by high energy flows out of a river channel 

and deposited on the floodplain when the floodwater energy dissipates (Walling and He, 1998). 

For rivers characterised by levees that rarely breach or flat banks without levees, floodplain 

deposition is predominantly from flows going directly over the river bank – with fine washloads 

being transferred onto the floodplain (Pizzuto, 1987; Smith et al., 1998; Adams et al., 2004). This 

fine sediment can be transferred to inundated areas on the floodplain far from the channel due 

to the small amount of energy needed to transport these small grains (Syvitski et al., 2012).  

However, for other rivers which commonly breach their bankside levees, water with its sediment 

load is driven onto the local floodplain environments through these gaps (Smith and Perez-

Arlucea, 1994; Nienhuis et al., 2018). In addition, natural levees of low-gradient river systems 

often breach during periods of peak discharge in the initial flooding phase (Farrell, 2001; 

Toonen et al., 2016; Chomiak, 2020), leading to the creation of landforms known as crevasse 

splays - common in alluvial and deltaic environments (Toonen et al., 2016). Crevasse splays are 

described as overbank sediment deposits produced by the material being advected through levee 

breaches onto surrounding floodplains during the diversion of river water and sediment from 

the channel (Bristow et al., 1999; Aslan et al., 2005; Yuill et al., 2016; Millard et al., 2017). These 

materials can then form patches of high sedimentation near the channel belt on low-elevation 

areas of the adjacent floodplain (Shen et al., 2015; Toonen et al., 2016). Deposition typically 
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occurs in fan shapes as the floodwaters decelerate when they move out of a confined channel 

into a less confined environment (Iacobucci et al., 2020).  

Typically, the deposits are comprised of bedload material close to the breach, with suspended 

sediment dominating the deposition in the medial and distal portions of the splays (Burns et al., 

2017). As sediment is delivered and deposited in the splay, it decreases the crevasse bed slope 

causing the splay deposit to accrete vertically and backfills upstream into the levee breach (Yuill 

et al., 2016). The deposit's growth subsequently tails off because transport capacity reduces as 

the splay grows, resulting in the crevasse splay being closed off from additional sediment supply 

(Roberts, 1997).  

The understanding of crevasse splay formation and morphology is necessary as they are a 

significant component of land building (Nienhuis et al., 2018) – contributing to levee growth 

(Bridge, 1984), floodplain elevation upkeep, and channel avulsion processes (Stouthamer, 2001). 

A crevasse splay located in the Mississippi River Delta (Figure 4-1), approximately 60 km2 in 

size, could store over 75% of available sediment delivered to it – contributing significantly to 

the landscape (Esposito et al., 2017). Given that they are standard morphological features, 

remarkably little is understood about how the shape and size of crevasse splays are affected by 

landscape controls (Millard et al., 2017).  

 

Figure 4-1 Elevation layer depicting two crevasse splay locations and their networks in the 

Mississippi River Delta (Nienhuis et al., 2018).  The red dashed lines represent the 
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splays networks and the white dashed line the historic channel course of the Bayou 

Lafourche. 

4.2.2 Crevasse splay morphology 

4.2.2.1 Natural controls 

Crevasse splays have been generated in diverse fluvial environments with various shapes and 

sizes between the domains (Millard et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2022). Splay deposits are 

distributed worldwide; many are current features of landscapes, whilst others are retained in the 

stratigraphic record. Contemporary sedimentary environment examples can be found along the 

north bank of the Colorado River (Aslan and Blum, 2009), on the east and west banks of the 

Niobrara River, Nebraska (Bristow et al., 1999), and 14 splays on the north slope of the Colville 

River Delta (Tye, 2004). These splay deposits range from 240 m to 4500 m in length and from 

170 m to 1300 m in width. The morphology of crevasse splays is controlled by various factors, 

which can affect the amount of sediment transported onto the floodplain, and/or shape the 

formation and growth of splay deposits. These factors influence deposition patterns through 

three main processes: a reduction in flow energy, a reduction in flow depth, and an increase in 

floodplain roughness (Yuill et al., 2016). Flow conditions, sediment characteristics, and 

floodplain features affect the size of splay deposits (area and volume) and their planform shape 

(Millard et al., 2017). 

The discharge of a river channel should impact the size of the splay deposit that can be 

generated, as it governs the energy present and, in turn, the quantity of sediment that can be 

entrained in the floodwaters funnelling onto the floodplain (Millard et al., 2017). Furthermore, 

the initial discharge of floodwater - laden with sediment - dictates how far a splay deposit can 

extend into a given floodplain environment before energy is lost and deposition of all the 

material has occurred (Yuill et al., 2016). 

Crevasse splay and shape can also be affected by sediment size. The D50 of a river channel can 

govern the amount of sediment made available to the crevasse splay (Slingerland and Smith, 

1998), and influence sediment deposition patterns (Park and Chu, 1991; Fedele and Paola, 2007). 

It was suggested by Millard et al. (2017) that larger grain size distributions lead to more extensive 

crevasse splay deposits. They posited that this is primarily due to finer sediment, such as silts 

and clays, being able to be transported out of the nearby floodplain zone in suspension. 

However, they did not explore the relationship between grain size and deposit size for the 

sediment that did not get washed away – with the silt results potentially skewing their findings. 
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This is especially pertinent as they only used three grain size distributions in their models to 

make their conclusions, including the silt distribution. However, it was still clear that the 

combination of discharge and grain size fundamentally controlled the mass balance of sediment 

provided to the floodplain and how effectively the material could be transported (Millard et al., 

2017).  

Various external factors can influence the size and shape of crevasse splay deposits for a given 

discharge and grain size distribution. Firstly, riparian vegetation's presence, quantity and type 

can directly impact splays' formation, development, and terminal morphology (Esposito et al., 

2017; Nienhuis et al., 2018). The presence of vegetation markedly affects floodplain roughness 

(Darby, 1999; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Tomsett and Leyland, 2019), which can considerably 

impact depositional patterns. The roughness of a floodplain dictates the amount of friction 

exercised by the surface on floodwater (Baptist et al., 2007). Riparian vegetation on floodplain 

surfaces promotes sediment entrapment, concomitant with a reduction in the amount of erosion 

able to occur (Schumm and Lichty, 1963; Esposito et al., 2017). The floodplain roughness is 

influenced by the structure of the vegetation, such as: the height and density; leaf presence, and 

the rigidity of the stems (Dawson, 1988; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008; Tomsett and Leyland, 

2022). In high flow situations, vegetation can become the primary control of floodplain 

roughness, with the potential to substantially affect flood wave dynamics (Forzieri et al., 2011) 

and, thus, influence sediment deposition. Indeed, research has indicated that the largest crevasse 

splays and highest land growth rates occur on floodplains with intermediate vegetation density 

(Nardin and Edmonds, 2014; Nienhuis et al., 2018). This indicates that in floodplains comprising 

of higher density vegetation, sediment is trapped and a greater amount becomes deposited closer 

to the floodplain, whereas where vegetation is sparse, friction is low, so the flows are not slowed 

enough to induce widespread deposition.  

Another control on crevasse splay morphology is the drainage conditions of the floodplain. The 

flood basin slope can alter sediment deposition rates once the flows extend through the levee 

breach (Pizzuto, 1987; Hajek and Wolinsky, 2012). The gradient of the slope impacts the 

floodplains efficiency in advecting sediment away from the breach. Millard et al. (2017) utilised 

two floodplain types: ponded and drained, with three models run for each environment in Delft 

3D. The ponded floodplain replicated water entering a lake-like floodplain with a constant water 

level and reduced runoff. This floodplain was given water-surface levels 20 cm lower than the 

crest of the levee. Whereas the water level for the drained floodplain scenario was specified as 

1.45 m lower than the levee crest, defined as 5 cm above the floodplain bed elevation in order 

to create a slope from the exit of the breach towards the edge of the model's domain. In running 

their models, the drained floodplain received 4 - 5x more floodwater and 5 - 8 x more sediment 
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than the ponded floodplains. Consequently, the crevasse splay deposits were more widespread 

in the drained environments, with channels commonly forming on the floodplain. The splays 

generated in the ponded set-ups were small, but thick, semi-circular deposits, because the 

floodplain runoff was slow and lacked the energy to transport substantial amounts of sediment 

from the river channel. As a result, the sediment that could be carried onto the ponded 

floodplain was deposited close to the levee breach. 

The extent to which the soil is consolidated can impact splay morphology. For example, 

Nienhuis et al. (2018) highlighted that floodplains with more significant soil consolidation, e.g. 

thicker peats under the top surface, allow the formation of larger crevasse splays which can then 

stay active for longer. They put this down to a reduction in floodplain erodibility, with a more 

erodible surface leading to greater avulsion and scouring. 

4.2.2.2 Impact of human activity on crevasse splays 

The study of the quantitative impact of human activity on the natural morphology of landforms 

is an emerging field. Anthropogenic developments can alter the sources, pathways, and sinks of 

sediment - having the potential to disturb sediment budgets and change the morphology of the 

landscapes impacted (Nordstrom, 1994).  

Despite this, the only research focussing on the morphology of crevasse spays in a built setting 

was undertaken in New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina (2005) (Nelson and Leclair, 2006). 

These sandy splay deposits are thought to have occurred because of a blowout of hydraulic 

piping, leading to levees' failure along the London Avenue Canal. The crevasse splays, which 

formed at the southern breach of the channel (illustrated in figure 4-2), covered an area of 

approximately 54,670 m2 (excluding buildings) with an estimated volume of 26,380 m3. The map 

shows that sand was deposited throughout the local street network and between built structures, 

with deposit thickness exceeding 1 m in places. Nelson and Leclair (2006) discuss how the 

streets and buildings within the urban environment spatially controlled the geometry of the 

splay. They suggested that there was channelisation of the flow and sediment down open streets, 

with the impervious surfaces providing efficient pathways. Consequently, splays were often 

thicker down one side of a road and where the accessible network widened, e.g. at intersections. 

In addition, high-velocity flood flow zones created between buildings provided the energy to 

transport the available sediment. Once the water had receded, recovery efforts quickly removed 

the deposit, and this explains why there are so few descriptions within the literature of splay 

morphology in built environments. 
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Figure 4-2 The spatial extent of a crevasse splay deposit created in New Orleans during 

Hurricane Katrina (Nelson and Leclair, 2006). 

4.2.2.3 Overview of the gaps in research 

It is evident that although there is some degree of understanding of the controls on crevasse 

splay morphology (size and shape), there is a lack of quantitative data in this research area. The 

two studies, which used Delft 3D software, used a limited sample of data to develop their 

conclusions. Millard et al. (2017) used three distinct sediment sizes (silt, fine sand, and coarse 

sand) across two floodplain set-ups. Nienhuis et al. (2018) used five variants of vegetation with 

a constant discharge and one set sediment size distribution. Therefore, the relative impacts of 

sediment size, discharge, and vegetation's presence and density, on natural splay morphology 

remain limited. 

Furthermore, the only study of crevasse splays in the built environment is qualitative (Nelson 

and Leclair, 2006). There are no studies showing how buildings and streets quantitatively impact 

the morphology of splay deposits. The next section will explore various modelling software and 
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their suitability to study sediment movement during flood events and to select the most 

appropriate for this investigation. 

4.3 Numerical models 

4.3.1 Criteria for model selection 

A suitable numerical model must be sourced to study crevasse splays in natural and built settings 

due to a lack of available high-resolution imagery depicting real-world examples. An appropriate 

model would allow the morphological impacts of various environmental conditions to be 

investigated as an extension of what imagery offers. Several models exist with different 

complexities that can transport and deposit during flood-driven events; therefore, to identify 

which model best fulfils the needs of this research, the following selection criteria were defined: 

a) the model must be able to operate on a high temporal resolution (minutes) and on a 

small spatial scale (1 m to 10s m) to enable many individual flood events to be run 

efficiently without being too computationally intensive; 

b) the model must permit a variety of environmental conditions, e.g. storm size, grain size 

and floodplain roughness, to be user-defined and altered quickly between model runs;  

c) the model must allow the incorporation of built obstacles on the floodplain to test the 

effect of anthropogenic infrastructure on landform morphology; 

d) the model results should be able to be seamlessly integrated into GIS (Geographical 

Information Systems) software for analysis and extraction of the morphometric 

components of the crevasse splay deposits.  

By fulfilling these criteria, the chosen numerical model will allow the generation of appropriate 

data able to address the research gap. 

4.3.2 Overview of numerical models 

Computer-based numerical models have assessed general fluvial morphology and specific 

landforms driven by flood events over various timescales. Such models can help investigate the 

impacts of different environmental conditions on morphological landscapes (Martin et al., 2000; 

Van De Wiel et al., 2007; Gurnell et al., 2012; Millard et al., 2017). Computer models, which 

began to emerge in the 1970s and were labelled Landscape Evolution Models (LEMs), can 

portray the movement of sediment as a function of surface and channel flow (Coulthard et al., 

2013). Such models are primarily contingent on the input and manipulation of grids and meshes, 

with the spatial resolution and underlying processes governing the complexity of the model at 
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hand. However, models have become more advanced, refined, and realistic, with technological 

developments providing more powerful, innovative computer systems. Subsequently, numerical 

models can simulate high-resolution morphological changes in a fluvial environment over 

various timescales. For example, Zhang et al. (2021) used a large-scale 3D hydrodynamic model 

called SCHISM (Zhang et al., 2016) to accurately replicate a 2013 flood event and associated 

sediment transport along a 280 km reach of the Three Gorges Reservoir, China. This study 

highlights the vast capabilities of current numerical models and their potential to produce 

realistic morphological outcomes. 

Morphological numerical models can be grouped into three main categories: system-based, 

physics-based, and cellular automata, which all lie along a continuum from reduced complexity 

models to reductionist physics-based models (Schuurman et al., 2013). System-based 

morphological models are developed for a specific study area where they can firmly apply to the 

particular landscapes and underlying processes. Such models are often used to observe long-

term responses of particular systems by operating in reduced-complexity conditions – making 

them run efficiently in simulations over extended time frames. For example, the Mississippi 

Delta Model (MDM), developed by Martin et al. (2000), can deliver multidecadal landscape and 

ecological projections at high degrees of confidence yet requires a 1 km2 gridded input of 

elevation for the hydrodynamic models to undertake the modelling of river channels (Martin et 

al., 2002). Further, the MDM model operates over timesteps which range from 20 – 1200 

seconds, comparable to other system-based models (Costanza et al., 1990; Reyes et al., 2000). 

However, due to many system-based models requiring coarse spatial resolution inputs and the 

associated lengthy timesteps, they are inappropriate for studying small-scale landscape changes 

during individual flood events – one of the vital model selection criteria. Also, because these 

models are developed for a specific area of interest, they are not necessarily transferable to other 

morphological landscapes. 

Alternatively, physics-based models show more promise for capturing comprehensive 

morphological change. Physics-based numerical models often split morphodynamics into three 

separate components: flow modelling; sediment erosion, transport, and deposition; and making 

subsequent alterations to the elevation grid (Spasojevic and Holly, 2008; Williams et al., 2016). 

These models are often seen as reductionist as they break morphological processes down to as 

many small-scale physics-defined equations as possible to reproduce larger-scale landscape 

changes accurately (Schuurman et al., 2013). Complex physics-based processes, e.g. shallow 

water equations, are integrated and solved by the models when simulating morphological 

changes and allow the mass and momentum of flows to be conserved. As such, they have been 

well-used in various morphological studies, including investigating changes in braided river 
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channels over time, and assessing bank erosion and floodplain accretion (Crosato and Saleh, 

2011; Nicholas, 2013). Consequently, physics-based models are often viewed as capable tools 

for undertaking detailed morphological analysis because of their aptitude to reflect realistic 

outcomes, ability to integrate various environmental conditions, and flexibility across spatial 

scales. However, the numerical complexity of these models, which is an artefact of their ability 

to integrate many complex process equations, makes them computationally intensive and thus 

may only be applicable at coarse resolutions across short timescales (Vaz et al., 2009). Despite 

this, the strengths associated with physics-based models mean they would be applicable in 

studying natural and anthropogenic impacts on crevasse splay morphology, and so should be an 

option that is progressed to the next stage.  

Finally, two-dimensional cellular automata models are a form of reduced complexity models. 

These models attempt to reflect and capture complex morphological system behaviour using a 

minimal ruleset (Murray, 2003; Williams et al., 2016). The basis for this line of modelling is that 

morphological behaviour at a given scale is primarily a function of the essential interactions 

occurring between variables at one scale level below (Werner, 1999). They are inherently 

different from physics-based models as they use rules that model the interactions between only 

neighbouring cells to solve more complex mass and momentum equations (Fonstad, 2013). As 

a result, the models are less computationally intensive, so smaller timesteps can be incorporated, 

allowing longer model timeframes to be studied quickly. With the emergence of increasing 

computational power, cellular automata models are constantly being updated with more detailed 

rulesets to enhance their simulations of morphological dynamics (Williams et al., 2016). Models 

investigating braiding channels were initially developed by Murray and Paola (1994) and have 

since been extended by Thomas et al. (2007) and Nicholas et al. (2012) to improve flow 

representation and resulted in similar predictions to a 3D model and another focussing on 

shallow water equations, when simulating morphological change over a 30 km reach of the Rio 

Paraná, Argentina.  

Although it enhances their computational efficiency, the main drawback to cellular automata 

models is their simplicity, wherein they do not include enough detail of complex flow and 

sediment processes to inform their simulations of landscape changes, and this may render them 

more suitable to qualitative projections of landform morphologies (Fonstad, 2013). This is 

especially prevalent with their simple flow routing algorithms, which struggle to distribute flow 

momentum correctly. To combat this, a novel approach has attempted to integrate the sediment 

components of reduced complexity cellular automata models with physics-based flow systems 

(Williams et al., 2016). For example, CAESAR-Lisflood combines CAESAR, a cellular automata 

numerical model, with Lisflood-FP – a more complex flow model. Consequently, advancing a 
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cellular automata model to the next stage of model choice is deemed appropriate as they provide 

a viable alternative to a physics-based approach. Therefore, the next section will detail an 

example of a physics-based numerical model and a 2D reduced complexity cellular automata 

model to directly compare the options and, subsequently, decide on the most suitable 

morphological model for this research based on the selection criteria.  

4.3.3 Choice of numerical model 

Applying the criteria to the model types available resulted in shortlisting the physics-based 

morphodynamic model, Delft-3D, and the cellular automata model, CAESAR-Lisflood 

(Coulthard et al., 2013). These models fulfil many, if not all, of the necessary criteria (Deltares, 

2014; Millard et al., 2017; Wong et al., 2021). They also have user-friendly, intuitive interfaces 

and being commonly used software, generous support is available online (Caldwell and 

Edmonds, 2014; Valters, 2016).  

Delft-3D has the ability to cope with the interactions of factors, including flood size, sediment 

transport, and morphology (Deltares, 2014), leading to accurate representations of the natural 

environment. This current research aims to run several hundred experiments, but the primary 

caveat to choosing Delft-3D is the computational intensity associated with physics-based 

morphodynamic models. This would potentially lead to prolonged run times - limiting the extent 

to which the environmental conditions could be explored in detail. For example, Millard et al. 

(2017) were limited to six models using Delft-3D. Furthermore, the complexity of solving 

shallow water equations within Delft-3D limits its applicability when dealing with short 

timescales (Vaz et al., 2009).  

CAESAR-Lisflood - a 2D flow and sediment transport model - is suitable for assessing the 

controls on the morphology of crevasse splays, as it is computationally efficient. Feeney et al. 

(2020) indicated that CAESAR-Lisflood allows the input of nine grain sizes during model runs 

and permits suspended sediment transport onto the floodplain through a user-defined 

parameter. Furthermore, this model can operate at high temporal resolutions (seconds and 

minutes) – allowing individual flood events to be simulated. It is recognised that because 

CAESAR-Lisflood is relatively simple compared to Delft-3D, the integration into CAESAR-

Lisflood of the influences of ecological and anthropogenic components can be more challenging 

(Coulthard, 1999). Thus far, however, this view has been based mainly on qualitative rather than 

quantitative analysis of the validity of cellular automata models (Coulthard et al., 2007). This 

research study provides an opportunity to undertake a thorough, quantitative assessment of the 

application of CAESAR-Lisflood in generating splays using various environmental conditions 
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and comparing them to real-world deposits – potentially yielding a required quantitative 

validation. The reduced complexity of CAESAR-Lisflood compared to physics-based numerical 

models is its primary advantage for its application within this thesis. This high computational 

efficiency will allow many experiments to be undertaken.  

This assessment shows that of the two models, CAESAR-Lisflood allows the effects of 

morphological factors, such as storm size, grain size, floodplain roughness, and built obstacles, 

on crevasse splays to be studied in greater depth, and therefore it is chosen as the model for use 

in this research.  

4.3.4 Detail of CAESAR-Lisflood  

CAESAR-Lisflood (Coulthard et al., 2013) is an open-source Cellular Automata model that was 

developed by incorporating the Lisflood-FP 2D flow model (Bates and De Roo, 2000; Bates et 

al., 2010) into the CAESAR cellular LEM (Coulthard et al., 2002). It can be described as a 

coupled hydrodynamic LEM – with the ability to model river channel and floodplain change 

and the evolution of a catchment (Feeney et al., 2020). Fundamentally, CAESAR-Lisflood can 

forecast and test "What if?" situations (Coulthard and Van De Wiel, 2017; Ekeu-wei and 

Blackburn, 2020; Feeney et al., 2020). 

Independently, CAESAR (The Cellular Automation Evolutionary Slope and River Model) is a 

LEM geomorphological model which uses a topographic layer to drive erosion, transport, and 

deposition processes in river catchments. The model can replicate what will happen to a 

landscape over hours to thousands of years (Coulthard et al., 2002), permitting a broad array of 

morphological scenarios to be explored. CAESAR simulates landscape change through fluvial 

and slope-driven erosion and deposition processes whilst water is transported across a raster 

grid, with movement dictated by the elevation of cells relative to their neighbours (Van De Wiel 

et al., 2007). Erosion and deposition are then calculated cell-by-cell using the shear stress derived 

from flow depth and velocity. However, a limitation of CAESAR is its flow model, which 

characterises flow as a steady state and does not give a reliable representation of the mass of 

water or momentum. Therefore, an alternative flow model was sought for incorporation into 

CAESAR to increase the accuracy with which it can depict sediment movement and deposition. 

To retain the computational efficiency of CAESAR, the integration of full 2D flow models was 

deemed unsuitable as it would dramatically slow the processing speeds of CAESAR - particularly 

when investigating morphological changes over extended periods. Lisflood-FP (Bates and De 

Roo, 2000), a reduced-complexity flow model, was seen as a viable option to improve the 

existing flow model (Coulthard et al., 2013). Lisflood-FP calculates the continuity of the mass 
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within each cell and the momentum between cells, to work out the movement of flow. It 

comprises two components: a 1D channel flow part controlled by kinematic wave 

approximation and a 2D floodplain flow model designed using a diffusion wave representation 

(Bates and De Roo, 2000).  

Typically, 2D reduced-complexity flow models require timesteps of less than two seconds to 

prevent numerical instability and, therefore, would not usually fit in with the long timescales 

commonly used in CAESAR, which was the case with the earlier versions of Lisflood-FP. This 

forms a considerable barrier to the general assimilation of more advanced 2D flow models into 

LEMs. However, Lisflood-FP introduced a new simple inertia term that dramatically decreased 

numerical instability (Bates et al., 2010). With the increased computation speed associated with 

the new term, Lisflood-FP could be run in timesteps order of magnitudes higher than 

previously. Consequently, Coulthard et al. (2013) integrated the Lisflood-FP flow model into 

CAESAR by altering over 70% of the original CAESAR code to produce CAESAR-Lisflood. 

CAESAR-Lisflood is a GUI (Graphical User Interface) LEM composed using the C# 

programming language – available to download at: https://sourceforge.net/projects/caesar-

lisflood/. The model depicts a landscape as a grid of uniformly sized cells, enabling elevation 

rasters to be easily specified. Before running the model, the user can alter the elevation (as an 

input raster), grain size distribution and quantities, floodplain roughness, and define the specific 

input cells for discharge and sediment. The model runs on an iterative basis whereby after a 

timestep, the morphological alterations in flow, sediment movement, and cell elevation form 

the set-up for the next iteration. Sediment transport within CAESAR-Lisflood can occur as  bed 

load and suspended load – with different mechanisms of deriving sediment transport and 

deposition. Bedload sediment is moved from cell to cell based on flow conditions, whereas 

suspended sediment transport is defined by fall velocities and sediment concentration within 

cells (Coulthard et al., 2013). The model offers three sediment transport formulas: Meyer Peter 

and Müller (1948), Einstein-Brown (1950), and Wilcock and Crowe (2003), to drive the 

calculation of the movement of the bedload component. 

Since its development, CAESAR-Lisflood has been used in various morphological studies 

examining landscape changes over various timeframes. It is most frequently utilised to simulate 

changes in river basins during individual events (Zellou and Rahali, 2017) and to simulate 

decadal dynamics of channels (Poeppl et al., 2019; Feeney et al., 2020; Ramirez et al., 2020). It 

has also been used to investigate the stability of post-mining landscapes (Lowry et al., 2013; 

Lowry et al., 2019), to observe the impacts of land use change on channel response and sediment 

https://sourceforge.net/projects/caesar-lisflood/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/caesar-lisflood/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169555X15001312?casa_token=aVf4f9AYhy4AAAAA:45K__CzvlratcH2ticCIUHKQcOH3ZPh24MCk1cnvZmlEtBpbGTOaypMd6GSrPq00BN6u3sEx7A#bb0365
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yield (Walsh et al., 2020), and to assess the effects of tectonic uplift and rainfall variability on 

sediment yields (Coulthard and Van de Wiel, 2013).  

On account of its applicability in a wide range of morphological fields along with the strengths 

listed above, CAESAR-Lisflood provides a sound foundation to undertake an efficient and 

detailed investigation into the impacts of natural and built environments on crevasse splay 

formation.  

4.3.5 CAESAR-Lisflood parameters 

CAESAR-Lisflood includes approximately 50 user-defined parameters (Coulthard et al., 2013), 

ranging from sediment transport laws to Manning’s N roughness to grass maturity rate (annual). 

Previous work that has utilised CAESAR-Lisflood have used a variety of values for the user-

defined parameters to shape the model to accomplish the aims of their specific studies listed 

previously (Poeppl et al., 2019; Lowry et al., 2019; Walsh et al., 2020).   

Given the number of parameters and their applicability to different studies, Skinner et al., (2018) 

set out to undertake a sensitivity analysis of the morphological outcomes to parameters within 

CAESAR-:Lisflood. A sensitivity analysis of an LEM explores how variability in model 

outcomes is influenced by input parameters (Pianosi et al., 2016). To investigate CAESAR-

Lisflood’s sensitivity, Skinner et al. (2018) employed the Morris method sensitivity analysis for 

model simulations in two contrasting catchments over a decade. This method is computationally 

efficient, and allows global variance to be calculated through multiple local sensitivity analyses 

completed across the full parameter space (Saltelli et al., 2000; Norton, 2009). Their work used 

15 parameters chosen due to their importance to the model known from previous work, or that 

the response of the model to a parameter was formerly poorly understood. These parameters 

included: sediment transport law, max erode limit, grass maturity rate, soil creep rate, Manning 

n roughness, and minimum and maximum Q values for flow depth calculation. Aside from the 

sediment transport law – where there were two options (Einstein-Brown, 1950; Wilcock and 

Crowe, 2003), the other 14 parameters were given five iterative step values. The mix of 

parameter values were tested against 4 core behaviours: sediment yield, internal geomorphology, 

catchment discharge, and model efficiency. Their findings suggested that the choice of sediment 

transport formula was ranked as most influential across all the core behaviours, with Manning’s 

N, slope for edge cells, grain size, vegetation critical shear stress, and in channel lateral erosion 

rate scoring highly. However, they do note that the Morris method of sensitivity analysis only 

provides a ranking of each factor rather than an absolute value of sensitivity – so cannot observe 

the magnitude of differences between variables. Furthermore, they suggest the main limitation 
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of the work is that the two sediment transport laws are separated by a single step, whereas the 

other parameters are split over five iterative steps. As a result, this could distort the relative 

importance of this variable. In fact, they undertook additional analysis and found that placing 

the two sediment transport laws over the equivalent of four iterative steps substantially altered 

the results making the transport regime less important, with Manning’s N and grain size 

increasing in influence. Despite this, the findings highlight the substantial impact changes in 

model parameters have on the potential outcomes of research. 

In light of Skinner et al’s sensitivity analysis, it was deemed appropriate to limit the number of 

variables used within this work to the main parameters being tested. As such, many of the model 

parameters can be seen as inapplicable and thus can be ignored allowing model efficiency to be 

maintained and reduce potential confounding variables. The work undertaken in this thesis 

focusses on an individual flood event, set over the course of six hours, trialling different 

discharges and grain sizes to assess their impact upon the morphology of depositional crevasse 

splays. Consequently, parameters that are commonly used during models with yearly/decadal 

time lengths can be omitted including the several variables within the dune, vegetation and soil 

development categories, as well as disregarding any in-channel erosional and slope processes 

due to the focus being solely on floodplain deposition.  

The methodology set out in the next chapter will address the specific parametrisation of the 

model variables that are relevant to this work, including sediment transport model, grain sizes, 

and timesteps. There are additional tuning parameters, such as the courant number and 

minimum flow depth, which are defined in Chapter 5 based upon the chosen model resolution 

and the length and time steps of model runs.  

4.4 Chapter summary and next steps 

This chapter has provided a succinct overview of fluvial flood occurrence, the formation of 

crevasse splays, and known controls on their morphology. It highlights that controls on splay 

size and shape have not been fully quantified and are usually examined qualitatively, especially 

when they interact with built environments. A review of morphological models was completed, 

which deemed CAESAR-Lisflood, the most appropriate model for this work. The next chapter 

will apply CAESAR-Lisflood, on a deliberately simplified floodplain to determine the impacts 

of natural environmental conditions on crevasse splay morphology. 
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Chapter 5 Modelling controls on crevasse splay 

morphology on a deliberately simplified 

"natural" floodplain 

5.1 Chapter objectives 

This chapter addresses a gap in the quantitative understanding of the impacts of various natural 

environmental conditions on crevasse splay morphology. To do this, it will:   

• Explore the impact of grain size, discharge and floodplain roughness on crevasse splay 

deposits using the CAESAR-Lisflood morphological model incorporating sediment 

dynamics with hydrology. 

5.2 Introduction 

Crevasse splays are overbank sediment deposits created by sediment being advected through 

levee breaches (Bristow et al., 1999, Millard et al., 2017) and are common in many fluvial and 

fluvio-deltaic systems (Rahman et al., 2022). When propagated onto the fluvial floodplain, this 

sediment forms high sedimentation patches near the channel belt, wherein the flood flow slows, 

loses energy, and subsequently has a lower capacity to carry its sediment load (Shen et al., 2015). 

Crevasse splays are vital in the morphological development of rivers by impacting levee growth 

(Bridge, 1984) and channel-avulsion processes (Stouthamer, 2001). In addition, sediment 

deposition on the floodplain near the river channel can elevate the landscape and provide 

sediment supply and nutrients to the broader morphological system, allowing connectivity 

between the channel and the surrounding area (Junk et al., 1989, Heiler et al., 1995). 

Splay growth and terminal morphology are dictated by a combination of factors, with a principle 

component being discharge, which dictates the energy of the system and the subsequent 

sediment load (Williams, 1989; Rahman et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023). However, for a given 

discharge, splay morphology is controlled by characteristics of the sediment within the channel 

– needed for splay progradation, and the hydrology of the flood basin – which determines where 

sediment can accumulate (Millard et al., 2017). Indeed, the distribution of grain sizes influences 

the pattern of sediment deposition (Mertes, 1997) and the availability of material to splay 

formation (Slingerland and Smith, 1998). Moreover, splay morphodynamics can also be 

influenced by the presence and density of vegetation on the floodplain, alongside flood size and 

the topography of the area affected (Hajek and Edmonds, 2014). 
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Even though there is a wealth of knowledge regarding sediment dynamics during overbank flow 

(Walling and He, 1998; Syvitski et al., 2012), there remains little understanding of the quantitative 

impact flow and sediment characteristics have on crevasse splay morphology in terms of shape 

and size. Numerical models provide a solid foundation to unravel the complex behaviours 

associated with hydrological and sedimentary processes (Collins and Owens, 2006). As such, 

they are often used to simulate and visualise geomorphological processes in various applications 

(Hooke et al., 2005; Temme and Veldkamp, 2009; Bastola et al., 2018; Wong et al., 2021). 

However, the validity of numerical models is often analysed qualitatively rather than 

quantitatively when replicating real-world morphological events. Therefore, this work can assess 

the application of CAESAR-Lisflood (Coulthard et al., 2013) in generating splay deposits using 

a variety of environmental conditions by comparing these landforms to real-world deposits 

(Chapter 7) – allowing for quantitative validation, which is often challenging (Coulthard et al., 

2007). 

To this end, under various environmental conditions, a 2-dimensional reduced-complexity 

morphological model - CAESAR-Lisflood - generates crevasse splay deposits on a deliberately 

simplified floodplain. The model inputs included a series of sediment grain sizes (five categories 

of sand grains – very fine, fine, medium, coarse, and very coarse), discharges (eleven values at 

even intervals between 10-30 cumecs) and surface roughness (ten Manning's N values from 0.01 

to 0.1) – with each resulting splay deposit having their size components measured. The 

morphological parameters of length, perimeter, area, and volume are calculated, allowing for an 

examination and comparison of deposit size and shape (splay morphology). 

5.3 Methods 

The workflow for this chapter is conceptualised in Figure 5-1. This section runs through the 

elevation data sourced and how this was processed to develop a simplified floodplain. It then 

details the model setup, how discharge, grain size, and floodplain roughness were tested, and 

the decision regarding which sediment transport model to use. It finishes with an overview of 

the post-processing of the model outputs and how various morphometric data were ascertained. 

 

Figure 5-1 Framework of the natural fluvial method. 
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5.3.1 Data sources and study area 

Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) is an active sensor used aboard airborne technology, 

which uses interactions between laser pulses and the Earth's surface to observe topography over 

large spatial study sites (Moorthy et al., 2008; Muhadi et al., 2020). DTM (Digital Terrain Model) 

refers to the bare ground terrain topography, whilst DSM (Digital Surface Model) is the first 

surface encountered by the laser pulses, e.g., buildings and vegetation (Chen et al., 2017; Pfeifer 

and Mandlburger, 2017). 

The LiDAR DTM dataset, sourced from the Environment Agency 

(https://environment.data.gov.uk/DefraDataDownload), comprises raster elevation files 

covering over 85% of England – made up of a series of surveys capturing the landscape between 

March 1998 and September 2019. DTMs with a spatial resolution of 2 m were sourced and 

specified as “LiDAR composite DTM 2019 – 2m”. DTM rasters of this resolution were chosen 

to reduce each model's time to run for a given timeframe.  

The DTM datasets sourced and downloaded for this research are located on the Somerset Flats 

in the southwest of the UK – a region prone to flooding (McEwen et al., 2014). The low-lying, 

flat floodplains surrounding prominent levees parallel to the river channel provide a foundation 

for testing crevasse splay deposits created during a levee breach. Two DTMs were extracted 

from the 2020 dataset, named: a) "ST33sw_DTM_2m.tif" and b) "ST33se_DTM_2m.tif". 

5.3.2 Data processing 

All GIS and data processing was undertaken in ArcGIS Pro version 2.9, with river modelling 

implemented in CAESAR-Lisflood 1.9J. All data extracted from CAESAR-Lisflood was 

projected into the WGS 1984 World Mercator coordinate system when being analysed.  

5.3.2.1 Pre-processing of floodplain raster 

Figure 5-2 provides an overview of the procedure for generating the deliberately simplified 

floodplain used in CAESAR-Lisflood. It begins with the two 2 m resolution DTMs sourced and 

culminates with one floodplain raster. 

 

Figure 5-2 Flowchart of the creation of the deliberately simplified floodplain. 
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The 2 m DTMs downloaded from the Environment Agency were merged to create an unedited 

starting raster. This raster was then subset to include a section of the River Parrett located 

northeast of Northmoor Green, wherein the river channel flows directly northwards and then 

meanders to the west (Figure 5-3). The following DTM processing meant the floods modelled 

were not representative of a levee breach and subsequent sediment deposition at this specific 

real-world site. The floodplain was flattened to reduce the impact of topography on crevasse 

splays.  

First, a shapefile was created, which comprised a digitised polygon depicting the extent of the 

floodplain to be studied, using the levees as an edge boundary. This polygon was then converted 

into a raster with the same spatial resolution as the DTM. Next, the floodplain study area was 

reclassified, so it was represented by a value of 1, with the rest of the study extent represented 

by a value of 0. Subsequently, the "Con" tool was used to create a new DTM layer where the 

pixels of the designated floodplain study area were given a constant value of 4.9 (a flat domain), 

and the rest of the DTM retained the values from the original elevation layer. Therefore, this 

rendered the floodplain lagoon-like –eliminating the influence of floodplain topography on the 

model results and allowing the impact of other variables to be isolated.  

Using the raster pixel editor provided in ArcGIS Pro, a levee breach was artificially created 

between the river channel and the floodplain. The breach location was situated on the outer 

bank of where the River Parrett meanders to the West. It was determined that this breach 

position would be most effective as it promoted the movement of floodwaters out of the 

channel and onto the floodplain and, in turn, encouraged sediment to be transported and 

deposited as crevasse splays. In Rahman et al.'s (2022) investigation of 1556 crevasse splays, 70% 

of the landforms were located on the outer bend of sinuous channels – suggesting this is the 

dominant location of splay formation due to higher water flow velocity (Smith et al., 1998). 

Therefore, the pixel editor's interpolation tool was utilised to create a 14 m wide breach on the 

outer bank of the meander. The tool allowed elevations from the river channel edge to be 

interpolated with pixels on the outside of the levee, producing a positive gradient towards the 

floodplain for water to exit. Furthermore, the pixels representing levees close to the 

discharge/sediment input cells were increased to prevent overtopping when higher discharges 

were input.  

Finally, pixel editor software (RasterEdit) was used to ensure that the boundaries of the DTM 

were elevation values rather than NoData, as this prevents water and sediment from exiting the 

domain. Where edge cell values were -9999, they were assigned the elevation value of the 
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neighbouring cell. This final DTM layer (Figure 5-3) was then converted into ASCII format to 

make it compatible with CAESAR-Lisflood. 

             

Figure 5-3 The final "deliberately simplified" floodplain for use in CAESAR-Lisflood. 
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5.3.2.2 Model setup to test discharge and sediment size 

For CAESAR-Lisflood to operate, all input files must be in the same folder directory as the 

software. The model was run in reach mode, allowing river discharge to be input as the main 

driver of morphological processes. A default input text file allows the end user to specify the 

discharge (cumecs) and sediment quantity for all grain sizes required. Regarding the discharges 

tested, eleven values were chosen in increments of two from 10 to 30 cumecs. This allowed the 

morphology of splays created under small, medium, and large floods to be analysed. The model 

timesteps were set to 180 minutes to create a six hour flood event. 

The sediment tab in CAESAR-Lisflood allows the necessary grain size information to be 

defined. This research used the Wentworth (1922) sediment classification chart to categorise 

and choose the sediment grain sizes to be sampled. The sediment size groups used were Very 

Fine Sand, Fine Sand, Medium Sand, Coarse Sand, and Very Coarse Sand. It is widely 

acknowledged that sand is commonly suspended during flood events and forms splay complexes 

when propagated onto floodplains (Florsheim and Mount, 2002; Nienhuis et al., 2018; Rahman 

et al., 2022). These classes were split into four representative sizes equally distributed in the size 

range within each category (proportions = 0.25), with the specific sizes provided in Table 5-1. 

The smallest in each sediment category was specified as the suspended fraction – with the 

respective fall velocity being estimated using Stokes' law. 

The sediment quantities selected in this research were significant enough to ensure that during 

model runs, the system was not sediment-limited, which counterproductively would have 

resulted in widespread scouring of the floodplain. Instead, by providing a large quantity of 

sediment, splay deposits could form in the inundated areas close to the levee breach. These 

quantities were 10 cu m/3hrs, 10,000 cu m/3hrs, 1000 cu m/3hrs, and 10 cu m/3hrs, across 

the four proportions of each specified grain size. Moreover, the input cell locations can be 

specified. For all model runs, two input cells situated in the southernmost part of the river 

channel were chosen (98,201 and 100,201). Using two input cells prevented the model from 

scouring the domain at one point. Additionally, as the model limits how much sediment can be 

input into an individual cell, it was deemed appropriate to spread this over two cells, allowing 

the required quantity of sediment to be input without extensive erosion. 

Lastly, in the flow model tab, the courant number was reduced to 0.3 to remove some numerical 

instability, whilst Manning's N value was specified as 0.04 across the model domain – previously 

described as characteristic of agricultural land or grassy vegetation (Chow, 1959).  
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Table 5-1 Sediment sizes used within each category of sand: very fine, fine, medium, coarse, 

and very coarse. The finest grain within each category is defined as the suspended 

load, with the estimated fall velocities provided. 

Sand Category Grain size (mm) Fall Velocity (m/s) 

Very Fine 0.06 0.002943 

0.08 N/A 

0.1 

0.12 

Fine 0.13 0.011632 

0.17 N/A 

0.21 

0.25 

Medium 0.26 0.03225 

0.34 N/A 

0.42 

0.5 

Coarse 0.52 0.074902 

0.68 N/A 

0.84 

1 

Very Coarse 1.01 0.146487 

1.34 N/A 

1.67 

2 

 

5.3.2.3 Testing floodplain roughness 

CAESAR-Lisflood allows an ASCII file to be input that spatially defines Manning's N 

coefficient across the floodplain, allowing the impact of floodplain roughness on splay 

morphology to be tested. This file allows various floodplain roughness values to be tested whilst 

keeping the levees and river channel roughness constant. Ten new rasters with different 

floodplain roughness values were created. In these rasters, the floodplain study areas were given 

values from 0.01 to 0.1 in increments of 0.01. Although Manning's N coefficient is used in many 
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studies to examine the influence of roughness on flow (Li and Zhang, 2001; Noarayanan et al., 

2012), it can be seen as reductionist as it groups multiple resistance factors into a single number. 

Importantly, roughness has been shown to vary at different flow depths during flume 

experiments (Västilä and Järvelä, 2014). Therefore, the roughness values used in this experiment 

were not seen to represent specific floodplain environments – as each individual N value may 

apply to a range of settings with varying vegetation types/presence, topography, and land use. 

Instead, it was seen as a non-dimensional input allowing the impact roughness to be assessed. 

Each grain size category was used for this investigation, but the input discharge was kept 

constant at 24 cumecs. Otherwise, the inputs were left the same as during the sediment size and 

discharge trials. 

5.3.2.4 Choice of sediment transport model 

The three sediment transport equations available for use in CAESAR-Lisflood are Meyer-Peter 

and Müller (MP-M) (1948), Einstein (1950), and Wilcock and Crowe (2003). All three are 

integrated into the software because they have the ability to calculate total sediment transport 

as a sum of the amount moved for each defined grain size. MP-M is a popular transport regime 

extensively used to ascertain sediment movement within open channels – derived from the 

surplus shear stress induced by water flow using a large experimental dataset (Wong and Parker, 

2006). Einstein's (1950) theoretical approach is a probabilistic model incorporating the 

influences of turbulence and particle location on sediment entrainment and deposition (Gyr and 

Hoyer, 2006). Whilst, Wilcock and Crowe's (2003) bedload transport model for mixed-size 

sediment is a more modern equation. As a modern equation, it is constructed on the "similarity 

collapse" hypothesis, whereby the relationship between discharge and shear stress is 

independent of grain size (Parker and Klingeman, 1982; Gaeuman et al., 2009). The formulas 

incorporated into the model were articulated using sediment data collected during flume 

experiments. The model is novel in that it utilises the full-size distribution of the bed surface 

and is derived from a comprehensive dataset comprising measurements of surface grain size 

during a series of flows and sediments.  Moreover, it utilises a "hiding function", an exponential 

function that reflects how critical shear stress varies with grain size – which is absent from 

historic sediment transport laws (Parker, 2008). 

It is worth noting that regardless of the choice of transport rules, there will be a degree of 

inaccuracy within the models outputs as transport laws are an acknowledged weakness within 

the fluvial geomorphological field. Given the laws are derived from limited experimental and 

field data, the transport formulae available in CAESAR-Lisflood do not, and were likely never 

meant to, demonstrate the true variability in actual river flow conditions (Skinner et al., 2018) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169555X15001312?casa_token=aVf4f9AYhy4AAAAA:45K__CzvlratcH2ticCIUHKQcOH3ZPh24MCk1cnvZmlEtBpbGTOaypMd6GSrPq00BN6u3sEx7A#bb0365
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and the sediment transport that occurs as a result. Consequently, no sediment transport formula 

is capable of consistently and accurately predicting transport rates unless standardised against 

measured data (Gomez and Church, 1989), with predictions within one order of magnitude 

often considered as reasonable performance (Recking et al., 2012). Therefore, the application of 

any of the three transport equations currently available in CAESAR-Lisflood introduces an 

element of uncertainty into the results produced.  

Nevertheless, these sediment transport functions can still prove beneficial when running fluvial 

experiments as they provide a solid basis to test the impacts of different discharges and grain 

sizes on morphological outcomes. This work will utilise the Wilcock and Crowe (2003) 

formulation in its model runs. Although it was designed using data produced during experiments 

with mixes of sand/gravel – it has previously been extrapolated to test finer sediments (Van de 

Wiel et al., 2008), wherein, it was deemed useful for investigative studies within the CAESAR 

LEM. During initial experiments, it was found that the Wilcock and Crowe transport law 

enabled a range of splay deposits, with variable morphologies, to be generated on the flattened 

floodplain across a range of discharges and grain sizes. 

5.3.2.5 Other relevant model parameters 

• Minimum time step 

o CAESAR-Lisflood automatically chooses an appropriate value based on the 

overall length of the model runs in order to maintain computational speed. 

Here, given the short timescale of the model runs, a minimum time step of 2 

seconds was designated. 

• Proportion of sediment to be re-circulated 

o In reach mode, this permits any sediment that exits the model domain to be 

re-inputted at the original input locations. This was defined as 1 (all sediment) 

to allow a continuous supply of sediment to the model.  

• Minimum Q for depth calculation 

o The value specified acts as a threshold above which the model will calculate a 

flow depth. This avoids needless computational effort calculating miminal flow 

depths that are absent of erosion or deposition. The value suggested is 0.01 per 

metre cell size; consequently for a 2m DTM resolution, a value of 0.02 was 

utilised. 

• Courant number 
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o This controls the numerical stability and speed of the model in CAESAR-

Lisflood. Due to the high resolution of the study parameters, a courant value 

of 0.3 was selected.  

5.3.2.6 Post-processing and analysis 

 

Figure 5-4 A workflow depicting the post-processing method of CAESAR-Lisflood outputs 

of natural crevasse splays. 

Once the model runs were complete, data processing and analysis needed to be undertaken, 

visualised in Figure 5-4 as a flowchart and Figure 5-5 using a model output example. Using the 

"ASCII to Raster" tool in Python, the elevation difference outputs generated by CAESAR-

Lisflood were converted into TIF format to be operational in ArcGIS. This elevation difference 

raster comprises values in metres representing the final output DTM by CAESAR-Lisflood 

subtracted from the input DTM. Therefore, negative numbers constitute deposition areas, and 

positive values show where scouring has occurred, with zero being no change (figure 5-4, panel 

A).  

The first issue was determining the quantity of sediment deposition within an individual cell that 

constitutes a crevasse splay. A threshold is required as when separated by positive vs negative 

change, there was widespread deposition across the lagoonal floodplain, with the majority being 

insignificant. In response, a threshold of 1 cm of deposition was chosen to represent a crevasse 

splay in the elevation difference output. This process was applied in the raster calculator to 

create a binary raster with values of 1 illustrating areas that exceed this 1 cm threshold (Figure 

5-5, panel B).  

The new binary rasters were converted into shapefiles, which created polygons covering the 

entire model domain (Figure 5-5, panel C). Therefore, all polygons that did not represent the 

crevasse splay were deleted, leaving only the desired deposit shapes. Where the same splay 

polygon extended both onto the floodplain and into the levee breach, the polygons were split 

at the deposit throat, and breach deposition was deleted, so the only portion remaining was the 
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section on the floodplain. Not all areas of a given splay deposit were included in the same 

polygon, with some shapes independent of the main depositional body. These polygons were 

merged to form one master polygon for each deposit – labelled as the area shapefiles (Figure 

5-5, panel D). Some area polygons had holes in the middle of the deposits that were erosional 

channels, wherein scouring, not deposition, was the most dominant process.  

 

Figure 5-5 Illustration of the post-processing method of the natural model output. 

Consequently, a new shapefile was generated for each model run to contain a digitised polygon 

of the outer perimeter of the whole sediment deposit. This digitisation was undertaken using 

the trace tool – allowing the deposit to be efficiently drawn around as it minimised user 

interaction. 

Once all deposits were digitised, the physical attributes of the splays needed to be extracted, 

with an example provided in Figure 5-6. Measurements of length, width, perimeter, area, and 

volume were extracted for each splay. Length and widths were measured manually using the in-

built ruler tool in ArcGIS. The splay length was taken as the longest perpendicular distance from 

the levee to an aligning deposit edge. Whilst, for width, a point was created in the centre of the 

deposit throat. Splay width was measured as the combined distances from the central point to 

the upstream and downstream deposit extents along the levee, providing an arc-like 
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representation of width. The deposit perimeters and areas were measured automatically using 

the calculate geometry feature. Finally, deposit volumes were calculated. To do this, the "zonal 

statistics as table" tool was used, which permitted the values within each elevation raster to be 

summed within the relevant area shapefile. An additional metric was calculated by dividing each 

deposit volume by its width – this provides width-averaged quantities of volume in m3/m, as 

observed in Carruthers et al. (2013) and Rogers et al. (2015).  

 

Figure 5-6 The morphometric measurements extracted from each natural crevasse splay. 
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5.4 Results 

This section will present results that visually depict and quantify the morphology of crevasse 

splay deposits created under various flow and sediment conditions on a deliberately simplified 

floodplain.  

5.4.1 Impacts of discharge and grain size on splay morphology 

Analysis of the modelling results shows that the input parameters of grain size and discharge 

strongly impact the morphology of the crevasse splays formed in the 55 models run in 

CAESAR-Lisflood. 

An initial visualisation of a subset of the deposits formed is provided in Figure 5-7. These are 

splays formed at a set discharge of 24 cumecs for each grain size. Panel A displays the extent of 

the five deposits, whilst panels B-F show deposit topographies, allowing a visual comparison of 

splay morphology under the five grain sizes. These examples highlight the variety of splays 

CAESAR-Lisflood created when environmental conditions were altered. In addition, they 

demonstrate a potential trend of deposit size decreasing as grain size becomes coarser, with the 

deposits comprising finer sand grains intruding further onto the floodplain than those created 

using the coarser sands. 

Moreover, it is evident that as the distance from the levee increases, the deposits become thinner 

– with lighter shades of green at the furthest areas of deposition in all grain size examples. The 

very fine and fine sand deposits each have three distinct erosional channels, whilst the coarser 

sediments have one main channel with several others branching off it. It is palpable that the top 

of the very fine sand splays is more uniform and smoother, whereas the profile of the coarser 

sand deposits are rougher and variable. 

Additionally, the coarser sand deposits have larger quantities of deposition concentrated closer 

to the levee breach than the finer examples. Because of this and their smaller extents, it is visible 

that steeper slopes typically characterise the coarser sediment splay deposits as splay elevation 

decreases whilst moving inland from the levee breach. In contrast, the slope of the finer 

sediment deposits appears gentler – with more distance between the changes in shades of green.  
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Figure 5-7 A series of maps showing natural deposit extents and elevation profiles for each 

grain size at a discharge of 24 cumecs. A) A map of the splay deposit extents for 

each grain size B-F) Visualisations of the elevation profiles from a planform 

viewpoint, with deposition shown as green (darker green = more deposition) and 

erosion as orange/red (red = more erosion). 
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Notably, there is a clear positive trend in the scatter plots (Figure 5-8a) and regime diagrams 

(Figure 5-8b) between the input discharges and the size of the splay created for a given grain 

size (for all size parameters). The calculated coefficients and p-values (all p < 0.001) suggest 

strong positive relationships and linear correlations between discharge and deposit size 

measures (Table 5-2). Furthermore, the universally high R-squared values (all exceeding 0.9) 

indicate that discharge can explain a substantial proportion of the variance in deposit size – for 

a fixed grain size.  

Regarding the influence of grain size on splay size, qualitatively, the regime diagrams show two 

colour gradients in each plot (one horizontally and one vertically) moving from small deposits 

represented by light blue in the bottom left (deposits created under low discharge with coarser 

sediment) to more extensive deposits shown as dark blue cells in the top right (deposits 

produced under high discharge with finer sediment). This influence of grain size is replicated by 

a vertical gradient of dark to light brown in the scatter plots suggesting that the finer the 

sediment within the floodwater, the larger the deposit generated. This is further exemplified 

when considering the summary statistics for the deposits created. For example, the mean deposit 

area for very fine sand is 14719.31 m2, which decreases for a rise in coarseness, reaching 3507.53 

m2 for very coarse sand. The minimum deposit area for very fine sand – 5111.8 m2 at a discharge 

of 10 cumecs – exceeds the deposit area of fine sand at 16 cumecs (4409.24 m2), medium sand 

at 18 cumecs (4277.3 m2), coarse sand at 20 cumecs (4231.66 m2) and very coarse sand at 24 

cumecs (4915.88 m2). In addition, the maximum deposit area for very fine sand is 25204.03 m2, 

9983.46 m2 larger than the maximum created using fine sand and 18896.76 m2 more 

considerable than the maximum of very coarse sand (all maximum deposit areas were generated 

during model runs where discharge was 30 cumecs). These patterns are replicated across all 

other attributes of deposit size. 
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Figure 5-8 An illustration of how physical attributes of natural crevasse splay deposits change 

based on various grain sizes and discharges. A) scatter plots with physical 

parameters (length, perimeter, area, and volume) vs discharge, points coloured by 

grain size (light brown to deep brown ). B) regime diagrams – each grid cell (an 

individual deposit) is coloured by a physical attribute of the deposits (light blue up 

to dark blue as size increases). 
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Table 5-2 Correlation statistics for discharge (cumecs) vs each deposit size metric for each 

sand grain size. 

Grain size 
Size Metric Coefficient 

Standard 

Error 

R-Squared 

Value 

P-Value 

V
ery

 F
in

e S
an

d 

Length 3.9 0.07 0.9973 p<0.001 

Perimeter 23.54 0.88 0.9876 p<0.001 

Area 1040.51 20.73 0.9964 p<0.001 

Volume 29.51 1.08 0.9883 p<0.001 

Fi
ne

 S
an

d 

Length 3.42 0.05 0.9981 p<0.001 

Perimeter 19.63 0.65 0.9902 p<0.001 

Area 740.31 30.05 0.9823 p<0.001 

Volume 24.97 1.84 0.9534 p<0.001 

M
ed

iu
m 

Sa
nd

 

Length 2.9 0.04 0.998 p<0.001 

Perimeter 18.25 0.56 0.992 p<0.001 

Area 467.04 16.23 0.988 p<0.001 

Volume 19.95 2.19 0.902 p<0.001 

Co
ar

se 
Sa

nd
 

Length 2.82 0.11 0.988 p<0.001 

Perimeter 16.27 1.23 0.951 p<0.001 

Area 367.9 15.03 0.985 p<0.001 

Volume 14.83 1.47 0.92 p<0.001 

V
ery

 C
oa

rse
 S

an
d 

Length 2.98 0.16 0.975 p<0.001 

Perimeter 14.7 1.18 0.945 p<0.001 

Area 296.25 11.98 0.986 p<0.001 

Volume 10.76 0.98 0.93 p<0.001 
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The coefficients attained in the linear models (Table 5-2) reflect the amount that deposit size 

increases for a specific rise in discharge. These values provide a quantitative measure to observe 

the relationship between grain size and deposit size. It is shown that the finer the sediment, the 

higher the coefficient for each size metric. This suggests that the size of deposits comprising 

finer sands are more sensitive to a rise in discharge. For example, the coefficient for volume is 

29.51 for very fine sand (for every increment of 1 in discharge, volume increases by 29.51 m3), 

with the equivalents being: 24.97 (fine sand), 19.95 (medium sand), 14.83 (coarse sand), and 

10.76 (very coarse sand).  

5.4.2 Morphometric scaling relationships for natural crevasse splays 

From the derivation of scaling relationships using natural log space, it is deduced that strong 

positive correlations exist between the physical parameters in each panel of Figure 5-9. A general 

trend in all four panels is that the higher the discharge, the larger the deposits. Within each grain 

size, the smaller circles are located towards the bottom left of each plot, with symbol size 

increasing as the morphometric measures on both axes increase. In addition, it is found that the 

crevasse splays created by all grain sizes are indistinguishable in the length vs area and the 

perimeter vs area scaling relationships in panels A and B. There is minor variation around the 

dominant gradient, irrespective of the grain size modelled.  

The opposite is true when the splay volume is plotted, which is a more sensitive metric when 

examining the impact of sediment size on natural splay morphology. Positive correlations 

remain between the variables shown in panels C and D, with deposits created in low discharge 

and coarse sediment conditions located in the bottom left. However, each grain size appears to 

have an independent distribution perpendicular to the dominant gradient rather than collapsing 

into a single universal relationship. Indeed, panel C suggests that it requires a higher discharge 

in the coarser sand models to form the same splay area as that of a deposit comprising finer 

sands, yet these coarse sand splays then have a larger volume than finer sand deposits with the 

same area, implying that these coarse-grained deposits are thicker.  

To analyse this further, panel D comprises width-averaged volumes of splays plotted against 

their intrusion length. This metric is commonly used to represent the mean thickness for a single 

slice through a deposit (Carruthers et al., 2013; Rogers et al., 2015). The plot demonstrates 

different linear relationships (plotted in natural log space) for the very fine and fine sand splays, 

with a linear dependence of splay volume on the splay extent. This indicates that regardless of 

the discharge used and the splay size created, the deposits composed of these finer sand grains 

retain their thickness relative to their length. Meanwhile, the relationships appear more muddled 
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for the medium to very coarse sand grains – particularly at low discharges where the deposits 

created were small. At higher discharges, width-averaged volumes of the coarse sand splays were 

greater than the finer sands for a given intrusion length. This corroborates the findings in panel 

C, wherein the coarser sand grains have the potential to create thicker deposits.  

 

 

Figure 5-9 Morphometric scaling relationships for natural crevasse splay deposits with five 

parameters: length, perimeter, area, volume, and volume/width. For all panels, 

point colour represents the grain size modelled, whilst point size illustrates the input 

discharge for that experiment. These results are plotted in natural log space. 
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5.4.3 Influence of floodplain roughness on crevasse splay morphology  

After analysing the effect of discharge and sediment size on crevasse splays, this section explores 

the impact of floodplain roughness on deposit morphology, using the five sediment 

classifications for a set discharge of 24 cumecs. Fundamentally, it was found that increasing the 

floodplain's roughness leads to the formation of larger splays (Figure 5-10). 

The previous pattern of finer sand deposits being larger than coarser splays is replicated in these 

scatter plots. This demonstrates that the general impact of grain size on deposit size is not 

altered when floodplain roughness is changed. However, as floodplain roughness is increased 

towards the top end of the sampled Manning's N values, the size of the fine sand deposits is 

exceeded in some cases by splays formed using coarser sands. This pattern is present at a 

Manning's N of 0.1 for length (medium sand splay -  5.42 m longer), perimeter (medium sand 

splay - 36 m longer), area (medium sand splay - 255.89 m2 larger) and volume (medium sand 

splay - 79.28 m3 larger and very coarse sand splay - 42.32 m3 larger).  

For all grain sizes, the smoothest floodplain surface used (Manning's N = 0.01) induced the 

formation of the smallest crevasse splays. From this basepoint, there is a general trend of 

deposits growing as floodplain roughness increases. Nevertheless, when looked at in more 

detail, this trend varies between the different grain sizes and deposit size metrics. It appears that, 

universally, splay deposit size initially rises quickly for the first two increments of floodplain 

roughness, e.g. the area of the very fine sand deposit under a Manning's N value of 0.01 is 

2107.78 m2, growing to 11245.2 m2 and 18472.37 m2 for Manning's N values of 0.02 and 0.03, 

respectively. At this point in the Manning's N values tested, the steep upwards trend in deposit 

size for each roughness increment begins to stagnate for all grain sizes, with a much gentler 

positive gradient subsequently shown. When Manning's N reached 0.08 and above, there was a 

slight decrease in the very fine sand deposits' perimeter, area, and volume.  

Meanwhile, the positive gradient between floodplain roughness and splay size tails off earlier in 

the fine sand sample. Here, whilst length, perimeter, and area remain stable from N = 0.04 

onwards, deposit volume peaks at 303.76 m3, at N = 0.05, decreasing to 275.51 m3 and 255.48 

m3 at Manning's N values of 0.09 and 0.1, respectively. However, splay size increases for the 

coarsest three sand grains until the maximum roughness is used – but with a more gradual 

gradient. Lastly, the length scatterplot and regime diagram show a different pattern from that 

observed in the other size metrics. Here, an increase in splay length associated with rising 

roughness values appears to level off after a Manning's N value of 0.04. This suggests that whilst 

the intrusion distance remains relatively constant, the deposit's broadness and thickness change. 
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Figure 5-10 A depiction of floodplain roughness's impact on natural crevasse splay morphology. 

Left panel: scatter plots are provided with physical parameters (length, perimeter, 

area, and volume) vs Mannings N, with points coloured by grain size. Right panel: 

regime diagrams with roughness on the x-axis and grain size on the y-axis – each 

grid cell (an individual deposit) is coloured by a physical attribute of the deposits. 
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5.4.4 Impacts of discharge, grain size and floodplain roughness on deposit shape

  

This section focuses on splay shape rather than size and how this is affected by environmental 

conditions. The Distortion Index (DI) metric is used to compare the outer perimeter of each 

deposit to that of a semi-circle – a typical fan shape in hydrological environments - with the 

same area – measured perimeter (Pm) divided by the ideal perimeter (Pi). When examining the 

discharge figures, there is a discernible difference between the shapes of the deposits created 

using different grain sizes, as shown in Figure 5-11. Both the maximum DI and range of DI 

values increase as grain size coarsens. Indeed, the very fine sand deposits retain a DI of 1.3 to 

the nearest decimal place during all eleven discharges tested, with fine deposits reaching 1.5. 

Meanwhile, medium and coarse sand deposits attain a maximum DI of 1.6, with very coarse 

sand splays having the highest value of 1.7.  

The higher DI values within each grain size occur when discharges are low, i.e. between 10 and 

16 cumecs. In some cases, such as the coarse and very coarse sand model runs, DI begins lower 

at the minimum discharge (10 cumecs) with a value of 1.5. DI increases to 1.6 (coarse) and 1.7 

(very coarse) once the input discharge reaches 16 cumecs. As discharge rises beyond 20 cumecs, 

DI decreases with the minimum DI values typically found between 26 and 30 cumecs for each 

grain size modelled.  

When discharge was kept at a constant 24 cumecs, and instead the floodplain roughness was 

varied, each grain size followed a similar pattern, aside from very fine sand. As before, the very 

fine sand shows minimal fluctuation in its DI values from a Manning's N of 0.01 to 0.1, 

remaining at 1.3 and 1.4 – staying similar in their planform shape throughout. Meanwhile, the 

other four grain sizes begin with very high DI values when the N value is at the minimum of 

0.01. At N = 0.01, DI increases as grain size coarsens - from 1.9 for fine sand to 2.7 for very 

coarse sand. These DI values then drop dramatically when floodplain roughness is increased. If 

the deposits created at N = 0.01 are ignored, the overall pattern is that, as roughness is increased, 

there is a gradual increase in DI values. For example, a medium sand deposit has a DI of 1.3 at 

N = 0.02, which rises to a DI of 1.6 at N = 0.1. This pattern is repeated across the trial runs 

consisting of the grain sizes: fine, coarse, and very coarse sand.  
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Figure 5-11 The impact of roughness on the planform shape of natural crevasse splays. Left: 

scatterplots with distortion index vs discharge and Mannings N, coloured by 

sediment size. Right: regime diagrams with grain size on both y-axes, coloured by 

distortion index, the top graph has discharge on the x-axis and the bottom graph 

has Mannings N on the x-axis. 
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Considering the results from the sand grain model runs and to allow a comparison to previous 

research (Millard et al., 2017), a further nine experiments were run using three silt fractions (fine, 

medium, and coarse) across three discharges (10, 20 and 30 cumecs). The specific silt fraction 

grain sizes are detailed in Table 5-3. Figure 5-12 plots the physical parameters of the splays 

created in these silt models alongside those of the very fine sand and shows diverse relationships 

between grain size and deposit size, which are dictated by flood size. Firstly, at the lowest 

discharge of 10 cumecs, the largest deposits were formed using the finest silt fraction, with 

splays then decreasing in all size parameters as grain size was coarsened. This is highlighted by 

the volume of the coarse silt and very fine sand being ~2x and ~4x lower than that of the fine 

silt splays, respectively.  

Table 5-3 Sediment sizes used within each grouping of silt: fine, medium, and coarse. The 

finest grain within each silt category is defined as the suspended load, with the fall 

velocities provided. 

Silt Category Grain size (mm) Fall Velocity (m/s) 

Fine 0.00078 0.0002 

0.00104 N/A 

0.0013 

0.00156 

Medium 0.001561 0.0008 

0.00207 N/A 

0.00259 

0.0031 

Coarse 0.00311 0.00187 

0.00415 N/A 

0.0052 

0.00625 

When discharge was increased to 20 cumecs, all splays were more extensive than their 

counterparts at 10 cumecs, except the volume of the fine silt deposit, which decreased. The 

largest deposits were formed using the medium silt fraction, usurping the fine silt in all size 

metrics. Additionally, even though the splays derived from coarse silt and very fine sand 

remained smaller in length, perimeter, and area than the fine silt deposits, their volume exceeded 

that of the deposit composed of the finest grains.  

Finally, the largest discharge of 30 cumecs instigated a reduction in the length and volume of 

the medium silt deposit compared to that produced in the 20 cumecs scenario, whilst perimeter 

and area both showed a minor increase. This, coupled with the considerable rise in the size of 

the splay composed of coarse silt, meant the deposit created in the coarse silt experiment at 30 
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cumecs was the most substantial. It is worth noting that although the very fine sand deposit has 

a lower length, perimeter, and area than fine and medium silt splays, its volume is over 220 m3 

higher than that of the medium silt and approximately 400 m3 above that of the fine silt.  

It has been shown that deposit size at 10 cumecs peaked at fine silt, medium silt for 20 cumecs 

and coarse silt for 30 cumecs. When the discharge is low, the fine silt splay is the largest, with a 

subsequent decreasing trend in deposit size as grain size coarsens. At a medium discharge of 20 

cumecs, deposit size increases as grain size coarsens from fine silt to medium silt, an inverse of 

the previous trend. However, when grain size was increased beyond medium silt at this 

discharge, splay size decreased, as observed at 10 cumecs and within the sand results presented 

earlier. Meanwhile, at the highest discharge, deposit size continued to rise with increasing 

sediment coarseness until it peaked at coarse silt, with the trend inverting once again with a 

decrease in splay size for the very fine sand deposit.  

 

Figure 5-12 The size of natural crevasse splays created using three silt fractions and very fine 

sand.  
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5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 Applicability of CAESAR-Lisflood 

Initially, it should be acknowledged that using the CAESAR-Lisflood software, along with the 

input parameters chosen, successfully allowed an array of splay deposits to be produced on the 

deliberately simplified floodplain - with a range of deposit shapes and sizes generated. This 

permitted the impact of various flow and sediment characteristics to be tested on splay 

morphology – and an observation of how the model acts under different environmental 

conditions.  

A vital component of this study was whether the morphological processes implemented by the 

CAESAR-Lisflood software mirror theories set out in previous literature. Before examining the 

quantitative results, it is essential to note that during splay formation, the deposit closed off to 

additional floodwater and sediment, preventing further growth. This reflects the concept set out 

by both Roberts (1997) and Yuill et al. (2016) such that a deposits growth will cease once it 

reaches a certain thickness at the levee breach, caused by a reduction in energy slope and the 

consequent accretion in the breach channel blocking any further input. Moreover, it was 

immediately apparent that the deposits formed by CAESAR-Lisflood echoed the expectation 

that crevasse splays are fan-like in planform shape – brought about when the floodwaters move 

from a confined channel onto an unconfined floodplain (Iacobucci et al., 2020), as illustrated in 

Figure 5-7. Once the waters reach the unconfined floodplain, they can move uniformly in each 

direction, depositing sediment as the flow decelerates – creating a semi-circular-shaped splay. 

In addition, the observed phenomenon whereby the splay deposits were thickest near the levee 

breach, with a subsequent thinning pattern towards the deposit edges, matches established 

literature. For example, Pizzuto (1987) indicates that the thickness of sediment deposits on 

floodplains exponentially decreases as the distance from the channel increases – particularly for 

silt and sand grain sizes. Furthermore, in a study of the geometry of a natural crevasse splay on 

the banks of the Clarence River in New South Wales, Australia, O’Brien and Wells (1986) found 

the deposit was at its thickest next to the levee breach, with the deposit then thinning gradually 

towards its outermost edges. These findings, which coincide with existing theories concerning 

splay deposit morphology, imply that CAESAR-Lisflood is suitable for exploring the size and 

shape of crevasse splays under various environmental conditions. 
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5.5.2 Impact of discharge and grain size on splay morphology 

5.5.2.1 Splay size and topography 

In the case of discharge as an independent variable, there is no existing empirical morphometric 

data reflecting the impact of flow conditions on crevasse splay size. Hence, the results of this 

research provide a novel insight into the response of deposit morphology to flow size. As 

follows intuition, when the grain size is kept constant, higher discharges encourage the 

production of more extensive deposits than those created in low discharge conditions. This has 

been highlighted by the results of the linear model, which demonstrate strong positive 

correlations between discharge and each deposit size metric. Such findings reflect the notion 

that with increasing discharge comes the ability of the water to transport more sediment onto 

the floodplain through the levee breach (Millard et al., 2017). Raising the discharge input into 

the model elevates the stream power (Bagnold, 1977; Gartner et al., 2015), increasing the 

transport capacity of the flows within the river channel and those extending onto the floodplain. 

Such a rise in energy increases the sediment supply to the floodplain and consequently promotes 

the creation of larger splays. In addition, higher discharges lead to the entrained sediment being 

moved further onto the floodplain, leading to a broader extent of splay deposit (Yuill et al., 

2016). 

The linear models used to develop correlation coefficients (Table 5-2), which depicted the 

relationship between discharge and deposit size, show an apparent disparity in the rate of deposit 

size increase between the five grain sizes sampled. As discharge was increased, the relative effect 

on deposit size differed for each grain size, with the finer sediment deposits growing faster than 

those composed of coarser sand. This has demonstrated that different flood discharges and 

grain sizes combine to generate a range of crevasse splay sizes. Therefore, implying discharge 

alone is not a sufficient predictor of crevasse splay size, with other environmental factors 

important to consider, as mentioned by Millard et al. (2017). 

Here, it has been demonstrated that grain size impacts terminal deposit size, with the coarser 

the sand sediment, the smaller the deposit in all size metrics. A collective understanding 

substantiates these findings as grain size drives the quantity of sediment supplied to splay 

deposits (Asselman and Middelkoop, 1995; Slingerland and Smith, 1998). Stream power is often 

quantified using flow depth and discharge (Bagnold, 1977). It dictates the amount of sediment 

transport that can occur, with stream power needing to exceed a critical threshold for a specific 

grain size to be moved. The finer the sediment, the greater the amount of sediment transport 

for a given discharge – due to the lower amount of power necessary to move smaller sediment 

(Wilcock and Crowe, 2003; Ali et al., 2013; Lammers and Bledsoe, 2018). Therefore justifying 
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that the finer sand models should result in more extensive splay deposits due to the sediment 

supply being higher through the levee breach than when sediment is coarser. 

However, these results do not corroborate the conclusions of Millard et al. (2017), which indicate 

that splay size increases with coarsening grain sizes. This may be down to the grain sizes used 

in their Delft-3D experiments, which included three categories: a silt fraction, a coarse silt to 

fine sand fraction, and a coarse sand fraction. Therefore, an additional nine models were run in 

this research to allow a more thorough comparison with the data from Millard et al. (2017) data 

using three silt fractions.  

The results have highlighted a more intricate relationship between grain size and deposit size 

than previously discovered. At the lowest discharge, the largest splay deposits were formed using 

the finest silt fraction, with splays decreasing in all size parameters as sediment was coarsened. 

In these experiments, the quantity of sediment transported through the levee breach and onto 

the floodplain is higher for the fine silt than the other grains, as this fraction requires the least 

energy to move. With discharge at 10 cumecs, the finest sediment can be deposited close to the 

levee breach as energy is low. However, the pattern became more complex when the storm size 

was increased. Firstly, the volume of the splays generated using the finer silt remains consistent 

with that created under low discharge conditions. Alongside this, the volume of the medium 

silt, the largest deposit at 20 cumecs, is reduced at the highest discharge (30 cumecs). This is 

because although the quantity of fine sediment being moved onto the floodplain is increased 

with higher discharges, a substantial proportion remains suspended due to the energy present. 

Indeed, silt-sized sediment typically makes up a river systems washload – staying suspended and 

not interacting with the bedload (van Gelder et al., 1994; Yuill et al., 2016). Thus, it can be 

inferred that, although the finer silts allow copious quantities of sediment to be transported onto 

the floodplain, the flood flows take much of the material out of the vicinity. This is particularly 

prevalent at larger storm sizes, with the increased energy preventing widespread deposition 

(Teeter, 2000; McCave, 2008).  

When the sediment modelled was coarser than the fine and medium silts, the sediment supply 

to the floodplain became lower for a given flow size. However, when these experiments 

incorporated higher discharges, the crevasse splays formed using the coarse silt and very fine 

sand grains were composed of more sediment than those generated using finer silts. These 

coarser fractions require more energy to move, so even though the sediment supply to the 

floodplain is reduced, a more substantial proportion of the sediment load is deposited rather 

than being carried away from the deposit. 
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Succinctly, the greater the power, the more sediment is moved onto the floodplain for a given 

grain size, but this increase in energy can cause the finer grains to be transported away from the 

splay without being deposited. As such, the results generated by this sample of silt fractions 

have shown that the findings of Millard et al. (2017) can be reciprocated in some instances, in 

that the coarser the sediment, the larger the deposit. However, the conclusions of the models 

run in this research using an array of sand grain sizes suggest that their range of sampled grain 

sizes could not capture the complete picture of the relationship between grain size and the size 

of the splay produced. There appears to be a discharge threshold whereby increasing the grain 

size switches from encouraging the generation of more extensive deposits to inhibiting splay 

size. This pattern is indicative of an optimal grain size at which deposit size is largest - where 

the sediment supply to the floodplain is high, but the quantity being removed away from the 

floodplain as washload is reduced, highlighted by the bell-shaped curves illustrated in the silt 

results, at 20 and 30 cumecs (Figure 5-11).  

Regarding deposit topography, the different grain sizes samples have produced a mix of splay 

deposit structures. From observation of the planform views of crevasse splays in Figure 5-7, it 

is evident that grain size has a dominant influence on the uniformness of splay elevation. The 

very fine and fine sand grain size deposits appear uniformly thin from the levee breach opening 

to the outer edge – with slight variance in topography. This is typified by each shade of green 

in the plan view of elevations being similar in shape to the deposit's outer perimeter. This pattern 

implies that as these flows move away from the breach, deceleration and energy loss occur at 

equal distances in all flow directions. As a result, transport capacity decreases uniformly, and 

these conditions produce an evenly spread crevasse splay. 

Meanwhile, the topography of the splays composed of coarser sands looks rougher and more 

variable. Each green elevation class is an entirely different shape from the other, e.g., the 

extension of the -0.1 - -0.19 class to the north in the very coarse splay. Therefore, when flows 

laden with coarser sediment extended onto the floodplain, energy dissipation from the flows 

was more varied, causing uneven deposition across the study area. Such findings were expected 

given that established literature suggests that grain size has a direct impact on sediment 

deposition patterns (Cazanacli and Smith, 1998; Fedele and Paola, 2007). 

5.5.2.2 Splay scaling laws 

This section addresses the combined impact of grain size and discharge on crevasse splay 

morphometric scaling relationships. The scaling relationships developed have highlighted 

differences in how size metrics change in relation to each other when a variety of grain sizes 

and discharges are utilised. It was evident that the length and perimeter vs area scaling laws 
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remained consistent between grain sizes and at all discharges – with little deviation around a 

dominant gradient. As the deposit area grows, length and perimeter grow in tandem, regardless 

of grain size. This indicates that splays retain a similar planform shape as they grow with 

increasing discharge. 

On the other hand, the scaling laws involving volume measurements are more varied. For 

example, when the splay volumes are plotted against their area, each grain size plots along its 

own dominant gradient rather than collapsing to one. These relationships have little variation 

and as such, it can be deduced that if one knew the main grain size that comprises the splay, 

and the area (2D) of land affected, the volume (3D) could be predicted. In this case, the coarser 

the sediment, the higher the volume for a given area. Coarser sediment requires a higher 

discharge to attain the same deposit area as the finer sands. With this increase in energy, more 

sediment can be entrained in the flood flows, and once the coarser sediment has been taken 

onto the floodplain, it requires more energy to keep moving than the finer grains. Therefore, 

for a given distance onto the floodplain, the flows would deposit greater quantities of coarse 

grains than the fine sediment due to its inability to transport a greater proportion of the coarser 

load. Overall, this pattern suggests that as discharge increases, deposits comprised of coarse 

sands accrete more vertically than laterally, as opposed to fine sand deposits, which retain their 

usual morphology and maintain their average thickness relative to length and area throughout. 

This is supported by the volume vs area and the volume/width vs length scaling relationships 

which provide insight into splay thickness.  

There is a discrepancy in the width-averaged volume vs length scaling relationship. It is shown 

that two very coarse sand splays, formed under high discharge conditions, encroach upon the 

fine sand trendline. Here, the intrusion length of these splays is higher due to a small lobe 

extending from the deposit edge – a change in shape to the other very coarse sand deposits. 

This forces the deposits to have a longer length relative to their V/W value – even though 

volume has increased. This could result from the slight rise in discharge, inducing a variation in 

flow patterns on the edge of the deposit. Such variation creates a new scouring channel, with a 

new depositional lobe surrounding this. Therefore, when comparing the two scaling 

relationships that provide an insight into deposit thickness, volume vs area appears to provide 

a more consistent response than the width-averaged volume vs length. The latter is often used 

in studies of deposits (Carruthers et al., 2013; Rogers et al., 2015) and as such, they may not 

capture a true depiction of how volume scales and in turn, deposit thickness. 
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5.5.3 Impact of floodplain roughness on splay morphology 

Floodplain roughness represents another variable which can alter the morphology of crevasse 

splays. Surface roughness is crucial in hydrodynamic models as it substantially impacts flow 

elevations and velocities (Mason et al., 2003; Straatsma and Baptist, 2008). Roughness is a 

measure of the friction exerted by the surface upon the flows over it (Sellin et al., 2003). Within 

hydrodynamic models, roughness causes the flow to lose momentum, which can be induced by 

obstacles, riparian vegetation, elevation changes, and bed characteristics (Baptist et al., 2007). 

During extreme flooding, the principal component impacting flow dynamics is the quantity and 

density of riparian vegetation (Darby, 1999). Although Manning's N values do not necessarily 

provide an accurate representation of specific floodplain environments, including vegetation 

characteristics (Västilä and Järvelä, 2014), this research uses Manning's N as a proxy to 

investigate how smooth and rough surfaces influence splay deposit size. 

As the only component altered was the roughness of the defined floodplain area outside the 

levee breach, it can be inferred that the potential sediment supply out of the channel from the 

floodwaters remained the same. During experiments where floodplain roughness was at its 

lowest (N = 0.01), the deposits created were at their smallest. Such a smooth surface allowed 

flows to travel over the floodplain with limited deceleration (Fernandes et al., 2012). In these 

smooth drainage conditions, minimal friction is imparted on the sediment-laden flood flows by 

the underlying surface. Consequently, the flood flows were able to retain more of their energy, 

leading to a higher proportion of the sediment transported out of the levee breach being carried 

out of the studies domain as the transport capacity does not become exceeded (Asselman and 

Middelkoop, 1995). Therefore, although the sediment supply to the floodplain would be the 

same as within the other roughness values, the sediment available for deposit growth was at its 

lowest.  

When floodplain roughness was increased from N = 0.01, in increments, deposit size increased 

as a result. This concurs with the findings from a study by Fraselle et al. (2010), which used 

flumes to test the distribution of sediment deposition on an artificial floodplain under different 

roughness conditions using steel sheeting and nets – which aimed to replicate vegetation 

presence. The increased roughness of the floodplain causes a reduction in flow velocity and, 

subsequently, lower energy. Such an energy reduction creates conditions which promote 

increased deposition in the crevasse splays, wherein the transport capacity of the flow is 

exceeded (Prosser and Rustomji, 2000; Lhomme et al., 2008). Subsequently, areas with a higher 

level of roughness have the potential to trap more sediment by increasing drag (Fraselle et al., 

2010). 
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Another pattern discovered in this research was that once floodplain roughness reaches a certain 

roughness (N = 0.05 here), the gradient in splay size increase levels off for each grain size – but 

predominantly for the finer sediment. There are a couple of potential explanations for this, and 

they could work in conjunction. Firstly, the rise in floodplain roughness could act to make the 

deposit accrete near the levee breach opening. Once this accretion reaches a specific elevation, 

it would prevent additional sediment-laden flows from extending onto the floodplain. 

Therefore, the sediment supply to the crevasse splay could remain similar for all roughness 

values upwards from N = 0.05. Secondly, an equilibrium could exist between increasing 

floodplain roughness acting to trap more sediment at a wider extent and the impact it has on 

the deceleration of floodwaters. This suggestion would resonate with the different responses of 

each deposit size metric to increasing roughness. As N reaches 0.05, intrusion distance (length) 

becomes constant, whereas deposit volume and, inherently, thickness increase– at a more 

gradual rate. This implies that the low-velocity flows may have deposited a considerable 

proportion of the sediment before the maximum intrusion distance, and subsequently, the splay 

does not intrude further onto the floodplain. Instead, the sediment is deposited onto the existing 

crevasse splay. These findings reflect the theory by Nardin and Edmonds (2014), in that 

intermediate vegetation presence and density instigate the most deposition on floodplains – with 

the decrease in volume of very fine sand deposits once Manning’s N reaches 0.08. 

5.5.4 Impact of environmental conditions on the planform shape of splays 

In previous studies, there has been a lack of investigation into the planform shape of crevasse 

splays. It is widely acknowledged that the topography of inundated areas can shape sediment 

deposition (Nicholas and Walling, 1997, Millard et al., 2017), but depositional patterns on flat 

floodplains are unknown. Therefore, the distortion Index (DI) was used to interpret the 

planform shape of the crevasse splays generated using various discharges, grain sizes and 

floodplain roughness values. DI provides a quantitative measure of the degree to which the 

outer edge of a sediment deposit deviates from a perfect semi-circular arc. This study found that 

discharge, grain size and roughness influence deposit shape. 

Typically, the coarser the sediment, the higher the DI for a given discharge, indicating that 

coarser deposits have uneven edges rather than a more-rounded shape. In contrast, deposits 

comprising finer sand are characterised by smoother, more uniform edges – closer to a semi-

circular shape. This implies that flow containing coarser deposits decreases in velocity and thus 

transport capacity non-uniformly as the distance from the breach increases, creating different 

deposit shapes to that of finer sediment. 
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Moreover, the higher distortion values for each grain size occurred at the lower end of the 

sampled discharges. In these model runs, the deposits created are negligible due to the low 

sediment supply onto the floodplain, as the flows do not have the energy to transport much 

sediment out of the channel. Consequently, this causes scouring channels on the floodplain 

surface where the floodwaters do not need to drop the sediment they transport and instead 

erode. This creates small fan-shaped deposits with substantial gaps within them. As discharge 

and sediment supply increase, the deposits become more substantial with fewer gaps and 

erosional channels, reducing the DI values as the deposit area rises relative to the perimeter. 

When the discharge is higher, there is more sediment supply to the floodplain, meaning the 

transport capacity is exceeded quicker, creating deposits extending immediately from the levee 

breach.  

Lastly, when the influence of roughness was isolated, there was a positive trend between 

Manning's N and DI. However, an outlier of this trend occurred at the lowest floodplain 

roughness value, N = 0.01, whereby DI was higher than in other model runs. In this situation, 

minimal deposition occurred for the fine to very coarse sand samples, resulting in small deposits 

with high perimeters relative to the area. As floodplain roughness increases, splay size increases, 

and the deposits become substantial, with the area growing relative to the perimeter.  

5.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has successfully tested the use and ability of the cellular automata model, CAESAR-

Lisflood, in producing crevasse splay deposits on a flat floodplain following an artificial levee 

breach. A range of environmental conditions - grain size, discharge, and floodplain roughness - 

have been able to be tested extensively. In doing so, the two objectives in this chapter's 

introduction have been addressed.  

1. Explore using a morphological model, which incorporates sediment dynamics and 

transport with hydrology, in assessing the impact of grain size, discharge and floodplain 

roughness on crevasse splay morphology. 

The results generated in this chapter have extended to previous modelling research. The results 

produced here suggest that the response of deposit size to changing grain sizes is more complex 

than formerly thought. It has been illustrated that although increasing the grain size input from 

very fine to very coarse sand leads to a substantial incremental reduction in terminal splay size, 

the pattern is more complex when silt grains are utilised. This has enhanced the understanding 

of fluvial flood-induced sediment deposition patterns, alongside demonstrating that increasing 

discharge and floodplain roughness cause rises in deposit size. 
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2. Investigate whether CAESAR-Lisflood can generate crevasse splay deposits. Whether 

hydrodynamic morphological models can be reliably used to create landforms resulting 

from flood events is a question. 

This chapter has highlighted that a morphological model can generate crevasse splays and has 

permitted the effect of different environmental conditions on splay morphology to be efficiently 

tested. Events witnessed during the model runs have reflected well-known morphological 

processes during levee breaches and splay formation. These include creating fan-like deposits 

and the levee breach's closing as sediment accretes, preventing continual flood flow and 

entrained sediment from reaching the floodplain. 

Next, this thesis will study, using CAESAR-Lisflood, the impact of the built environment on 

the morphology of crevasse splay deposits and how the findings in this chapter are affected by 

a range of built setups. 
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Chapter 6 Modelling impacts of  the built environment 

on crevasse splay morphology  

6.1 Chapter objectives 

This chapter addresses a gap in the quantitative understanding regarding how built 

environments impact crevasse splay morphology. 

This chapter will: 

1. Model a series of crevasse splay deposits in idealised built environment "fabrics" for 

various flood conditions using CAESAR-Lisflood (Coulthard et al., 2013). 

2. Investigate the effect of the built environment on the geometry and scaling of fluvial 

deposit morphology. 

6.2 Introduction 

Fluvial floods can transfer vast amounts of sediment from river channels onto neighbouring 

floodplains (Walling and He, 1998). Crevasse splays, a depositional landform, are produced 

when sediment-laden floodwaters propagate out of the river channel, usually through a levee 

breach, with sediment being released from the flows as energy dissipates on an unconfined 

surface, creating lobal fan-shaped deposits (Iacobucci et al., 2020; Rahman et al., 2022). Natural 

crevasse splays have been studied in a range of fluvial systems located across multiple continents 

(Aslan and Blum, 1999; Tye, 2004; Millard et al., 2017; Nienhuis et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2022), 

with their importance to landscapes accounted for in their ability for building land, i.e. floodplain 

upkeep and levee creation (Bridge, 1984; Stouthamer, 2001; Esposito et al., 2017). 

However, when sediment-laden flows enter built environments, they pose a hazard with the 

potential to cause damage to infrastructure (Sturm et al., 2018) and disrupt road networks 

(Nordstrom and Jackson, 1995; Aldabet et al., 2022). In addition, such damage can hinder 

emergency response (Kobayashi, 1995; USEPA, 2008) and halt the restoration of essential 

services such as electrical and water supply (Johansen and Tien, 2018). Despite this, the 

quantitative effect of built environments on the morphology of crevasse splays is unknown, 

with only qualitative observations existing (Nelson and Leclair, 2006). 

To this end, CAESAR-Lisflood is utilised to explore the built environment's impact on crevasse 

splay deposits. This is tested using a constant floodplain roughness, various flow discharges and 
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five grain size distributions across a series of five built "fabrics" with differing densities of 

buildings. Following this, by setting discharge at 24 cumecs, two additional Manning's roughness 

values are used for each grain size and building setup. Overall, this produces 325 splay deposits 

in a variety of environmental conditions. The morphological parameters of length, perimeter, 

area, and volume are measured for each deposit, allowing for an examination and comparison 

of deposit size and shape.  

6.2.1 Background 

Fluvial floods are the most common natural disaster occurring globally, with more than 3000 

floods recorded in the Emergency Event Database (EM-DAT) from 1990 to 2010 (Wang et al., 

2011). Although fluvial flooding is essential for natural landscapes and the ecosystems they 

support, when floods interact with urban areas, they can have devastating consequences on the 

human populations and infrastructure present (Koks and Thissen, 2016). Since 1980, floods 

from a fluvial source have caused approximately 200,000 deaths (Dottori et al., 2018), with 

economic costs upwards of $1 trillion from 1980 – 2013. Despite this danger to livelihoods, 

low-lying floodplains are often densely populated as they provide a desirable location for human 

inhabitation due to their access to trade routes, water supply, and their attractiveness for 

recreation (De Stefano et al., 2017), with over 50% of the global population living within 3 km 

of a freshwater body (Fang et al., 2021) and approximately 800 million living in flood-prone 

zones (Peduzzi et al., 2012). Recent estimations suggest that roughly 70 million people are 

affected by floods annually (Peduzzi et al., 2012). However, projections indicate that the threat 

of floods will only rise because of socioeconomic development and ongoing climate change, 

making populations more vulnerable to more extreme and frequent hazards (Nirupama and 

Simonovic, 2007; Hirabayashi et al., 2021). 

Accompanying the inhabitation of river floodplains are substantial changes to land cover and 

the landscape. Flood management policies used on low-lying floodplains have led to significant 

changes to these landscapes, such as floodplain constriction through the building of 

embankments and discharge regulation (Hesselink et al., 2003; Werner et al., 2005). 

Deforestation, or at least the removal of smaller vegetation, is often necessary to make room 

for built environments. When this land conversion occurs, it has been shown that it is associated 

with increased annual discharges for the basin affected and a rise in sediment load annually – an 

estimated 8.7% rise in sediment supply for a 1% decrease in forest cover (Zhao et al., 2022). In 

addition, the emergence of buildings and roads on floodplains has created widespread 

impermeable surfaces (Li et al., 2020), impacting water flow dynamics and sediment sources, 

pathways, and sinks (Nordstrom, 2004; Syme, 2008; Monk et al., 2019). Such development can 
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significantly impact peak discharges and, thus, the timing, duration, and amount of overbank 

flow (Verbeiren et al., 2013). Therefore, this change in land cover directly impacts the 

morphological consequences of floods by altering natural sediment dynamics.  

The only investigations into crevasse splays intruding into built settings have been purely 

qualitative. Nelson and Sinclair (2006) provide a planform map of a large crevasse splay 

extending into New Orleans following a levee breach during Hurricane Katrina. This, coupled 

with quantitative studies examining the morphology of deposits in built-up coastal 

environments (Rogers et al., 2015; Lazarus et al., 2022), has illustrated the disturbance human 

infrastructure can impart on sediment processes. It is understood that components of the built 

environment cause splay deposits to branch down streets and in-between buildings, meaning 

they are likely to diverge from the morphological norms characterising deposits created on 

natural floodplains. Built infrastructure manipulates the natural sediment flux by channelising 

material down streets, blocking pathways, and reducing sediment availability by covering the 

natural surface with concrete and tarmac (Nordstrom, 1994, 2004). Significantly, built 

environments are thought to disrupt the sediment supply in catchments leading to questions 

about how landscapes will evolve. It is essential to understand the impact of humans on natural 

processes – as this can help to influence informed policy decisions and provide helpful 

information for delivering recovery plans post-flood events.  

Examples of sediment deposits extending into a range of built settings must be sampled, and 

their morphometric parameters measured to effectively assess the built environment's impact 

on crevasse splay morphology. Unfortunately, there is difficulty in acquiring high-resolution 

satellite or aerial imagery that captures crevasse splays within built environments, i.e. location 

and date, which, combined with the lack of an online repository of post-storm aerial imagery 

for fluvial floods (as provided by NOAA in the coastal research), necessitates an alternative 

source of splay deposits. Therefore, a morphological model can be utilised to generate the 

required dataset, which allows the observation of the impact of various built environments on 

splay morphology.  

The morphological model used is the CAESAR-Lisflood software developed by Coulthard et al. 

(2013) to be consistent with the method implemented in the previous chapter, which looked at 

natural controls on sediment deposition on a deliberately simplified floodplain. Although this 

software has typically been used to examine various morphological systems in a natural context 

(Saynor et al., 2018; Feeney et al., 2020; Ramirez et al., 2020), it provides the opportunity to add 

non-erodible surfaces into the study domain as bedrock. In addition, DTM (Digital Terrain 

Model) alterations allow built obstacles to be added in different densities as a raster grid.  
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Therefore, this chapter uses CAESAR-Lisflood to investigate the built environment's impact on 

crevasse splay morphology, using non-erodible obstacles in grid-like structures to represent 

buildings. 

6.3 Methods 

All GIS and data processing was undertaken in ArcGIS Pro version 2.9, with morphological 

modelling implemented in CAESAR-Lisflood 1.9J. Data output from the model was projected 

into the WGS 1984 World Mercator coordinate system.  

The workflow below conceptualises the method used in this chapter (Figure 6-1). The starting 

point is the deliberately-simplified floodplain created in chapter 5. Subsequently, pre-processing 

is undertaken to develop the five built environments to test. The model parameters are then 

defined, culminating with detail of the post-processing and analysis techniques used on the 

model outputs. 

 

Figure 6-1 Framework for the method investigating crevasse splay morphology in built 

environments. 
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6.3.1 Pre-processing 

This section details the processing measures undertaken to develop the five built environments 

from the simplified floodplain developed in Chapter 5, with an overview of the workflow 

provided in Figure 6-2. 

 

Figure 6-2 Framework for the pre-processing method to generate the five built 

environments. 

To replicate a built environment, the floodplain must be altered to reflect the attributes of the 

non-erodible surfaces prevalent in built-up areas, i.e. tarmac and concrete. Therefore, 

developing a 'bedrock' layer as a DEM raster containing elevation below which the model 

cannot erode was deemed necessary. Firstly, 15 m was subtracted from all DTM values, 

producing an initial bedrock layer with each pixel depicting an elevation 15 m below the ground 

surface. However, as this was across the whole model domain, the bedrock elevation values 

must be aligned with the DTM values for the specified built environment study area. 

To do this, the floodplain study area shapefile used to flatten the floodplain in the natural 

chapter was chosen to define the extent of the built environment. This shapefile was converted 

into a binary raster so the built environment pixels had a value of 1. This allowed the built 

environment pixels in the bedrock layer to be assigned the original DTM values (so the bedrock 

was at the surface), whilst the rest of the setting retained the DTM - 15 values.  

The next stage involved integrating the buildings into the DTM so that CAESAR-Lisflood sees 

them as non-erodible blocks extending vertically above the surface. Therefore, buildings were 

manually drawn and imprinted onto the DTM and bedrock files. As all inputs to CAESAR-

Lisflood must be in raster format, the buildings were limited to being grid-like with a straight 

orientation from north to south. It was decided that buildings would be made up of 4 x 4 grid 

cells (8 x 8m), and the street width (number of cells between each building – built spacing) 

would be altered between trials to test a variety of built fractions. 

Firstly, a fishnet shapefile was created using the spatial resolution and extent of the DTM. This 

produced a red grid around each raster cell (Figure 6-3A). Next, the built environment on the 
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floodplain was reclassified, so the pixels were 50 and portrayed as white – this, alongside the 

fishnet, made it easy to delineate which pixels should be defined as buildings and streets. 

Subsequently, the pixel editor in ArcGIS Pro was used to specify pixel values. Before creating 

the building layouts, an 8m  buffer was derived between the levee edge and the built 

environment to replicate an "access road" and ensure floodwater and sediment were not 

immediately blocked after passing through the breach. As the spatial resolution of the DTM 

was 2 m, pixels within four grid cells of the levee were assigned a value of 0 and prevented from 

accommodating built structures. Finally, five building setups were generated to test a range of 

built fractions and assess their relative effect on splay morphology. Each arrangement 

comprised the same initial building near the levee breach (Figure 6-3), with the rest of the 

buildings within each built environment extending from this reference point. The five built 

environments all had a set number of cells between each building – beginning at two cells (4 m 

street width) and rising at intervals of two until reaching a 10-cell gap (20 m street width). Where 

cells needed to be altered to represent buildings, these pixels were manually changed to 12. This 

process created five raster files of the different building setups depicted in Figure 6-3 (panels B-

F). 

The buildings were then added to the DTM and bedrock layers separately. Rasters were created 

with cell values of 12 where buildings were located, with the remaining cells retaining the 

elevation values from the original DTM and bedrock layers. This process produced five final 

DTM files with buildings, each with a corresponding bedrock layer with non-erodible surfaces 

of roads and buildings in the built environment. Finally, all ten files were converted into ASCII 

format to make the DTM and bedrock layers suitable for input into CAESAR-Lisflood. 
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Figure 6-3 The fishnet grid system (A) set up to create the built settings and the five built 

environments (B-F) to use in CAESAR-Lisflood. These five setups have different 

numbers of cells between buildings which are 4 x 4 in shape (64 m2). Panels B-F 

rely on the scale bar and legend at the bottom of the figure, with the orange 

highlighted building being the common starting point in each environment. 
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6.3.2 Model setup 

A text file encapsulated the same parameters as the input text file created during the natural 

experiments. This inputted text file forms the flow and sediment conditions from which 

CAESAR-Lisflood functions. As per the natural experiments, the discharges used ranged from 

10 to 30 cumecs in intervals of two to examine splay morphology in built environments during 

low, medium, and high-velocity flood conditions. The amount of sediment was consistent with 

the natural experiments, and ensured ensure the systems modelled were not sediment-limited, 

and splay deposits were encouraged to form. In the hydrology tab, two input cells were defined 

in the southernmost section of the river channel – cells 98, 201 and 100, 201. Defining two cells 

for the input of discharge and sediment prevents the model from eroding excessively at one 

point and allows more sediment to be input, as the software limits the quantity of sediment that 

can be input to one cell.  

The grain size distributions used in the built environment experiments replicated those derived 

in the natural investigation in chapter 5 (table 5-1). Using Wentworth's (1922) classification, 

sediment size categories of very fine sand, fine sand, medium sand, coarse sand, and very coarse 

sand were selected. Each category was split into four subset sizes –the quantities of each 

respective sediment size were defined in the text file. The smallest grain size in each category 

was specified as the suspended fraction – with the individual fall velocities being estimated. For 

reasons provided in the natural fluvial chapter, the sediment transport laws used were Wilcock 

and Crowe's (2003) model for mixed-size sediment. Finally, the courant number was set to 0.3 

to manage potential numerical instability. 

Regarding the model runs, there were 275 initial built environment experiments. Each grain size 

category was tested with the five different built environments and eleven discharges (5 x 5 x 11), 

run with a universal Manning's roughness coefficient of 0.04. This provided the opportunity to 

examine the effect of various built environments on the morphology of crevasse splay deposits 

while accounting for different flood and sediment sizes.  

Built environments can comprise surfaces with different degrees of roughness, ranging from 

smooth asphalt roads to vegetated surfaces. Consequently, it can prove tricky to quantify the 

Manning’s value of a given urban setting due to the variability within the environment (Syme, 

2008; Ozdemir et al., 2013). Therefore, two rasters were generated to assess the impact of 

different surface roughness in a built environment on crevasse splay morphology. The shapefile 

previously used to delineate the urban floodplain extent in the initial set-up of the built 

environment allowed different Manning’s N values to be assigned to non-urban and urban 

pixels, with the outputs used in CAESAR-Lisflood as spatially variable Manning’s files. In both 
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new rasters, the non-urban pixels were assigned a Manning’s N value of 0.04, whilst the urban 

pixels were given a Manning’s N value of 0.02 in one raster and 0.03 in the other. Within this 

investigation into the effect of surface roughness, a set discharge of 24 cumecs was used for 

each grain size (five), each built environment (five), and the two new surface roughness domains, 

creating 50 new splays.  

6.3.3 Analysis of the model outputs 

The processing of the model outputs is illustrated in Figure 6-4, highlighting how the elevation 

difference raster (panel A) is manipulated to create the final crevasse splay extents (panel D). 

The elevation difference outputs generated by CAESAR-Lisflood were in ASCII format and 

converted to TIF. The threshold of 1 cm deposition defining a splay deposit was again used, 

with a conditional function used on the elevation difference rasters to create binary rasters with 

values of 1 representing the necessary deposition (panel B). These binary rasters were 

transformed into polygon files, and the shapes not part of the splay deposits were deleted. 

Moreover, the deposit polygon was split at the levee breach, so only the portion extending into 

the floodplain was present. The final deposits created via this process were saved as the area 

shapefiles – with holes inside the deposit for buildings and other areas of the built environment 

where deposition did not occur. Finally, separate shapefiles were created to store the outer 

perimeter polygons for each splay produced. These perimeter polygons were created by 

digitising the outline of the splay deposits – forming solid depictions of the furthest extent of 

the splays.  

Length and widths were manually measured using the ruler tool. The splay length was the 

longest perpendicular distance from the levee to an aligning deposit edge. Whilst, for width, a 

point was created in the centre of the deposit throat. Splay width was measured as the combined 

distances from the central point to the upstream and downstream deposit extents along the 

levee, providing an arc-like representation of width. As the deposit was formed around the outer 

bend of a meander, measuring width as the crow flies from each deposit side would provide a 

smaller value than the base of the deposit takes up. Subsequently, the area and perimeter were 

automatically measured using the calculate geometry tool on the relevant shapefiles. Finally, 

deposit volumes were calculated using the "zonal statistics as table" tool, with the area shapefiles 

used as the extent raster and the corresponding elevation difference raster as the value raster. 

This calculates the sum of all elevation cells within each deposit area. Figure 6-5 demonstrates 

how all the morphometric measurements were extracted from an example deposit.   
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Figure 6-4 Post-processing of the built model output, using very fine sand, a discharge of 24 

cumecs and 4 cell gaps between buildings. A) elevation change raster, B) binary 

raster, split by cells above and below 1cm of deposition, C) binary raster converted 

to polygon, and D) final depiction of crevasse splay. 
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A dimensionless "built fraction" was calculated for each deposit to quantify the built 

infrastructure interacting with the splays. To do this, convex hull bounding boxes (minimum 

bounding geometry tool) were created around each deposit polygon within the shapefile, 

spatially encompassing all buildings within the deposit footprint and those buildings shaping the 

deposit edges. A bounding box shapefile was produced for each built environment setup (5 in 

total) to compare each deposit to the correct builot environment. The urban floodplain extent 

was used to clip these convex hull shapefiles; otherwise, they encroached into the levee breach 

and over the levees due to the curve in the channel. Subsequently, the buildings were converted 

into polygons from the raster layers. An example of the convex hull and the interacting buildings 

it can capture is provided in Figure 6-5. The intersect tool was utilised with each convex hull 

shapefile, and the corresponding built fraction shapefile to provide the total area of buildings 

interacting with each convex hull. Finally, the built fraction was calculated by dividing the total 

building area within each deposit's convex hull by the area of the respective bounding box. As 

part of the analysis implemented, gridded regime diagrams were utilised to demonstrate the 

effect of the various built environment setups on measures of deposit size. To this end, the built 

fraction was replaced in these figures by built spacing, defined as the number of raster cells 

between each building, i.e. 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, with 10 being the least dense urban fabric.  

Multiple linear regression models are applied in two contexts within this chapter. Firstly, to test 

to what extent, on a flat floodplain, the combination of built fraction and discharge (a proxy for 

storm/flood size) can act as explanatory variables for different metrics of splay size when the 

grain size is controlled. The second application was to ascertain to what extent deposit shape 

(Distortion Index) could be predicted by a combination of built fraction, deposit area, and 

discharge when controlling for grain size and when not. The same methodology was utilised in 

both cases. The linear model function was used in R, with the outputs providing the significance 

of each variable and an adjusted R-squared value to assess how well the explanatory variables 

account for the variance in the dependent variable (deposit size and shape). It was then necessary 

to check that the models conformed to the assumptions needed. This involved looking at the 

VIF (Variance Inflation Factor) values to assess for collinearity between explanatory variables. 

Once it was observed that there was no collinearity between variables, the residuals and the raw 

data were normally distributed, and the residuals were uncorrelated, the results could be 

analysed. 
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Figure 6-5 The morphometric sizes measured for the crevasse splays in built environments. 

The convex hull bounding box and the subsequent interacting buildings identified 

are illustrated. 
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6.4 Results 

This section analyses the splays in built environments generated by CAESAR-Lisflood. It begins 

by examining how grain size, discharge, and built fraction combine to dictate the size of splays, 

moving to look at morphometric scaling relationships in these landscapes. It then inspects the 

built environment's impact on deposit shape before assessing how altering the surface 

roughness of the urban domain influences deposit morphology.  

6.4.1 How does the built environment affect splay size in conjunction with 

discharge and grain size? 

Analysis of the CAESAR-Lisflood results demonstrates the effect various built environments 

can induce on splays and shows how anthropogenic development works in conjunction with 

natural conditions, such as discharge and grain size, to dictate deposit morphology.  

Firstly, planform visualisations of a subset of splays extending into the built environment are 

provided in Figure 6-6 (panels A-E), allowing for an initial qualitative examination of the impact 

of human development. These five deposits are derived from the very fine sand models at a 

discharge of 20 cumecs and incorporate the interactions with each built setup developed (2-cell 

to 10-cell gaps between buildings). In these panels, it is demonstrated that no erosion occurred 

on the built floodplain as expected, where the bedrock was defined to be at the surface, with 

only negative elevation change (deposition) present in the model's output. In all cases, the shades 

of green become lighter as distance increases from the breach with deposits thinning, and each 

splay has a similar intrusion length. Nevertheless, the change from dark green to lighter shades 

is more uniform for the deposits formed in low-density environments (panels D and E). In 

contrast, in panels A and B, there is more spatial variability in deposition patterns. 

Furthermore, across all built settings, there exist channels of little deposition. These channels 

of minimal deposition branch from the breach opening outwards between built obstacles 

towards the splay edges, existing in all built environments illustrated in Figure 6-6. However, 

one pattern notable in panels A and B is that when the flood flows first encounter buildings 

(levee facing portion of the built obstacles), there are pixels where deposition is low. This can 

also occur in the grid cells along the buildings' sides. Meanwhile, the pixels on the buildings' 

leeward side show more substantial deposition. 

Finally, it is demonstrated that where buildings are present on a splay's outer extent, it can cause 

uneven edges to occur. For example, in panel A (2 cell spacing), a sizeable proportion of the 

deposit edge appears irregular and uneven – particularly at the extent directly perpendicular to 
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the breach opening. This also occurs on the right-hand side of the splay featured in panel D (8-

cell spacing). On the other hand, in panels C (6 cell spacing) and E (10 cell spacing), the deposit 

edge predominantly falls in the gaps between buildings, with less interaction taking place directly 

on the furthest extent. Where this happens – the deposit edges are smoother and less variable. 

 

Figure 6-6 A series of maps depicting crevasse splay extents and topographies across the five 

built environments, created at 20 cumecs and with very fine sand. A-E) 

Visualisations of the elevation profiles from a planform viewpoint, with deposition 

elevations shown in green (dark green = more deposition). 
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6.4.1.1 Discharge and grain size 

Before focusing solely on the built environment's impact, the influence of grain size and 

discharge on deposit size on built floodplains will be scrutinised. Firstly, there is a notable 

absence of splay deposits for the model runs comprising medium to very coarse sand grains 

between 10 and 14 cumecs. In these discharge conditions, only very fine and fine sand sediment 

produce deposits in the built domain. Once the input discharge reaches 16 cumecs, splays are 

universally produced for all sediment sizes and built fractions. Comparing the impact of the 

different grain sizes on the resultant splay size is most evident using the scatterplots in Figure 

6-7, whilst the regime diagrams in Figure 6-8 provide greater insight into the trends within each 

grain size caused by the different built fractions and discharges. It is worth noting that the regime 

diagrams denote the density of the built environments as "Built Spacing", i.e. the number of 

cells between buildings. It is visible that the finer the sediment, the larger the deposit for a given 

discharge – with the very fine (star) and fine (circle) sand splays consistently above the coarser 

deposits for all size metrics. 

Furthermore, there are positive correlations between discharge and each deposit size parameter. 

The gradient of this relationship is visually steeper in the finer sediment splays than in coarser 

ones. This is reflected in the multiple linear regression models that attempted to predict deposit 

size using discharge and built fraction. In all cases, the discharge had a significant positive impact 

on each metric of splay size. 

Using volume as an example (Figure 6-7, panel D), at a discharge of 10 cumecs, the maximum 

splay volume was 59.04 m3, generated using the very fine sand class, whilst no deposits were 

created by those coarser than fine sand. Once all five grain sizes produce splay deposits at 16 

cumecs, the very coarse sand exhibits the lowest volume at 9.22 m3, with the maximum being 

166.1 m3 in the very fine sand runs. When discharge was increased to 30 cumecs, the maximum 

volume was 564 m3 in the very fine sand parameter, while the minimum was 160.02 m3 in the 

very coarse sand subset. These findings indicate that the range between the observed minimum 

and maximum volumes increases as the discharge increases. This is replicated across all size 

metrics measured. The volumes generated by the model runs comprising the middle three grain 

sizes fit the above pattern, wherein deposit volumes become sequentially smaller as sediment 

coarsens for a given discharge.  

6.4.1.2 The built environment 

Analysis into the influence of the built environment on splay morphology has demonstrated 

that the density of the built setup has juxtaposing effects on different size metrics – highlighted 
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by Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8, alongside the multiple linear regression models utilised (Table 

6-1). There are discrepancies in deposit sizes created using each sediment category, so the 

regression models were run on individual grain size datasets rather than the whole distribution. 

It is worth noting that each model run was statistically significant to p < 0.001. 

In Figure 6-7 (panel A) and Figure 6-8, there is no clear relationship between splay length and 

built fraction within each grain size at the discharges tested. Using the very fine sand as an 

example, in some cases, such as the deposits generated by discharges of 26, 28, and 30 cumecs, 

the densest built fraction induces the longest length. However, with very fine sand splays created 

by 16, 20, and 24 cumecs discharges, the sparsest built environment generates the longest 

deposit lengths. The regression model corroborates this – suggesting that built fraction does 

not significantly impact deposit size for length at very fine, fine, and medium sand grain sizes. 

However, the regression models for the coarse, and very coarse sand indicate that built fraction 

has a negative impact on deposit length, although it is less significant than the impact of 

discharge. 

A pattern is more apparent in the relationship between the density of the built environments 

and the deposit perimeters. When controlling for grain size and discharge, the higher the built 

fraction, the larger the perimeter. Figure 6-7 (panel B) shows that in the very fine sand 

distribution, there is a vertical gradient of light blue stars moving to dark blue as deposit size 

increases for a given discharge. This is replicated in the regime diagrams in figure 6-8 for all 

grain sizes – with the highest perimeters present in the deposits generated using the densest 

built environment (built spacing = 2). The multiple linear regression models support this with 

significant positive impacts (p < 0.001) from built fraction on deposit perimeter. However, the 

R-squared value of each perimeter model is lower than all the other size measures, suggesting it 

is the most difficult to predict, particularly for the coarser sediment, e.g. R-squared for very 

coarse sands is 0.449 compared to 0.95 for the fine sands.  

However, as the built environment's density increases, the splays' area and volume decrease. 

This is highlighted clearly in both the area and volume plots whereby, for all grain sizes, the 

symbols become a lighter blue (Figure 6-7, panels C and D) and darker purple (figure 6-8) as 

deposit size increases - at each discharge. A mark of this impact from the built settings tested is 

that the volume of the fine sand splay deposit (482.63 m3) at the lowest built fraction is higher 

than that of the very fine sand deposit (450.83 m3) at the highest built fraction. The regression 

models reflect the observations from the plots. Discharge retains its significant positive 

influence on deposit size, whereas the impact of built fraction is significantly negative (p < 
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0.001) for both area and volume. Therefore, for a given discharge and grain size, increasing the 

built environment's density reduces the deposits' area and volume. 

 

Figure 6-7 An illustration of the impact of natural and built factors on crevasse splay deposits. 

Four scatterplots are provided, each portraying different morphometric elements 

plotted against discharge. Data points are coloured by built fraction within the 

deposit convex hull bounding boxes (light blue to dark blue as built fraction 

increases) and shaped by grain size.  
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Figure 6-8 Regime diagrams which depict the size of deposits as a function of discharge and built spacing (Number of cell gaps between buildings, i.e. an analogy 

for street width), split into their respective grain size. Darker shades of purple demonstrate larger splays. 
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Table 6-1 Multiple linear regression model summary statistics predicting crevasse splay size 

using built fraction and discharge, within each grain size. Provided are the directions 

of the variable's impact (+ and -), with the p-value for each variable illustrated with 

star symbols (p> 0.001 = ***, 0.01 = **, * = 0.05). All models run, with variables 

combined, were significant to p > 0.001, and the respective adjusted R-squared 

values are present. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grain size Size Metric Discharge Built Fraction R-squared 
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Length + (***)  0.974 

Perimeter + (***) + (***) 0.956 

Area + (***) - (***) 0.989 

Volume + (***) - (***) 0.978 
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Length + (***)  0.98 

Perimeter + (***) + (***) 0.95 

Area + (***) - (***) 0.978 

Volume + (***) - (***) 0.942 

M
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Length + (***)  0.927 

Perimeter + (***) + (***) 0.818 

Area + (***) - (***) 0.98 

Volume + (***) - (***) 0.968 
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se 
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Length + (***) - (*) 0.852 

Perimeter + (***) + (***) 0.509 

Area + (***) - (***) 0.96 

Volume + (***) - (***) 0.982 

V
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Length + (***) - (*) 0.82 

Perimeter + (**) + (***) 0.449 

Area + (***) - (***) 0.932 

Volume + (***) - (***) 0.974 
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6.4.2 Morphometric scaling relationships of crevasse splays in built settings 

Scaling relationships depict how one morphometric measure changes with another, using the 

natural log of the measurements, i.e. how a landforms perimeter changes in respect of its area 

(Lazarus, 2016). Here, the crevasse splay area is plotted against length, perimeter, and volume, 

whilst deposit length is plotted against volume/width (Figure 6-9). Each of these scaling 

relationships is plotted twice, once with the data points coloured by built fraction (panels A, C, 

E, G) and the other coloured by grain size (panels B, D, F, H), in order to observe how each 

environmental condition alters each scaling law. With discharge dictating the symbol size, it is 

shown that the higher the discharge, the more considerable the deposits for a given grain size.  

In Figure 6-9, Panels A and B illustrate minor variation perpendicular to the dominant gradient 

within the length vs area relationship, regardless of built fraction or grain size. Panel B indicates 

that deposits composed of coarser sediment are smaller than those comprising finer sediment 

in both size metrics. Regarding the influence of built fraction in panel A, when built fraction is 

increased, it causes the deposits to have a longer length relative to their area, a trend particularly 

prevalent for deposits with finer sediment distributions.  

Next, the perimeter vs area scaling relationship depicted in panels C and D indicates distinctive 

impacts from built fraction and grain size on the morphology of the splays. Whilst grain size 

primarily controls the size of the deposits with a clear trend of sediment fining towards the top 

right corner of the plot, built fraction acts to increase the perimeter of crevasse splays for a 

given area and grain size. The positive gradient of the scaling relationship between perimeter 

and area remains constant across the range of built fractions modelled. However, the data points 

are less clustered around a single dominant gradient, particularly when compared to the other 

scaling laws. Based on panel C, this pattern is controlled by the densities of the built 

environment. Moreover, some coarse and very coarse sand deposits formed in low discharge 

conditions buck this trend in the lower left of the plot, whereby they exhibit high perimeters 

relative to their area even in low built fraction conditions. 

The volume vs area plots in panels E and F indicate that grain size is the principal control on 

this morphometric relationship despite the variety of built fractions used. Panel F shows that 

each grain size tested has an independent gradient of the rate at which crevasse splay volume 

rises relative to their area. At low discharges, all grain sizes initially follow a similar scaling 

relationship. However, as the discharge increases, only the very fine and fine sand distributions 

remain on this trajectory – both exhibiting a constant gradient. The model runs involving 

coarser sediment created splays with a higher volume for a given deposit area, suggesting that 

the coarser sand grains cause thicker deposits to be formed. Even though the built 
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environment's impact on this scaling law is minimal relative to grain size, within each sediment 

dataset, a higher built fraction causes higher volumes relative to the area. This is demonstrated 

by the light to dark blue colour gradient in each sampled grain size.  

Lastly, the volume/width vs length scatterplots (panels G and H) again suggest that grain size 

plays the primary role in shaping this morphometric relationship. However, the built fraction 

controls the distribution within each grain size. This volume/width metric is commonly used to 

represent the mean thickness for a single slice through a deposit (Carruthers et al., 2013; Rogers 

et al., 2015). Initially, all grain sizes begin on a similar gradient, with the coarse sediment at low 

discharge matching that of the finer sediment at all discharges. The finest grains, therefore, 

retain their thickness relative to length as the deposit size increases. However, as discharge 

reaches ~18 cumecs, the medium, coarse, and very coarse sand assume a steeper gradient, 

whereby the volume/width grows faster relative to its length. This replicates the findings in 

panel F, wherein the coarser sand grains create deeper splays. In terms of built fraction, the 

influence is most evident in the very fine dataset. Here, the higher the built fraction, the lower 

the volume/width compared to length. This pattern is repeated for the fine sand splays but 

becomes more muddled in the other three grain sizes.  
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Figure 6-9 Morphometric scaling relationships for crevasse splay deposits in built 

environments, with five parameters: length, perimeter, area, volume, and 

volume/width.  Left Column (A, C, E, G): Coloured by built fraction (light blue 

to dark blue as built fraction increases). Right Column (B, D, F, H): Coloured by 

grain size (light brown to deep brown in increasing coarseness). 
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6.4.3 Influence of the built environment on crevasse splay shape 

The scatterplots in Figure 6-10 depict deposit distortion as a function of area, separated by grain 

size and coloured by built fraction. The Distortion Index (DI) metric is used to compare the 

outer perimeter of each deposit to that of a semi-circle – a typical fan shape in hydrological 

environments - with the same area – measured perimeter (Pm) divided by the ideal perimeter 

(Pi). Each of the five plots demonstrates that the DI is higher for deposits interacting with the 

denser built environments. As the built fraction is reduced, distortion decreases, meaning the 

splay deposits become more semi-circular in shape rather than branching between buildings and 

having irregular deposit edges. In the grain size range of fine sand to very coarse sand (discharge 

of 10-12 cumecs for fine sand and 16 cumecs for medium, coarse, and very coarse sand), there 

are deposits which exhibit high distortion values relative to the other deposits within their 

respective grain size and built fraction, whilst having small footprints. Here, the low discharge 

(small data points) causes elevated levels of distortion to occur independent of the density of 

the built environment. For example, in the coarse sand plot (panel D), there are small, light blue 

data points in the top left, with distortion index values ranging from 3.65 to 4.46 for a discharge 

of 16 cumecs. When the discharge is increased in this coarse sand model runs to between 26 

and 30 cumecs, DI (Distortion Index) decreases to a minimum of 1.67 for the least dense urban 

framework and a maximum of 3.35 for the densest built environment.  

Figure 6-11 plots DI against built fraction to visually scrutinise how various anthropogenic 

development structures govern distortion. The output depicts a strong positive correlation of 

0.571 (p < 0.001) using Pearson's product-moment correlation, suggesting a strong relationship 

between built fraction and crevasse splay distortion. Nevertheless, some deposits do not follow 

this correlation, wherein, compared to many deposits, they have high distortion values relative 

to the built fraction. Such deposits can be explained using the scatterplots in Figure 6-10. These 

splays are created in low discharge conditions, characterised by small areas and high distortion 

values.  

Multiple linear regression models were used to assess what extent deposit distortion can be 

predicted using built fraction and discharge as explanatory variables. Deposit area was initially 

touted as an input variable, but the VIF values produced in post-assessment of the model 

indicated that this metric had a large quantity of collinearity with discharge, thus skewing the 

overall model fit. Instead, the linear model suggested using the amalgamation of built fraction 

and discharge as there was no correlation between them, and they were able to combine to 

predict the distortion index in a significant manner.  
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The initial model included all the grain sizes, at one time, with the subsequent models run on 

the datasets split by their sediment size. The statistical outputs provided in Table 6-2 illustrate 

that all the models developed were classed as significant in their prediction of distortion index, 

with p-value's < 0.001. However, there was substantial variation between the six model runs. 

For example, the model incorporating the entire dataset exhibited the lowest R-squared (0.4), 

whereas the very fine sand produced the highest R-squared value (0.933). Therefore, in the very 

fine model, built fraction and discharge, when combined, accounted for 93.3% of the variation 

in the distortion index. In this model, the impact of both the input discharge (p < 0.05) and 

built fraction (p < 0.001) on deposit distortion are positive. 

Aside from this, the general pattern is that as sediment becomes coarser, the ability of built 

fraction and discharge to predict distortion is reduced - illustrated by the decreasing R-squared 

values – even though the models remain statistically significant. In contrast to the very fine 

regression model, in the other four grain sizes, increasing the discharge has a significant negative 

impact on deposit distortion, whilst the effect of increasing built fraction remains positive – all 

of which at the p < 0.001 significance level.  

 

Figure 6-10 DI of crevasse splays as a function of area, coloured by built fraction. The plots are 

separated by grain size - very fine, moving to very coarse, as titled. Data points are 

sized according to the discharge which generated each crevasse splay. 
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Figure 6-11 DI of crevasse splays, plotted as a function of built fraction.This plot includes splays 

created in all built environments, each grain size and every discharge – providing a 

universal measure of how building setup affects deposit morphology. 
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Table 6-2 Multiple linear regression model summary statistics predicting crevasse splay DI 

using built fraction and discharge, with one model for all deposits and then five 

when separating by grain size. This table includes the directions of the explanatory 

variables' impact (+ and -), with the p-value for each variable illustrated with star 

symbols (p < 0.001 = ***, 0.01 = **, * = 0.05). Each model was significant to p < 

0.001, with adjusted R-squared values provided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4.4 The impact of roughness on crevasse splay size in a built environment  

The analysis of the effect of floodplain roughness on deposit size centred on a static discharge 

allows a range of grain sizes, built fractions, and Manning's N values to be tested. This analysis 

produced a series of crevasse splay deposits, with the morphometric attributes illustrated in 

regime diagrams in Figure 6-12. Straight away, the usual trend of the finer grain sizes inducing 

the larger splays is visible. Darker colours of purple represent the largest deposits, typically 

found in the very fine sand distribution – the top row of the regime diagrams. Moving 

downwards through the plots, whereby the input grain size becomes coarser, each 

corresponding cell becomes progressively lighter relative to the plot above, demonstrating that 

for the same roughness and built fraction tested, the impact of sediment size on splay magnitude 

remains evident. Indeed, the only very fine splay deposits that are exceeded in size by any splays 

of coarser grain size are the deposits intruding into the smoothest built environment (N = 0.02), 

compared to fine sand splays in the rougher domains (N=0.03 and 0.04). For example, the very 

fine grain size volume at a building spacing of 8 at N = 0.02 is 258.78.64 m3, compared to 266.34 

m3 and 265.17 m3 at the same building spacing for fine grain size at 0.03 and 0.04 Manning's N, 

Grain size Discharge Built 

Fraction 

R-squared 

All - (***) + (***) 0.4 

Very Fine + (*) + (***) 0.933 

Fine - (***) + (***) 0.813 

Medium - (***) + (***) 0.731 

Coarse - (***) + (***) 0.548 

Very Coarse - (***) + (***) 0.615 
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respectively. This phenomenon ties in with the broader relationship between floodplain 

roughness and deposit size.  

Each plot of a specific grain size and splay size metric has a clear gradient from left to right 

from lighter to darker cells. This pattern indicates that deposit size rises as roughness increases 

and other environmental conditions are controlled. Universally across the sediment sizes 

sampled, the built environments with Manning's N = 0.02 induce little sediment deposition 

compared to the other trialled roughness values. In all five grain size categories, the roughness 

of N = 0.03 makes deposit size (across all metrics and building spacing values) rise from the 

0.02 baseline. However, for very fine and fine sand, this increase in deposit size stagnates when 

N = 0.03 is reached. Using deposit area at a building spacing of 8 to illustrate this, very fine 

deposits increase from 11513.09 m2 (N = 0.02) to 15519.59 m2 (N = 0.03) to 15979.22 m2 (N 

= 0.04), whilst for the fine sediment the splay area rises from 3915.74 m2 at N = 0.02 to 9711.237 

m2  and 9607.28 m2 at Manning's N = 0.03 and N = 0.04, respectively. 

On the other hand, for the coarser sand grain size deposits (medium, coarse, and very coarse), 

splay size appears to continue to rise between each Manning's N increment. This is shown by 

the continuous gradient of darkening shade from left to right - particularly in the area and 

volume plots. For example, using the mean crevasse splay areas and volumes for the coarse 

grain size model runs (average across all building spacing setups), deposit size increases from an 

average area of 1748.67 m2 for N = 0.02 to 3578.36 m2 at N = 0.03 and 4288.68 m2 at N = 0.04, 

at the same time as average volume rises from 40.23 m3 (N = 0.02) to 99.19 m3 (N = 0.03) to 

149.83 m3 (N = 0.04). Such a trend is replicated in medium and very coarse sand grain sizes.  

From this analysis and the visualisation within Figure 6-12, floodplain roughness and grain size 

govern the size of the deposits created and the available sediment to the splay. However, when 

only the density of the built environment is altered – the previously noted relationship between 

the density of the built setting and splay size remains when grain size and roughness are kept 

constant. The built environment's impact on crevasse splay size is most evident in the area and 

volume regime diagrams. Here, the least dense environments (8 – 10 built spacing) allow the 

deposits to be formed with a greater extent and quantity of sediment than the densest 

environments – portrayed by the darkening gradient as moving down through each plot within 

a floodplain roughness.  
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Figure 6-12 Regime diagrams which depict the size of crevasse splays as a function of floodplain 

roughness and built spacing, split into their respective grain sizes. The stacked figure 

is sorted by the morphometric parameter (columns) and grain size (rows). The light 

purple to dark purple colour gradient represents the transition from smaller to more 

extensive deposits.  
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6.5 Discussion 

This section will evaluate the morphology of crevasse splays formed in a series of built 

environments in reference to the analysis undertaken and relevant literature. It is important to 

note that incorporating a non-erodible surface and vertical obstacles into CAESAR-Lisflood 

allowed the impact of anthropogenic development on splay size and shape to be quantified. 

Although the raster grid methodology used to create five different built setups can be seen as 

artificial and unrealistic in their depiction of built settings, these block-like inputs were 

necessitated by the structure of CAESAR-Lisflood. They also provided a simple platform to 

explore the effect of built structures, alongside other environmental conditions, on deposit 

morphology – with many environmental conditions able to be trialled efficiently.  

6.5.1 The impact of the built environment on deposit size 

This research has demonstrated that a non-erodible floodplain surface - mimicking 

concrete/tarmac surfaces alongside non-erodible vertical blocks - representing buildings, 

substantially impacts the morphology of the crevasse splays generated by CAESAR-Lisflood. 

Here, the impact of anthropogenic development on a deliberately simplified floodplain will be 

discussed concerning its influence on each size metric and, subsequently, how the infrastructure 

affects the morphometric scaling relationships between the physical parameters. Furthermore, 

the interactions between the variables of discharge, grain size, and built fraction will be examined 

because the environmental conditions set the baseline morphology from which the built domain 

can disrupt and cause variations in terminal splay size. 

In terms of splay size, the magnitude of a deposit is often dependent on the system they develop 

in, with variances caused by factors such as climate, geomorphology, and hydrology (Millard et 

al., 2017; Nienhuis et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2022). Thus, when anthropogenic development 

alters the system in which crevasse splays form, the expected size will be disturbed due to 

disrupted geomorphological and hydrological processes. These changes in flow patterns and, 

subsequently, sediment pathways and sinks cause the built environment's impact to vary 

between the physical attributes of splays (length, perimeter, area, and volume).  

The array of built obstacles engraved on the study's floodplain caused various impacts on 

deposit morphology. The effect of buildings comes down to two components: channelising and 

blocking, as expected from prior literature (Nordstrom, 2004; Syme, 2008). In the results 

concerning deposit length, there was a negligible impact from the built environment, with the 

major controls being the discharge of the input flows and grain size – although the regression 
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model suggested buildings had a blocking effect in the fine, coarse, and very coarse sand model 

runs, whereby building density had a negative impact on splay length. 

It is noticeable that the relationship between built fraction and perimeter is inverse to the 

relationships between the built environment and the area and volume metrics. The positive 

impact imparted by built fractions on the deposit perimeter is characteristic of the branching 

effect that obstacles can cause. The setups of the densest arranged buildings incur the highest 

perimeters when discharge and grain size are controlled. In these model runs, the buildings drive 

the outer perimeter of the deposits to be longer as the edges of the splays extend into gaps 

between the obstacles, as seen by Nelson and Leclair (2006) during their qualitative study of a 

substantial splay formed in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina. In contrast, the splays 

formed in less dense setups retain a smoother exterior as the deposit's border is less likely to 

interact with built infrastructure. 

In contrast, increasing the density of the buildings significantly reduces the area and volume of 

crevasse splays under the same discharge and sediment conditions. This pattern is a testament 

to the buildings' blocking impact on flow velocity and direction, which induce deposition in the 

low-energy leeward side of obstacles, whilst also disrupting the flows exiting the levee breach – 

disrupting sediment supply. Also, channelisation through building gaps means the floodwater 

retains its transport capacity, and a lower proportion of sediment needs to be deposited. 

Furthermore, the non-erodible surface reduces sediment replenishment from erosional channels 

during crevasse splay formation. As a result, buildings disturb the characteristics of the flood 

flows and can act as sediment traps (Syme, 2008) and funnelling systems. Additionally, these 

results were found without all the components of built settings being incorporated. Other 

factors can include standing and collapsed fences, vegetation in gardens, debris blockages and 

cars, which all dissipate energy from flood flows and create eddies in the areas behind the 

obstacles (Syme, 2008) but cannot be captured using the coarse raster (2m x 2m) input into the 

models. As such, if these extra variables were included in the research as hard boundaries, the 

impact on deposit morphology would be more significant as they all would act as blocking 

features and, thus, sediment traps, further disrupting the size of crevasse splays.  

It is difficult to corroborate these findings with evidence from fluvial studies due to the shortage 

of research. Instead, examples from flood-driven sediment deposits along coasts can 

complement these findings, such as Rogers et al. (2015), who found that coastal washover 

deposits formed during Hurricane Sandy along the Atlantic coast of the US were smaller in size 

in built environments compared to natural counterparts. These findings all support the theory 

set out by Nordstrom (1994) that anthropogenic development in flood-prone zones will directly 
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impact the morphology of the landforms produced during overflow events. A key issue with 

this is that sediment supply to floodplains is an essential source of sediment – useful for land 

building and maintenance (Nienhuis et al., 2018), and nutrients – beneficial for the biodiversity 

of the ecosystems (Heiler et al., 1995). By disrupting the natural norms and reducing the quantity 

of sediment transported from the channel to the surrounding floodplains, human pressure 

disturbs the long-term morphological development and longevity of historically natural 

environments. 

6.5.2 The impact of the built environment on the 2D and 3D shape of splays  

The shape of crevasse splays, intruding onto a deliberately simplified floodplain, were tested 

across various natural environmental conditions in chapter 5. To extend these findings, this 

chapter has introduced built obstacles to assess how anthropogenic development alters splay 

shape. Splay shape can be analysed using morphometric scaling relationships and the Distortion 

Index (DI) metric – quantitative tools to compare assess splay shapes. The morphometric 

scaling relationships produced from the size parameters of the crevasse splays allow intrinsic 

patterns to be analysed concerning deposits formed under different grain sizes, discharges, and 

built environment conditions.  

6.5.2.1 Two-dimensional 

A deposit's 2D shape is typically dictated by sediment size/supply, discharge, vegetation, and 

soil consolidation (Nienhuis et al., 2018; Rahman et al., 2022). In natural settings, splays are often 

described as elongated tongue-shaped or lobate – dependent on their length/width ratio 

(Rahman et al., 2022). However, when deposits are formed in built environments, the natural 

norms of sediment movement are altered by the presence of impervious surfaces, the 

distribution of buildings, and the availability of street networks (Nordstrom, 2004; Syme, 2008). 

From the deposits produced here using CAESAR-Lisflood – the traditional lobe shapes are less 

obvious – especially when the built fraction is increased. The results expand on the work 

undertaken by Nelson and Sinclair (2006), who provided a qualitative assessment of how splay 

deposits follow new pathways by branching between buildings and down streets to find new 

sediment sinks in New Orleans following a levee breach during Hurricane Katrina.  

The 2D scaling relationships, length vs area and perimeter vs area, have highlighted that built 

fraction, discharge, and grain size have different effects on the distribution of the size metrics 

relative to each other. Both these 2D relationships exhibit a common dominant gradient, 

regardless of the floodplain and environmental conditions that the splays are formed under. It 

has been demonstrated that grain size and discharge play a key role in dictating the overall 2D 
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size of splays, but do not cause variance in these scaling laws around the dominant gradient, 

consistent with the findings from the natural analysis in chapter 5. Therefore, it can be inferred 

that these environmental conditions dictate the amount of sediment supply being transported 

onto the floodplain and its deposition, rather than the planform shape of the deposits – which 

remains consistent. However, an exception to this are the small areal crevasse splays, which are 

typically comprised of coarser sand grains and formed in low discharge conditions, which can 

have a high perimeter for a given area regardless of the density of the built environment. These 

deposits are not well-formed and appear patchy due to the lower sediment supply that 

characterises these environmental parameters. 

On the other hand, the built environment can disrupt these scaling relationships and create 

different magnitudes of perpendicular variation around the dominant gradient within the length 

vs area and perimeter vs area plots. The impact of built fraction on the length vs area relationship 

is minor, causing little variation around the dominant gradient. Nevertheless, higher built 

fractions do cause splays to have longer intrusion lengths for a given area, shown by the gradient 

of colour in panel A in Figure 6-9. This occurrence is a product of the area decreasing as built 

fraction rises, rather than intrusion length increasing, with splays retaining their length even 

when the built environments are at their most dense. This points to a balance between the 

channelling and blocking effects imparted by anthropogenic infrastructure, with the channelling 

of flows down paths between buildings allowing the deposits to extend a similar length onto a 

floodplain whether it has sparse or dense obstacles.   

The perimeter vs area scaling relationship can be analysed using the plot in Figure 6-9, panels C 

and D, in combination with DI – a product of the perimeter and area measurements - calculated 

as a ratio of how a deposit perimeter differs from a semi-circle with the same area. Combining 

these two plots with the scatterplots in Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11, alongside multiple linear 

regression results, provides insight into how much a deposit's 2D shape can change and the 

drivers of this.  

Here, the higher the built fraction, the higher the perimeter for a given splay area, with this 

research finding that the density of the built environment primarily controls the splay shape on 

built floodplains, in conjunction with the discharge of the river flows. These interactions result 

in substantial perpendicular variations around the dominant gradient in Figure 6-9, panel C, with 

the clear blue gradient illustrating the impact of built fraction. This pattern due to an increasing 

built fraction imparting a significant positive impact on deposit perimeter, and a significant 

negative impact on deposit area. Therefore, as a deposit area decreases as built fraction rises, 

splay perimeter increases. 
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Before looking into the results of the regression models, a clear correlation between DI and 

built fraction was shown in Figure 6-11, which demonstrated a strong positive Pearson's 

coefficient of 0.571 (p < 0.001). The deposits not conforming to the relationship were the coarse 

grain models with low discharge, where high distortion was present independent of the built 

environment they encountered because of their small size. These deposits also had an impact 

during regression models, which were separated by grain size, with the r-square values of the 

coarser models being lower than those of the finer sand models. Despite this, the multiple linear 

regression models show that the combination of built fraction and discharge can account for a 

substantial proportion of the variance in DI. Therefore, it can be inferred that the built fabric 

strongly impacts the planform shape of crevasse splays, with the high-density built settings 

causing deposits to have a more extended perimeter relative to their area. This outcome was 

expected given the loss of the "lobal" splay shape amid sediment branching and material being 

channelised between built obstacles, particularly evident when buildings interact with a crevasse 

splays outer extent – an event more likely to occur in higher density built environments.  

6.5.2.2 Three-dimensional 

The scaling relationships used to depict 3D representations of flood-driven sediment deposits 

differ in literature. Many studies including Overbeck et al. (2015) and Rogers et al. (2015) have 

utilised a metric defined as a width-averaged volume often plotted against intrusion length, 

allowing them to observe deposit volume as if it were down an individual transect – a potential 

measure of thickness. Here, two measures of deposit thickness are shown using distinct scaling 

relationships, width-averaged volume vs length and volume vs area. Both plots disagree with 

Rogers et al. (2015) who suggested that the built environment disturb the scaling of deposit 

volumes. The effect of the built environment instead appears minimal, and the volume scaling 

relationships are more influenced by the grain size fraction trialled. The morphometric scaling 

relationships suggest that the deposits comprised of a coarser grain fraction are thicker than 

those created using finer sands – as demonstrated in the natural work.   

Considering the plots are attempting to show a similar metric, there is a substantial difference 

between them. The width-averaged volume vs length shows a noisy relationship when 

compared to the volume vs area plot. When a measure of volume is plotted against length the 

relationship can become muddled (Lazarus et al., 2022), as these transect-oriented scaling 

relationships can lose substantial detail of the three-dimensional properties of a deposit. Where 

these transect-oriented measures are used in depositional settings with the presence of built 

obstacles, it can lose the detail of the 3D components of landforms where they branch down 

streets and in between buildings. As such, the metrics utilised by Overbeck et al. (2015) and 
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Rogers et al. (2015) can be rendered insufficient in built environments. Therefore, the results of 

this chapter, combined with the findings of Lazarus et al. (2022), suggest that when representing 

the total sediment flux within built settings, it is vital to take into account the whole of the 

deposits – highlighted by the close fit of the volume vs area relationship. Here, there is little 

variation around the dominant gradient, with the steepness of the slope dictated by grainsize. 

Therefore, the volume vs area scaling law suggests that if the grain size and splay area is known, 

then volume can be estimated with some confidence - providing the ability to go from a 2D 

deposit depiction to a 3D characterisation.   

6.5.3 The effect of roughness on crevasse splays on a floodplain with built 

infrastructure 

To this point, the methodology implemented for the built environment analysis has used a set 

roughness of Manning's N = 0.04. In doing so, it matches the floodplain roughness in the 

previous chapter – to allow the impact of non-erodible surfaces and built obstacle presence to 

be compared without altering another variable. Another reason for this consistent value is that 

a wide range of surface roughness values has been used to represent built-up land within the 

literature. For example, Ozdemir et al. (2013) indicate that the surfaces commonly making up a 

built environment such as concrete and tarmac – have low Manning's N values (0.01 – 0.02), 

yet this is not representative of the built environment as a whole. This is because within built 

environments, small-scale features, i.e. kerbs and road cambers, can substantially impact 

floodplain roughness (Hunter et al., 2008; Sampson et al., 2012), which cannot be input in this 

work. Consequently, high-resolution DTMs obtained by terrestrial laser scanners are often 

sought after as they better represent the connectivity across a floodplain with more detailed 

features (Schubert et al., 2008). In addition, vegetation is often present in built environments, 

and cars can act as obstacles – thus indicating that using the Manning's value of the smoothest 

surface in built settings would be inappropriate. As a result of this ambiguity surrounding what 

value of Manning's roughness is most representative, N = 0.04 was deemed most appropriate, 

alongside an analysis of the effect of using lower Manning's N values on splay size. 

The impact of smoothing the built environment to Manning's N = 0.02 and 0.03 resulted in a 

reduction in deposit size (in all size metrics) when built fraction, discharge, and grain size were 

kept constant. Higher floodplain roughness, typically dictated by the presence and type of 

vegetation, increases sediment capture whilst also increasing surface friction and drag which 

reduces the energy within flood flows quicker, leading to more significant sediment deposition 

(Fraselle et al., 2010). Nienhuis et al. (2018) suggest that when vegetation is highly dense, and soils 

are less prone to consolidation, the flood flows decelerate sharply once they exit the levee 
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breach, leading to smaller areal splays. Here, the smoother floodplains produced smaller splays 

due to the low surface friction not slowing the floodwaters sufficiently to cause widespread 

deposition (Fernandes et al., 2012). Meanwhile, the rougher surfaces slow the flow and induce 

deposition. Through testing three separate roughness’s on a built floodplain, it is highlighted 

that the surface's friction substantially impacts splay morphology, independent of the rest of the 

model setup. Indeed, where the density of built environments is the same, factors causing 

differences in roughness, such as vegetation and cars, will cause variances in terminal deposit 

size (Syme, 2008). 

6.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has utilised the CAESAR-Lisflood reduced-complexity morphological model to 

assess the impact of anthropogenic development on the size and shape of crevasse splays. By 

deriving 3D data from the urban deposits produced, this research has allowed a greater depth 

of analyses and permitted the objectives defined in this chapter's introduction to be achieved. 

1. Generate a series of crevasse splay deposits within various urban environment setups 

and flood conditions using CAESAR-Lisflood (Coulthard et al., 2013). 

This work has successfully created 325 crevasse splay deposits intruding into a range of built 

environment setups with various flood sizes, grain sizes and floodplain roughness's.  

2. Investigate the effect of the built environment on the geometry and scaling of fluvial 

deposit morphology. 

The results have furthered the understanding of sediment deposits interacting with built 

environments areas and the subsequent effect on the sediment budgets. These results indicate 

that the built environment disrupts and alters the morphological processes driving crevasse splay 

formation and dictates their terminal morphology – when grain size and discharge are 

controlled. The reduction in sediment supply to denser built environments indicates the 

potential for issues in the future regarding the maintenance and upkeep of floodplains.  

The next chapter will compare the data collected in the four depositional environments studied 

in this work: natural coastal, built coastal, natural fluvial, and built fluvial. Following this, the 

comparison will be extended to morphometric data sourced from flood-driven deposits in the 

literature. 
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Chapter 7 Synthesis of  data 

7.1 Overview 

Sedimentary depositional landforms created during coastal and fluvial flood events are often 

studied independently with only occasional crossover, but efforts are being made to progress 

coupled models comprising coastline and fluvial dynamics (Ashton et al., 2013). Beevers et al. 

(2016) utilised an established coastal morphodynamic model, X-Beach, in a fluvial environment 

and demonstrated that it could simulate sediment transport and morphological changes to good 

effect – but struggled with specific bedform processes. Therefore, the lack of studies comparing 

the morphology of flood-driven depositional landforms produced in either landscape occurs 

despite parallels between the energy of water flow and sediment transport and deposition 

mechanisms that occur on floodplains in both settings. The quantity of sediment moved onto 

the floodplain is controlled by sediment availability and transport capacity, which is valid for 

coastal and fluvial environments. When the composition or quantity of sediment delivered to 

these environments is altered, the stability of current landscapes becomes uncertain. 

Nevertheless, if the depositional landform morphology between different geomorphic settings 

is consistent, then the principles of their development can be applied between each setting and 

used to predict the resultant changes if sediment supply or transport conditions change. 

Consequently, this chapter will synthesise the data produced in the three results chapters, 

comparing results with each other and against data published in the literature. It will accomplish 

this by first plotting and comparing the results from the natural and built fluvial research 

(Chapters 5 and 6). It will then compare the results generated in the coastal environment 

(Chapter 3) with those produced in the fluvial chapters – for natural and built domains. Here, 

natural settings are defined as floodplains without built infrastructure, whereas built 

environments are classed as any floodplain that has buildings/streets present. Following this, 

the data produced here will be combined with results from previous literature covering various 

depositional settings. 

The results of this synthesis will provide essential information pertinent to answering the 

research questions set out in this thesis's introduction. Primarily, it will help answer research 

question 3: "How are flood-driven deposits in coastal and fluvial settings morphologically similar? How do they 

compare to depositional landforms from broader literature?"  

This chapter will be separated into two distinct parts, a) a comparison of data within this study 

and b) a comparison of data collected in this work with broader research. Each section will plot 
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the physical attributes of the deposits against one another using various data sources. The 

second section will briefly outline each literature source of deposit morphology before the data 

comparison. The chapter will then finish with a summary of the synthesis's findings. 

7.2 Natural vs built fluvial deposits 

Chapters 5 and 6 used the CAESAR-Lisflood morphodynamic model to investigate the 

morphology of crevasse splays extending onto a deliberately simplified floodplain. Chapter 5 

tested a range of natural environmental conditions, including grain size and discharge, whilst 

chapter 6 trialled a series of built environments of different densities to assess the impact of 

built obstacles on deposit shape and size. Although chapter 6 plotted the effects of increasing 

the density of the built environment on splay morphology, this section will directly compare the 

morphometric scaling relationships derived in both fluvial chapters.  

Firstly, the natural and built fluvial results in all three plots of Figure 7-1 demonstrate consistent 

dominant gradients. This implies that a rise in a deposit size metric will lead to the same rise in 

another size metric in both environments. Thus, the splays formed in built environments scale 

similar to those in the natural setting. Panel A indicates no apparent difference between the 

distributions of the length vs area scaling relationship with considerable overlap of the data 

points. Also, the data from both depositional environments show a tight fit along the dominant 

gradient.  

Panel B concurs with the findings presented in the coastal results of this thesis (chapter 3) in 

that the built environment causes a substantial amount of variation in the distribution of deposit 

perimeters that can occur for a given area. Here, it is shown that although both settings have a 

similar gradient, the natural dataset shows minor variation, whilst the built dataset shows 

considerable perpendicular variation around the dominant gradient. The investigation into the 

built environment's impact on flood-driven deposits in chapter 6 highlighted that increasing the 

built fraction resulted in higher deposit perimeters relative to the area. Finally, panel C highlights 

the close-knit relationship between deposit volume and area, consistent in the natural and built 

fluvial work. It has been demonstrated in chapters 5 and 6 that grain size has a degree of control 

over this relationship, whilst the relationship is largely insensitive to the density of the built 

environment – although there is more variation around the dominant gradient in the built 

environment. 
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Figure 7-1 A comparison of the morphometric scaling relationships of the crevasse splays in 

natural and built environments. A) length vs area, b) perimeter vs area, and c) 

volume vs area. Brown triangles represent natural deposits, and deposits in built 

environments are purple triangles. 
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7.3 Coastal vs fluvial sediment deposits – how do they compare? 

The results chapters in this thesis have focused on coastal sediment deposits in Chapter 3 

(natural and built) and fluvial sediment deposits in Chapters 5 (natural) and 6 (built). Here, the 

data obtained will be directly compared between the four morphological environments, 

beginning with the scaling relationships in the natural and built settings and extending to the 

distortion index. Such a comparison will allow observation of similarities and differences 

between the environments. Subsequently, any differences in the scaling relationships can be 

discussed concerning data collection, depositional environments, and measurements extracted. 

7.3.1 Scaling law comparison 

Overall, this research has used 707 examples to study flood-driven sediment deposits in natural 

coastal, built coastal, natural fluvial, and built fluvial environments. For this comparison, 115 

washover deposits from real-world natural coasts and 167 washover deposits from real-world 

built coasts are utilised (Chapter 3). These are accompanied by a series of crevasse splays 

generated by CAESAR-Lisflood under various user-defined floodplain conditions – here, only 

the splays formed under Manning's N = 0.04 will be utilised. The fluvial deposits are subset to 

the models that covered different discharge and grain size conditions at a fixed Manning's N 

value of 0.04. Therefore, the natural fluvial deposits are subset to 55 model examples (Chapter 

5) and 275 fluvial deposits from built environments (Chapter 6). During this comparison of 

data from both natural and built settings in coastal and fluvial environments, the relationships 

between length, perimeter, and area will be investigated, as volume was not recorded in the 

coastal work.   

The physical attributes of the deposits sampled from the real world and those generated in 

numerical models are plotted against one another in natural log form to assess whether they are 

morphologically similar. These visual comparisons, for both natural and built deposits, are 

provided in Figure 7-2, which includes Length vs Area (natural in panel A and built in panel B) 

and Perimeter vs Area (natural in panel C and built in panel D). In addition, the inset histograms 

provide the distribution of Length/Area (LA) and Perimeter/Area (PA) ratios, where relevant.    

The coastal and fluvial datasets show a similarity within all four panels. Here, the positive 

gradients of the two scaling relationships in each scatterplot are comparable, with length and 

perimeter rising at the same rate with respect to area. For example, in panel C, the deposit 

perimeter rises alongside the deposit area at a comparable gradient for the coastal and fluvial 

natural landforms. Furthermore, the similarity in gradient is replicated across plots A, B, and D 
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– suggesting that the deposits produced in the CAESAR-Lisflood model scale similar to those 

sourced from the real-world coastal environment.  

 

Figure 7-2 Morphometric scaling relationships comparing coastal and fluvial sediment 

deposits formed on natural and built floodplains, with inset histograms. The left 

panels (A and C) illustrate the natural environment, with natural coastal deposits 

symbolised by light brown circles and natural fluvial deposits as brown triangles. 

The right panels (B and D) show the built domain, with built coastal deposits as 

blue circles and built fluvial deposits as purple triangles. Panels A and B depict the 

Length vs Area scaling relationships, with inset histograms portraying each 

environment's Length/Area ratio distributions. Panels C and D show the Perimeter 

vs Area scaling relationships, and the histograms provide the Perimeter/Area ratio 

distributions. 
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However, there are discernible differences between the distributions in the four plots. From 

panel A (Figure 7-2), it is evident that the lengths of the natural fluvial deposits produced in 

Chapter 5 are typically lower for a given area than the length of the natural deposits in coastal 

environments. Such a pattern is replicated in the built environment for this scaling relationship 

in panel B. These patterns are further illustrated by the inset histograms plotting the L/A ratio 

for the respective datasets. Indeed, in natural and built settings, the L/A ratios for the fluvial 

deposits are condensed into a distribution dissimilar to most of the coastal dataset, with low 

lengths compared to areas. For example, the bulk of the natural fluvial dataset lies at a L/A ratio 

between 0.488 and 0.5 (mean = 0.493 and standard deviation = 0.009), peaking at 0.525. In 

contrast, most coastal natural deposits have a L/A ratio between 0.538 and 0.6 (mean = 0.553 

and standard deviation = 0.031). From the scatterplots and histograms, it is evident that there 

is also a slight overlap between the coastal and fluvial settings, where the coastal deposits have 

low lengths relative to the area compared to the main distribution of the coastal deposits.  

Regarding the perimeter vs area scaling relationship panels, it is immediately observable that 

more overlap occurs between the coastal and fluvial environments for deposits interacting with 

both natural and built floodplains than in the length vs area plots. In the natural environment, 

the P/A ratio peaks similarly for both the coastal and fluvial datasets. Furthermore, the 

distributions overlap substantially, with mean P/A ratios for coastal and fluvial natural settings 

of 0.687 and 0.708, respectively. Despite this, panels C and D (Figure 7-2) indicate that the 

opposite pattern occurs for the perimeter than that of length. This is because longer perimeters 

characterise fluvial deposits for a given area than coastal deposits. Such a pattern is discernible 

in the built deposits (panel D), where the coastal deposits reach a peak P/A of ~0.8 - yet there 

is a substantial number of fluvial splays with P/A values rising to exceed 0.9.  

In addition, the scatterplots provided in panels A, B, C and D portray another element of 

variance between the coastal and fluvial datasets. There is a palpable difference between the 

distributions of the scatterplots presented from each depositional environment. Panels A and B 

suggest more variation in deposit length in the real-world coastal environment than from 

CAESAR-Lisflood derived fluvial deposits, i.e. a more extensive range of lengths occur for a 

particular area – shown by variation perpendicular to the dominant gradient. For example, at an 

area of 8 ln[area(m2)] in panel A, natural coastal deposit length can range from 4 to 5 ln[area(m2)], 

whereas the natural fluvial deposits are tightly packed around 4 ln[area(m2). However, this is not 

as clear in the perimeter vs area scatterplots (panels C and D). In these panels, the scatterplots 

and histograms demonstrate substantial variation around the dominant gradient for coastal and 

fluvial data – particularly in the built environment. The purple triangles in plot D illustrate that 
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a large variety of deposit perimeters can be produced for a given area in CAESAR-Lisflood – 

mirroring the amount of variation in the coastal data.  

 

Figure 7-3 Two scatterplots depicting deposit area vs DI in natural and built environments. 

The natural environment consists of coastal deposits symbolised by light 

brown/beige circles and fluvial deposits as brown triangles. The right half shows 

the built domain, with coastal deposits as blue circles and fluvial deposits as purple 

triangles. 

The plots in Figure 7-3 show the distribution of DI vs Area for the coastal and fluvial deposits. 

In natural and built environments, the fluvial deposits offer a different configuration to the 

coastal examples - especially in the built setting. The natural fluvial deposits are within the upper 

range of the coastal data, with no DI values below 1.25. Meanwhile, the natural coastal deposits 

exhibit an extensive range of DI values from below 1 to ~1.85. Moreover, it is observed that as 

the deposit area increases, the DI of the natural fluvial deposits shows a decreasing trend – 

moving towards the bulk of the coastal distribution.  

A more discernible difference exists between the coastal and fluvial deposits within the built 

environment. Anthropogenically-developed floodplains cause an increase in DI from the natural 

environment. Despite this, as highlighted in previous chapters, a range of DI values can occur 

for deposits produced in the built environment – largely dependent on built fraction. The DI 

values produced in the built environment differ substantially between the coastal and fluvial 

work. In the real-world coastal dataset, DI ranges from ~1 to approximately 2.5, whereas in the 

CAESAR-Lisflood study, DI ranges from ~1.5 to 4.5. Therefore, although there is considerable 

overlap between the DI values within each depositional environment, much of the fluvial 
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deposits generated through modelling exceed the highest values in the coastal work. Many of 

the more distorted fluvial deposits in built environments (DI over 3.5) occur at the low deposit 

area in the upper left portion of the plot. As in the natural fluvial environment, the link between 

the area and DI shows evidence of a weak decreasing trend in the built equivalent, with more 

variability in DI than for a given area in the natural environment. 

 

Figure 7-4 A scatterplot depicting the built environment's impact on deposit shape from the 

coastal and fluvial research. Here, Distortion Index is plotted against Built Fraction 

for both depositional environments. Blue circles represent coastal deposits, and 

purple triangles represent fluvial deposits.  

Focussing on the built deposits from the coastal and fluvial chapters, Figure 7-4 plots Distortion 

Index against Built Fraction for the two morphological environments. The scatterplot illustrates 

that the DI is generally higher in the fluvial dataset than the coastal for the same built fraction, 

with a slight overlap between the settings. For example, at a built fraction of ~0.15, the coastal 

deposits range from a DI of 1.22 to 1.88, whilst the model-produced crevasse splays extend 

from 2.01 to 3.65. 

As highlighted previously, the fluvial deposits with low areas that exhibit the highest DI values 

are formed at low-medium built fractions. These deposits do not interact with a substantial 

amount of the built environment. As such, they could occur in experiments with higher built 

fractions, thus inflating their DI values. These outliers occurred during the CAESAR-Lisflood 

model runs incorporating low discharges and coarse sand sediment characterised by low 
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sediment supply and transport capacity. Suppose these extremely high DI deposits are ignored 

for a given built fraction. In that case, the quantity of variation in DI is similar for both 

environments, just with the fluvial dataset beginning at a higher base DI value.  

Furthermore, higher built fractions are tested in CAESAR-Lisflood than observed in the real-

world coastal environment – extending from built fractions of approximately 0.223 to 0.393. 

These values of built fraction allow the relationship between built fraction and DI to be studied 

at a wide range of built environment densities. Consequently, the gradient between built fraction 

and DI continues beyond the pattern found in the coastal work – with a positive correlation 

present. Nevertheless, the similarities across lower built fraction values suggest that the same 

observations could be predicted to occur in denser-built environments. 

7.3.2 Deciphering the similarities and differences between the coastal and fluvial 

datasets 

Combining data from coastal and fluvial settings has highlighted several discrepancies in 

landform morphology between each environment for natural and built settings. Here, possible 

reasons for the differences will be investigated, such as the methods implemented and 

morphological factors not included in the fluvial models that are present in the real-world 

coastal environment.  

Firstly, it has been observed that deposit lengths are lower in the fluvial datasets than the 

corresponding coastal data for a given area. A possible reason for this is the flat unconfined 

floodplain offered to the fluvial floods in CAESAR-Lisflood. As a result, the flows exiting the 

breach can retain their energy and thus keep the entrained sediment in many directions - leading 

to a broader deposit – with higher areas relative to length. On the other hand, the coastal 

deposits can experience channelling by the land's topography, with alongshore variances in 

topography restricting the spread of washover laterally. Another potential reason is that during 

coastal overwash events, sediment will likely be driven inland as this is the dominant flow 

direction, whereas, in the fluvial experiments, the levee breach is perpendicular to the dominant 

flow direction. Therefore, this potentially creates longer-length deposits for a given area in the 

coastal observations.  

Secondly, the perimeters of the deposits formed in the fluvial research using CAESAR-Lisflood 

are characterised by high perimeters for a given area compared to the coastal data. An 

explanation for this is that the 2 m spatial resolution of the elevation layer being input into the 

morphological model causes the output deposits to be provided in 2 x 2 m blocks. These blocks 

cause the edge of the deposit to appear rougher than the typical smooth outer boundary of 
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deposits studied in the real-world coastal environment. As such, these more uneven edges 

increase the perimeter for a given deposit area. When raster-based models are utilised in 

modelling inundation and sediment movement, their spatial resolution is both a limiting factor 

and an advantage. Thus there is a balance in deciding upon the resolution to be used (Horritt 

and Bates, 2002). The spatial resolution restricts the detail of the resulting morphological 

outputs – as highlighted by the rougher edges. However, due to the greater computational 

efficiency, the resolution allows CAESAR-Lisflood to test a range of morphological conditions 

in many model runs (Avanzi et al., 2013). 

When considering the lengths, perimeters, and areas of the coastal deposits, some will also be 

due to spatial variability in transport capacity and sediment supply. For example, areas with a 

lower sediment supply for the same storm may find sediment carried the same distances, but 

the lower volume reduces the ability to detect the spread of a deposit. Conversely, heavily 

sediment-laden water may show the actual edge of the overwash more clearly. However, this is 

less of an issue in modelling results, as an elevation threshold rather than visual detection is 

used, identifying all areas that contain actual change. Furthermore, the perimeter values attained 

in the coastal work through manual digitising may be overly smoothed using this method across 

all resolution scales. This also makes comparing different digitised datasets from different users 

difficult, affecting a comparison between modelled data with a true perimeter and those 

obtained from imagery. 

It is worth emphasising that despite the discrepancies in the spatial resolution of the deposit 

outlines produced in the coastal and fluvial research, and the lack of topographic variance in the 

DTM used, the gradients of the scaling relationships remain aligned. Therefore, although there 

are differences in the distributions of deposit length and perimeter relative to deposit area 

between the two environments, the physical parameters still scale in accordance with one 

another. Furthermore, even though deposit lengths are relatively low for a given area and the 

perimeters relatively high in the fluvial dataset - they still reside within the distribution of the 

real-world coastal deposits – as illustrated by the inset histograms and the scatterplots 

themselves. This suggests that despite limitations with spatial resolution and a lack of 

topographic variation, the morphological results from CAESAR-Lisflood are consistent with 

the findings obtained in the coastal work.  

The natural research shows an extensive range of DI values within the coastal environment, 

demonstrated by this dataset containing both the minimum and maximum DI values observed 

in the natural dataset. Such a range in DI results from the low-lying coasts' variable topography, 

which can alter the morphology of washover deposits (Fisher and Stauble, 1977; Donnelly et al., 
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2006), forcing divergence from a semi-circular shape. Some coastal floodplains will be relatively 

flat, allowing deposits to spread evenly in an idealised fan-like body. Other topography could be 

uneven, causing channelisation and pooling of sediment deposits. The DIs of the natural fluvial 

deposits overlap with the more distorted washover deposits at a given area – likely to be an 

artefact of the spatial resolution of the DTM used as no surface variation in topography was 

present.  

On the other hand, it has been observed that within the built environment dataset, DI is high 

for the deposits created using CAESAR-Lisflood, compared to the coastal built deposits, with 

some overlap in the deposits with a larger area. As detailed in Chapter 6, the small deposits 

exhibiting high DI values are formed during low-discharge, coarse grain size conditions whereby 

the sediment supply to the floodplain is insufficient to generate substantial deposits. No such 

trend has occurred in the coastal work, as all the deposits were well-formed.  

The DI for the built fluvial splays at higher deposit areas typically remains above that of 

equivalent coastal deposit areas. Indeed, to some degree, this is likely to be a consequence of 

the spatial resolution of the DTM. However, as shown in the DI vs Built Fraction scatterplot, 

many of the fluvial deposits characterised by higher DIs are produced during model runs with 

higher built fraction values than those found in the real-world coastal dataset. The built fractions 

of the coastal work in the real-world reached ~0.22, whilst a substantial number of crevasse 

splays generated during the fluvial experiments had built fractions ranging from 0.25 to 0.4. 

Notably, where these higher built fractions occur, the DI values extend from the DI vs built 

fraction relationship found at lower built fractions. As such, the rise in DI follows the same 

gradient as for the lower built fraction deposits, reflecting the positive relationship between built 

fraction and deposit distortion and suggesting that the fluvial experiments reflect the 

morphological patterns found in the coastal work. 

7.4 How does the data collected here compare to previous work? 

Next, the morphometric data created throughout this research is plotted against deposit 

measurements sourced from previous literature in various morphological environments. Most 

of the external data focus on sedimentary landforms produced in natural settings. These include 

examples from natural coastal floodplains (Hudock et al., 2014; Lazarus, 2016; Rodriguez et al., 

2020; Williams and Rains, 2022), natural fluvial floodplains (Guzzetti et al., 1997; Millard et al., 

2017), as well as some sampled from Mars (Kraal et al., 2008). Meanwhile, for the built 

environment, data from Lazarus et al. (2022) provides size measurements of washover deposits 

generated in the Total Environment Simulator (TES) at the University of Hull (UK). Indeed, 
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the physical parameters measured vary from study to study, with length and area measurements 

common and data concerning perimeter and volume less frequent. Where possible, the external 

data is plotted alongside the scaling relationships composed of the data produced in this 

research. Before plotting the results against each other, a brief description of the datasets utilised 

is provided. 

7.4.1 The natural environment 

This section plots the data obtained from the natural research within this thesis, alongside 

deposit measurements from various other studies. The external data for the natural comparison 

derives from multiple data sources. The only study to provide data for length, perimeter, area 

and volume - and thus contribute to the comparison between all three scaling laws, was 

undertaken by Lazarus et al. (2022). Their research comprised an experimental barrier island set 

up in the TES, with water and sediment run through the flume mimicking the overwash process 

– generating 3-D results. Millard et al. (2017) is the only other study to provide deposit perimeter 

data, along with length and area. To do this, they undertook a meta-analysis of 114 previously 

measured natural crevasse splays formed during levee breaches.  

Most studies investigating sediment deposit morphology looked primarily at length and area, 

with no other size metrics measured. These include real-world coastal washover deposits 

(Hudock et al., 2014; Williams, 2015; Jamison‐Todd et al., 2020; Rodriguez et al., 2020; Williams 

and Rains, 2022), flume experiments imitating coastal inundation (Lazarus, 2016), large-scale 

floodplain deposits in Italy (Guzzetti et al., 1997), and sediment deposits in Death Valley (Bull, 

1962; Denny, 1965) and on Mars (Moore and Howard, 2005; Kraal et al., 2008). All of these 

deposits exist across a spectrum of size scales, from millimetres in the flume experiments to 

thousands of metres in length in the observations on extensive Italian floodplains and alluvial 

fans on Mars. Notably, only the lobe deposit measurements were included from data generated 

by Lazarus (2016), as the throat measurements referred to scouring. 
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Figure 7-5 Scaling relationships between a) Length and Area, b) Perimeter and Area, and c) 

Volume vs Area for the natural sediment deposit measurements within this research 

and various literature Different colours represent each dataset – as provided in the 

respective legends. The natural coastal work undertaken in this research remains as 

light brown circles, whilst the natural fluvial data stay as brown triangles. 

The graphs produced suggest that the work undertaken in this thesis, in both the natural 

environments, fits well with the scaling relationships observed in the wider literature. The plots 

in Figure 7-5 show the light brown coastal deposits and the dark brown fluvial deposits aligning 

with the distributions from other depositional research. For example, in the length vs area plot, 

the natural coastal deposits sourced from the east and gulf coasts of the US, fall in the centre of 

the variety of deposit lengths that can occur for a given area. Furthermore, although the length 

of the model-generated crevasse splays has been lower at a specific area than most of the 

washover deposits digitised in Chapter 3, they still reside in the distribution of the sampled 

deposits globally. In addition, the length vs area graph highlights that the deposits within this 
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research are mid-range in size compared to deposits sampled from flumes (small-scale) and Mars 

(large-scale), with the vast deposits only having their lengths and areas measured. Within the 

other two plots in Figure 7-5, the morphometric data extracted from the methods used in this 

thesis exhibit a similar scaling gradient to that found in Millard et al.'s (2017) meta-analysis of 

crevasse splays, and the flume results from Lazarus et al. (2022). The small-scale deposits created 

by Lazarus et al. (2022) provided the only comparison for the volume metric – which could be 

directly compared to the splays formed using CAESAR-Lisflood. Both datasets fall on the same 

scaling relationship gradient; however, the lack of comparison to observed natural volumes 

makes it harder to apply these findings to real-world studies.  

Fundamentally, this indicates that the natural deposits measured in the real-world coastal 

environment, and those generated using CAESAR-Lisflood, demonstrate the typical scaling 

relationships of natural deposits in a range of previous studies. This implies that the scaling 

relationships observed are likely to apply in various morphological environments, benefitting 

research and preparedness in various coastal and fluvial landscapes prone to flooding. 

7.4.2 The built environment 

When considering the deposits formed in the built environments, fewer external studies 

examine their morphology. Herein, the data comparison focuses on the results of Lazarus et al. 

(2022) – who used bricks to represent built obstacles in their coastal overwash experiments 

using the HES facilities at the University of Hull. Their work mimicked two of the overwash 

regimes defined by Morton and Sallenger (2003), waves and inundation. The deposits from each 

overwash regime are plotted independently in Figure 7-6 alongside the data generated in this 

thesis. The study by Lazarus et al. (2022) of washover in replica-built environments extracted 

the length, perimeter, area, and volume measurements from the resultant washover – matching 

the size metrics retrieved from the CAESAR-Lisflood model runs. 

The scatterplots provided in Figure 7-6 illustrate that the results obtained in this work align with 

the findings of Lazarus et al. (2022). The scaling law for length vs area shows greater variability 

among the data from this research than that of Lazarus et al. (2022), however, this is similar to 

the variability also seen in natural environments. Moreover, the variation between wave and 

inundation regimes used by Lazarus et al. (2022) is not dissimilar to the variation seen in the 

coastal (wave) and fluvial (flood) regimes, with the greatest variability seen in coastal/wave 

scenarios for both datasets. Moving to the perimeter vs area and volume vs area scaling 

relationships, the results from the research here align well with the findings from Lazarus et al. 

(2022). The scaling laws here are more closely followed and fit the patterns observed in the 
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natural environments where variability around these trends was reduced compared to area vs 

length. 

 

Figure 7-6 Scaling relationships between a) Length and Area, b) Perimeter and Area, and c) 

Volume vs Area for the built environment sediment deposit measurements within 

this research and data from Lazarus et al. (2022) – split into wave and inundation 

regimes. Different colours represent each dataset – as provided in the respective 

legends. The coastal work undertaken in this research remains blue circles, whilst 

the fluvial data remain purple triangles. 
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7.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter has synthesised the data collected from coastal and fluvial environments in this 

research, alongside a comparison with data from published literature for both natural and built 

environments. 

Natural and built fluvial 

This plot highlighted that the length vs area, and the volume vs area scaling relationships showed 

minor variation between the two depositional environments. Meanwhile, the perimeter vs area 

relationship showed substantial variation despite the datasets displaying the same dominant 

gradient – similar to the coastal results in chapter 3.  

Coast and fluvial (Natural and Built) 

There is considerable overlap between the scaling relationships derived from the coastal and 

fluvial research. In both the natural and built comparisons, three patterns are evident. Firstly, 

the lengths are relatively low for a given deposit area in the fluvial splays than in the coastal 

washover. Secondly, the deposit perimeter is higher in the fluvial domain for a given deposit 

area. Thirdly, and most importantly, despite the variance in deposit lengths and perimeters 

relative to areas between coastal and fluvial domains, the gradients of the scaling relationships 

are well-aligned for each depositional environment for both natural and built settings. That is, 

length and perimeter rise at the same rate for an increase in the deposit area.  

Furthermore, it has been shown that although there is an overlap between the DI in coastal and 

fluvial deposits, the DI of the crevasse splays is typically higher for a given area, especially within 

the built environment. Here, the CAESAR-Lisflood experiments comprise built fractions up to 

double that found in the real-world coastal dataset, allowing the positive correlation between 

built fraction and DI to be extended to denser built environments.  

Comparison with external data 

When plotting the data collected in this research against results from previous literature from 

various depositional settings, it has been observed that the scaling relationships observed within 

this research are consistent with those found elsewhere. Furthermore, these findings were 

similar across all three scaling relationships in both natural and built environments – suggesting 

that the results from CAESAR-Lisflood can be effectively used to model observed flood-driven 

depositional landforms. 
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Chapter 8 Discussion 

8.1 Overview 

In this chapter, I combine the key results and the subsequent advancements in understanding 

flood-driven sediment deposit morphology in coastal and fluvial environments. I will cover the 

morphology of coastal washover in natural and built settings (Chapter 3), the novel use of 

CAESAR-Lisflood to investigate the impact of environmental conditions on natural crevasse 

splay morphology (Chapter 5), and the use of a morphological model to examine the effect of 

built environments on crevasse splays (Chapter 6). First, I discuss these concerning the research 

questions defined in the introduction. Following this, I address the implications and importance 

of the research in their applicability to disaster impact prediction and broader morphological 

understanding. Lastly, I assess the opportunities for future research, using the limitations of this 

work, alongside the thesis's implications, as a basis. 

8.2 Discussion of key findings 

The terminal morphology of flood-driven sediment deposits is the function of various 

environmental conditions. However, the quantitative impact of individual factors is not fully 

understood, mainly where deposits interact with anthropogenically-altered floodplains. To this 

end, the introduction of this thesis set out three broad questions, which, when combined, would 

allow the overall research aim to be sufficiently addressed in detail. This overarching aim was to 

quantitatively investigate flood-driven sediment deposition on natural and built coastal and 

fluvial floodplains to gain physical insight into their comparative morphometry and explore how 

such understanding may inform forward-looking models of landscape dynamics for risk 

assessment and management. Here, the key results of this work are discussed concerning the 

research questions set out. 

8.2.1 Research Question 1 

What is the morphometry of flood-driven deposits in natural - coastal and fluvial floodplains? What natural 

environmental conditions control sediment deposit morphology? 

Natural sediment deposits have been studied in coastal (chapter 3) and fluvial (chapter 5) 

settings, where they are termed washover (Morton and Sallenger, 2003; Donnelly et al., 2006) 

and crevasse splays (Millard et al., 2017; Nienhuis et al. 2018), respectively. Chapter 3 extends 
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upon previous literature (Hudock et al., 2014; Lazarus, 2016) by measuring the size, and 

subsequently the shape, of 115 natural washover deposits produced by five hurricane events 

(Irene, Matthew, Michael, Nate and Sandy) along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the US. 

However, the main drawback to the method comprising post-storm aerial imagery was the 

absence of information regarding the environmental conditions under which each sediment 

deposit was formed. Therefore, the fluvial research, which utilised a hydrodynamic 

morphological model, investigated the effect of various natural environmental factors on 

deposit morphology. 

Chapter 5 used CAESAR-Lisflood to generate crevasse splays on a deliberately simplified 

floodplain encapsulating various discharges, grain sizes and floodplain roughness values. Here, 

the discharge input into each experiment acted as a proxy for storm size. Through utilising 

eleven discharges (10 - 30 cumecs), five sand grain size distributions (very fine sand - very coarse 

sand) - supplemented by several experiments using silt fractions - and ten Manning's N values 

(0.01 - 0.1) to represent different floodplain roughness's, this chapter provided a detailed insight 

into the effect of these conditions on crevasse splay morphology. 

The results obtained within the natural fluvial research indicate that two distinct phases dictate 

deposit size: A) the amount of sediment transported onto the floodplain (sediment supply), and 

B) the amount of sediment deposited as part of the landform. Both phases are driven by 

discharge and grain size, working in conjunction. Phase A, the sediment supply, is governed by 

the amount of energy present and the quantity of sediment it can subsequently transport 

through the levee breach. For a given grain size, the higher the discharge used, the greater the 

quantity of sediment that can be entrained and carried onto the floodplain. This reflects the 

principles of sediment transport mechanics, as a higher discharge ultimately leads to a rise in 

stream power (Bagnold, 1977). As such, more significant storms instigate higher transport 

capacities and heightened potential for substantial quantities of material to be entrained as 

suspended load and bedload (Gartner et al., 2015; Millard et al., 2017) – increasing the sediment 

supply to the floodplain. Also, grain size is a first-order control governing the amount of 

sediment extending onto a floodplain to be provided to crevasse splay formation (Asselman and 

Middelkoop, 1995). Finer sediment requires less stream power to move, and thus the sediment 

supply to the floodplain is higher during these experiments (Ali et al., 2013). Consequently, using 

the sand grain distributions, it was shown that the higher discharges, combined with the finest 

sands, generated the largest crevasse splays. When discharge was decreased, crevasse splay size 

was reduced – with the same trend found when grain size was coarsened.  
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However, these findings contradict Millard et al. (2017), who concluded that the size of crevasse 

splays increased as the sediment fraction trialled was coarsened. Yet, using one set discharge, 

this conclusion was based on results obtained from only six model runs, limited to three distinct 

sediment sizes (fine silt, coarse silt and sand). Therefore, this research extended the sampled 

grain size distributions to encompass three silt fractions. Indeed, during the silt fraction 

experiments, the sediment supply to the floodplain is highest for a given discharge. The 

morphometry of the deposits generated highlighted that although phase A plays a crucial role 

in dictating the quantity of sediment available, it does not encapsulate the dynamic processes on 

the floodplain. Instead, once the sediment supply to the floodplain is defined, the amount of 

sediment deposited as part of the crevasse splay varies under different discharge and grain size 

conditions (Phase B). Deposition on the floodplain is determined by changes in flow velocities 

and, thus, the transport capacity of the floodwater (Hairsine et al., 2002; Polyakov and Nearing, 

2003).  

On the floodplain, the higher flow velocities associated with stronger storms can retain a higher 

proportion of the entrained sediment for longer distances than lower-intensity floods which 

have to deposit most of the suspended sediment closer to the river channel (Yuill et al., 2016). 

When the entrained sediment consists of coarser grains, the deposit extends a smaller distance 

due to the higher transport capacity required to carry this sediment fraction. These additional 

experiments showed that fine silts create the largest splays at low discharges due to the increased 

sediment supply compared to the sand grains, and the consequent low energy on the floodplain 

allows deposition. Whereas at high discharges, when this silt supply reaches the floodplain, it is 

transported away as washload, and thus the coarser silt distribution is shown to instigate the 

largest splays, with a decreasing trend in both grain size directions from this peak. At high 

discharges, the increasing trend in crevasse splay size from fine silt to very fine sand mirrors the 

conclusions of Millard et al. (2017) - which indicates that deposits get more extensive for a 

specific subset of coarsening grain sizes. Such findings suggest that the relationships between 

grain size, discharge, and deposit size are more intricate than previously thought, with a dynamic 

equilibrium existing wherein an optimum grain size exists to generate the largest splays, with 

this grain size shifting depending on storm size. 

CAESAR-Lisflood also allowed the alteration of floodplain roughness to analyse its impact on 

crevasse splay morphology because surface friction influences flow elevations and velocities 

(Mason et al., 2003). Floodplain roughness is primarily governed by riparian vegetation's 

presence, type and density (Darby, 1999). Such vegetation can considerably influence splay size 

by acting as sediment traps, reducing floodwater energy, and inducing deposition (Liu and Nepf, 
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2016). Floodplain roughness can also be driven by obstacles extending above the ground, 

changing flow momentum (Baptist et al., 2007). 

Here, floodplain roughness was defined using Manning's N, which provided a simple and 

effective mechanic to test the impact of surface friction on splay morphology. Notably, a 

roughness value did not constitute a specific floodplain environment, e.g. shrubland vs 

agricultural land, but was seen as a quantitative measure to test smooth vs rough depositional 

environments. This work has highlighted that when the floodplain is smoother, the deposit 

formed is less substantial than under conditions with higher surface friction. Smoother drainage 

conditions allow the flow to travel across the floodplain unconstrained. Consequently, the 

transport capacity is less likely to be exceeded and less sediment is deposited (Asselman and 

Middelkoop, 1995). Meanwhile, higher floodplain roughness values induce elevated levels of 

drag, which causes higher quantities of sediment to be released from the floodwater – 

corresponding with findings from flume experiments (Fraselle et al. 2010). 

However, upwards of N = 0.05, the gradient in splay size increase levelled off, with the size 

parameters remaining relatively constant, aside from deposit volume, which still grew gradually. 

Firstly, increased roughness causes the deposits to accrete substantially near the breach opening, 

which can then block additional sediment being supplied to the splay as it becomes blocked off. 

Secondly, there could be a point in the roughness values wherein the friction imparted on the 

flood flows such that a higher proportion of the sediment fraction is deposited closer to the 

breach opening, and simultaneously, there is a maximum extent on the floodplain that the flow 

does not have the energy to move the sediment past. This explanation compliments the different 

responses of deposit extents and volume to increasing roughness values. The low velocities at 

the deposit edge mean the material is deposited onto the existing splay, thus increasing the 

volume but not the splay extent.                                                                                                                             

These findings have highlighted that the three natural factors tested: storm size (discharge), grain 

size, and floodplain roughness, substantially impact deposit morphology. However, these are 

not the only drivers of flood-driven deposit morphology within natural environments. When 

comparing the natural morphometric scaling laws (length vs area and perimeter vs area) between 

the coastal and fluvial work in Figure 7-2, it was evident that there was more variation around a 

dominant gradient in the real-world coastal results. This indicates that some natural factors 

influencing deposit morphology are absent in the CAESAR-Lisflood experiments (chapter 5). 

Each washover deposit sourced from the post-storm aerial imagery would be affected by the 

unique elevation profile of the barrier/shoreline they encountered during the flood event. The 

topography of the floodplain on which the deposit forms can alter the expected terminal 
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morphology (Morton and Sallenger, 2003; Millard et al., 2017). Elevation changes can alter flow 

speeds and energy – directly influencing the capability of the floodwaters to transport sediment 

(Soria et al., 2017), which can cause variations in deposit size and shape. Further, surface 

depressions can result in slow-moving sediment-laden flood waters where deposition must 

occur due to lower transport capacity and thus, landforms are restricted by local topography 

(Donnelly et al., 2006). Therefore, this demonstrates that the impact of the natural environment 

on flood-driven deposit morphology is not limited to being a function of storm size, grain size 

and roughness, the factors quantitatively assessed in this research.  

8.2.2 Research Question 2  

How does the morphometry of flood-driven deposits differ between natural (unbuilt) and built floodplains? How 

might the spatial characteristics of built environments determine the size and distribution of flood-driven deposits?  

Research question 2 has been addressed through the analysis of flood-driven sediment deposits 

in built environments within chapter 3 (Coastal) and chapter 6 (Fluvial), providing novel 

information regarding the impact of built infrastructure on the shape and size of these 

landforms. 

Previously, little quantitative research has examined anthropogenic development's effect on 

morphological landforms. The development of quantitative data has illustrated how the built 

environment can disrupt natural norms of deposit morphology whilst also highlighting the 

relative influence of specific urban characteristics, including the urban fabric density (here 

termed built fraction) and street length (Boeing, 2017). This analysis has built upon work by 

Roger et al. (2015), who demonstrated the blocking effect that a range of urban areas in the US 

have on coastal washover formation. It has also extended on early theory developed by 

Nordstrom (1994), who suggested that humans can alter natural landforms through changing 

sediment sources, pathways and sinks. 

Regarding deposit size, the fluvial work allowed regression models to be run within each grain 

size distribution to assess how size-related measures such as area and volume can be predicted 

using storm size and built fraction. Storm size had a significant positive impact on each size 

metric – consistent with the natural work in Research Question 1, yet the models showed built 

fractions to have varying directions of effects and significance. Alongside this, morphometric 

scaling relationships were developed to observe the quantitative difference of deposits between 

natural and built environments in coastal (Figure 3-4) and fluvial (Figure 7-1) landscapes. 
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Comparatively to the other size metrics, the effect of built environments on deposit length was 

relatively minor. The very fine, fine, and medium sand regression models showed that increasing 

built fraction has no significant impact on intrusion length, whereas there was a negative impact 

in the coarse and very coarse sands. Such a pattern is likely a testament to the various impacts 

the built environment can impart on the intrusion distance of deposits. It is suggested that there 

is a balance between the amounts of blocking and channelling that can occur as the built fraction 

increases, with both processes countering each other. The roads and pathways between 

buildings provide conduits for channelised deposition, whereas the buildings can reduce flow 

energy and induce deposition (Hall and Halsey, 1991; Houser, 2013; Rogers et al., 2015). This is 

reflected within the length vs area scaling relationships derived from the coastal and fluvial 

datasets, indicating no difference between the natural and built environments.  

However, the impact of built environments on the planform shape of the landforms was evident 

when using the deposit perimeters. The perimeter of the landforms produced in built settings 

is typically higher than those formed on natural floodplains for a given deposit area. This was 

highlighted in the morphometric scaling laws (coastal and fluvial), as well as a significant positive 

impact of the built fraction on perimeters (fluvial). The Distortion Index (DI) was developed to 

analyse this relationship in greater detail, which calculates the extent a deposit's perimeter 

diverges from that expected for a given semi-circle area – noted to be representative of an 

undisturbed natural depositional fan (Donnelly et al., 2006; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Yuill et al., 

2016). The DI results added detail to the difference in deposit shape between those formed in 

natural and built environments. Deposits extending into built domains typically have higher DI 

values than those in natural landscapes, with increasing built fraction having a significant 

positive impact (p < 0.001) on DI (coastal and fluvial). Therefore, the planform shape of 

depositional sediment landforms in natural and built settings is distinct, with the natural norms 

being disrupted by anthropogenic development. This corresponds with Nordstrom (1994, 

2004), who suggested that built infrastructure can substantially impact landform morphology. 

However, other factors affect deposit shape in built environments other than the density of 

buildings, given the discrepancy between the explanatory power within the real-world deposit 

samples in chapter 3 (R-squared = 0.51) and those generated by models in chapters 3 and 6 

(R-squared > 0.8). These can include the presence of fronting dunes in the coastal domain, 

which can alter the quantity of mobile sediment (Nott, 2006), as well as factors affecting 

deposition in both coastal and fluvial environments, such as variations in local topography 

which can channel and disrupt flows (Kain et al., 2014), and the presence of vegetation within 

the built domain which increases the friction present, in turn, causing reductions in energy. 
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The built environment had similar effects on deposit area and volume. When the built fraction 

was increased, there was a universally strong negative impact on deposit areas and volumes (p 

< 0.001) for a given storm size and grain size distribution. Here, built environments disrupt 

sediment pathways, meaning areas of the floodplain that previously would have experienced 

sedimentation remain devoid of sediment supply. The blocking effect of the buildings close to 

the levee breach can alter the quantity of material extending further onto the floodplain and 

disrupt the velocity and direction of flows within the breach. Where the density of buildings is 

higher, there is more opportunity for blocking, as shown on barrier islands by Rogers et al. 

(2015), with fewer routes the floodwater laden with sediment can move through. In addition, 

during the natural model runs, the floodwaters created erosional channels on the floodplain, an 

element not permitted in the non-erodible built experiments – negating an additional facet of 

sediment supply. Fundamentally, these findings imply a substantial impact by the built 

environment, extenuated as the infrastructure becomes denser, on sediment budgets within a 

landscape by instigating a change in deposit extent and size.  

Despite the detrimental effect of the built environment on deposit area and volume, the 

morphometric scaling relationship between the two size parameters in the natural setting is 

shown to be preserved in the built environment - consistent with findings from Lazarus et al. 

(2022). This indicates that the reduction in area and volume are similar in magnitude, so the 

relationship is retained. Such findings contradict Rogers et al. (2015), who indicated that the 

scaling of washover deposit volume is affected by buildings. However, to conclude this, they 

plotted volume as a transect-oriented quantity against intrusion length which can ignore 3-

Dimensional components of deposits (Lazarus et al., 2022), including where sediment branches 

down streets and in between buildings and where thickness varies spatially. Therefore, this 

study's findings suggest that the whole of a deposit should be considered to derive accurate 

reflections of sediment flux and allow the volume to be estimated from the area.  

8.2.3 Research Question 3 

How are flood-driven deposits in coastal and fluvial settings morphologically similar? How do they compare to 

depositional landforms from broader literature?  

Flood-driven sediment deposits produced in coastal and fluvial environments are often studied 

separately, despite the parallels between the energy of water flow and the mechanisms of 

sediment transport and deposition (Beever et al., 2016). At present, coastal washover is seen as 

a distinct morphological landform to fluvial crevasse splays. However, if shown to be similar, it 

allows for studying the sediment deposits in tandem. Therefore, the knowledge of the landforms 
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produced in one environment could be vital in developing a substantial understanding of 

morphological processes in both settings, efficiently and in detail. 

The data synthesis in chapter 7 brought together the quantitative results from the coastal and 

fluvial research. It was demonstrated that there was some overlap between the morphometric 

scaling relationships derived from the two datasets – in both natural and built environments. 

However, the lengths of the crevasse splays produced using CAESAR-Lisflood were lower for 

a given area than the coastal deposits sampled. Reasons for such differences have been provided 

in chapter 7. These include the lack of topography in the model experiments – which can cause 

channelling and reduced lateral spread in the coastal environments – leading to narrower, 

elongated deposits and the dominant flow direction of overwash being directly inland. It was 

also shown that the perimeters of the crevasse splays were higher for a given area than the 

coastal deposits. The primary reason for this is the input raster's 2 m spatial resolution, which 

limits the output deposits to be displayed as 2 x 2 m blocks – causing longer perimeters than if 

the edge of the landforms were smooth. The effect of this could be exaggerated by the digitising 

method used to extract the outlines of coastal deposits from high-resolution aerial imagery - 

where manual digitising can overly smooth the deposit edges. 

Despite these variances in the coastal and fluvial scaling relationship distribution, the most 

important similarity was their gradient. Thus, as the deposit area increases, deposit length and 

perimeter rise at the same rate in the coastal and fluvial work. Moreover, regardless of the length 

measurements being low and perimeters high relative to the area in the modelled crevasse splays, 

the deposits still fit within the distribution of the washover deposits. Therefore, it can be 

deduced that the real-world washover and modelled splays are morphologically similar, 

notwithstanding the slight variation in length and perimeter measurements – caused by the 

different methodologies used to generate the datasets. 

The synthesis also combined the results obtained in this work with data extracted from previous 

literature. The dataset compiled from literature included deposits formed on natural coastal 

floodplains (Hudock et al., 2014; Lazarus, 2016; Rodriguez et al., 2020; Williams and Rains, 2022), 

natural fluvial floodplains (Guzzetti et al., 1997; Millard et al. 2017), fan deposits on Mars (Kraal 

et al. 2008), and natural and built environment coastal floodplains in a flume experiment (Lazarus 

et al. 2022). From this comparative analysis, it was acknowledged that the natural and built results 

from the coastal environment (Chapter 3) and those created by CAESAR-Lisflood from the 

fluvial domain (Chapters 5 and 6) closely correlate with the morphometric data extracted from 

literature – consisting of a large number of deposits across many environments and scales. Such 

findings indicate that the CAESAR-Lisflood generated splay deposits reflect the genuine 
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morphometric scaling relationships observed in real-world scenarios and experimental work. 

Therefore, as well as the 2-dimensional reduced-complexity model gaining qualitative validity in 

its ability to reflect realistic morphological patterns, including how deposits close off to 

additional sediment, CAESAR-Lisflood is shown to be quantitatively accurate in its depictions 

of flood-driven deposits.  

8.3 Implications 

With floods in both morphological systems likely to continue rising in intensity and frequency 

because of global climate change (Lim, 2022), coupled with the urbanisation of hazard-prone 

floodplains (Monk et al., 2019), improving our understanding of the impacts such extreme events 

on natural and built environments is crucial. This work has begun to improve our knowledge 

of such hazards by delivering new data concerning depositional landforms in floodplain 

environments, enriching the understanding of elements that drive variations in their 

morphology. Moreover, it has enhanced the knowledge of the impact anthropogenic 

development on floodplains can have on deposit size, shape, and consequently, the sediment 

budget of landscapes. 

Understanding the controls on the development of natural sediment deposits can help manage 

floodplains, reconstruct paleoenvironmental conditions, and forecast sand-body connectivity 

below the surface (Bridge, 1984; Millard et al., 2017). Some key findings replicated and extended 

upon morphological patterns observed in other work regarding the natural domain. For 

example, it has been shown that storm size, grain size and floodplain roughness play a first-

order role in determining the terminal morphology of sediment deposits and floodplain 

sedimentation patterns. From the results obtained, alongside previous research, it is highlighted 

that two distinct phases ultimately decide the size of splays: 

A. The quantity of sediment delivered to the floodplain  

B. The quantity of this sediment then deposited on the floodplain 

The model results indicate that storm size is dominant in driving the quantity of sediment supply 

– the higher the energy, the higher the supply. However, it has been clear that independent of 

storm size, grain size is a significant component controlling terminal splay size by influencing 

sediment availability and the distribution of sedimentation on the floodplain – as suggested by 

Slingerland and Smith (1998) and Dingle et al. (2020). The grain size findings are novel because 

they extend on Millard et al. (2017), who indicated that splays become larger as grain size 

coarsens. However, here it is demonstrated that there is a more intricate pattern wherein a 

dynamic equilibrium appears where an optimum grain size exists to generate the largest splays, 
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which shifts depending on storm size. Fine silts create the largest splays at low discharges due 

to the increased sediment supply compared to coarser grains and the consequent low energy on 

the floodplain. Whereas at high discharges, when this silt supply reaches the floodplain, it is 

transported away as washload, and thus very fine sand is shown to instigate the largest splays, 

with a decreasing trend in both grain size directions from this peak. Furthermore, floodplain 

conditions can alter the morphodynamics and induce varied depositional patterns once the 

sediment has exited the breach. For example, where floodplain roughness is low, flows can 

retain their energy and transport capacity, whereas high friction environments induce drag and 

cause substantial deposits to form. These findings contribute to understanding where various 

fluvial landscapes will fall regarding their potential depositional features and strengthen the 

ability to predict morphodynamic behaviours – seen in modern systems and those that have 

created ancient deposits (Millard et al., 2017).  

Moving to the built environment, it is clear that anthropogenic development profoundly impacts 

landforms produced during coastal and fluvial floods. These findings indicate the principle 

theory set out by Nordstrom (1994): humans can alter the morphological environment by 

changing the sources, pathways and sinks of sediment and, consequently, the size and shape of 

sedimentary landforms produced. Consequently, landscapes that have been transformed by 

human activity, whether that be roads, buildings, or even flood defences such as sea walls and 

groynes (Nordstrom, 1994), represent distinct depositional systems to the natural domain. Thus, 

to fully comprehend and plan for managing morphological events extending into 

anthropogenically developed environments, one must understand the role of the built 

environment. 

The results obtained from CAESAR-Lisflood show that built environments considerably 

impact the quantity of sediment transported onto floodplains, thus impacting the abundance 

and distribution of sediment deposition in landscapes. The quantity of sediment moved onto 

floodplains, a major component of the sediment budget, is a significant facet of landscape 

development in the environments found directly alongside coasts and rivers (Croke et al., 2013; 

Plomaritis et al., 2018). When the amount of sediment delivered to the system is altered, it can 

harm the long-term viability of these landscapes both morphologically and ecologically (Rogers 

et al., 2015; Lazarus et al., 2022). In this research, it has been demonstrated that when the built 

fraction was increased, area and volume measurements decreased, highlighting the detrimental 

impact of built infrastructure on sediment influx. On top of this, post-storm clean-up efforts 

often remove the sediment from the affected area to elsewhere (Lazarus and Goldstein, 2019) 

– further decreasing the sediment supply. 
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A reduction in sediment supply to built-up floodplains points towards future issues for these 

inhabited areas – particularly in the coastal environment. For example, barrier islands rely on 

sediment input in order to retain their elevation relative to sea level. Therefore, where these 

shorelines receive less sediment from its principal source – overwash delivery – the barrier 

system is unlikely to retain its elevation relative to projected sea level rise. In the US specifically, 

where the population of barrier islands is more than 1.4 million (Zhang and Leatherman, 2011) 

and continuously growing, there is a hotspot of sea level rise with rates 3 -4 times the global 

average (Sallenger, 2012). Due to consistent sediment supply, natural shorelines will likely persist 

via landward migration over time (Timmons et al., 2010; Rogers et al., 2015), yet built settings 

will lack this process, and, as such, there is potential that these built-up barrier islands may 

become inundated under projected rising sea levels. In the meantime, with it estimated that by 

the year 2100, the global sea levels will rise in the range of 28 – 61 cm (Swapna et al., 2020), 

causing infrastructure and human populations to experience considerably more exposure during 

large storms, with associated amplified damage and recovery costs. As a result of the increased 

risk to populations inhabiting flood-prone environments, the morphological outcomes of flood 

events must be understood to allow suitable mitigation mechanisms to be put in place to reduce 

the impact of such events. 

Despite the negative impact on deposit area and volume associated with increasing built 

environment densities, the morphometric scaling laws concerning volume measurements and 

area are preserved, corresponding with findings from Lazarus et al. (2022). Such findings counter 

the argument of Rogers et al. (2015), which indicated that built environments disturb the scaling 

of washover volume. As replicated in this research, they plotted a width-averaged volume as a 

function of intrusion length, which creates a noisy relationship – even when the volume is not 

normalised (Lazarus et al. 2022). By default, these transect-oriented scaling relationships can lose 

substantial detail of the three-dimensional properties of a deposit. For example, a transect may 

represent a thin slice of a deposit close to the margin or through the thickest part – causing an 

exaggerated volume to be calculated. Further, it is not applicable in a built environment where 

the deposits branch down streets and between buildings – where the detail would be lost. 

Therefore, it is essential to consider the whole of the deposits as a function of their volume and 

area to accurately represent sediment flux in natural and built depositional settings. 

The primary influence on the volume vs area scaling relationship is grain size, with the coarser 

sands exhibiting steeper gradients and thus thicker deposits than finer sands, with the gradients 

insensitive to the density of the built environments. Whilst the built environment can cause the 

planform shape of deposits to become distorted from natural norms, as highlighted by the 

perimeter vs area scaling relationship and the subsequent Distortion Index metric, volume as a 
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function of the area remains undisturbed. Therefore, it implies there is potential to take 2D data 

- derived from aerial imagery (such as that provided by NOAA for post-hurricane information) 

- and convert it into 3D information. Indeed, obtaining data regarding deposit area and grain 

size can facilitate the estimation of a deposit's volume because the area can be viewed as a 

powerful predictor of landform volume across a range of built environments. 

The ability to ascertain deposit volumes from 2D size metric can be beneficial in two ways. 

Firstly, it offers the chance to look at aerial imagery of historic flood events and determine the 

quantity of sediment offloaded onto the environment during overwash/levee breaching. From 

this, it would be possible to estimate sediment supply during these events and thus observe and 

quantify how sediment budgets – driven by extreme events – have changed with the increasing 

presence of humans and their associated infrastructure. Additionally, predicting sediment 

deposit volume from area measurements allows land managers and policymakers to make more 

informed decisions in management and resourcing. For example, if the deposit area is known 

within a built environment or across a road network, the estimated volume would allow clean-

up tasks to be more time and cost-efficient, such as permitting suitable resourcing of an 

appropriate number of bulldozers to clear the land. Furthermore, estimating volumes of 

sediment deposits from aerial imagery – a common resource immediately post-storm – allows 

the impacts on infrastructure, including roads and communication networks, to be assessed 

rapidly, enabling improved information to be available for authorities to undertake post-event 

emergency management. 

With anthropogenic development and pressures increasing in an array of hazard-prone regions 

worldwide (Chang et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2015; Odiase et al., 2019), it is important to note that 

the observed human impact on natural deposition patterns is unlikely to be limited to the low-

lying coastal and fluvial floodplain domains. Other hydrological events which instigate water to 

enter and flow through built environments, such as tsunamis, follow the same transportation 

and deposition laws, whilst it can be assumed that there would be some degree of replication in 

other geomorphic fields, e.g. landslides, avalanches, and volcanic eruptions, wherein built 

infrastructure also impacts on flow patterns (Gurioli et al., 2005; Bricker et al., 2015). Therefore, 

expanding the knowledge and understanding of flood-driven deposits in natural and built 

environments can aid in developing the resilience of other built environments to cope with the 

effects of natural disasters. 

A crucial part of building this resilience is to predict the impact such events will have in the 

future. With changing weather patterns, sea level rise, and increasing anthropogenic pressures, 

being able to model the impacts these factors have on our current understanding of risk is 
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essential. Our ability to trust that models used to predict impacts represent real-world conditions 

is essential (Baart et al., 2016). CAESAR-Lisflood (Coulthard et al., 2013), which is a two-

dimensional reduced-complexity morphodynamic model (cellular automata), has proven a 

valuable tool for studying the drivers of deposit morphology. The results suggest that CAESAR-

Lisflood can qualitatively reflect real-world morphological norms while generating crevasse 

splays. Firstly, the termination of crevasse splay growth within the model runs mirror reality in 

how deposits close off to continued sediment supply (Roberts, 1997; Yuill et al., 2016). Once 

the accretion of material within the levee breach reaches a certain thickness, the deposit is closed 

off to additional sediment. During the experiments, it was observed that the breach became 

blocked after some time, and floodwaters no longer propagated onto the floodplain. Secondly, 

the splay deposits created by CAESAR-Lisflood show a thinning pattern from the deepest part 

of the landform close to the levee breach opening, moving outwards to the deposit edge. Such 

a pattern mirrors natural crevasse splays in New South Wales, Australia (O'Brien and Wells, 

1986) and overbank sedimentation on Brandywine Creek, Pennsylvania (Pizzuto, 1987). 

However, it is challenging to quantifiably validate cellular automata models against real-world 

individual landforms (Coulthard et al., 2007; Fonstad, 2013). Nevertheless, the work undertaken 

in this thesis has allowed the crevasse splays generated to be compared quantitatively to flood-

driven sediment deposits studied in other work from a range of experiments and real-world 

observations (e.g. Lazarus, 2016; Millard et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2022), including the washover 

sampled in chapter 3. It has been shown that the splays generated by CAESAR-Lisflood fit 

within the distributions of the morphometric scaling relationships of the other landform 

examples, as well as matching the scaling gradients – indicating a rise in one metric causes the 

same increase in another. Such an assessment adds quantitative validity in using reduced 

complexity models, particularly CAESAR-Lisflood, with its assimilation of a more advanced 

flow model, to study morphological landforms and the controls on their size and shape. This 

provides confidence to those using such model outputs in the future to prepare for, and respond 

to, events in which large quantities of sediment are deposited on the floodplain.  
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8.4 Future research avenues 

The methodology used in this research has successfully obtained a substantial amount of 

quantitative data, significantly enhancing the understanding of the size and shape of flood-

driven sediment deposits in coastal and fluvial settings, along with the impact of humans on 

natural norms. However, when considering the method's limitations and this thesis's findings, 

potential opportunities for future research present themselves. 

The coastal research into washover deposits has focused solely on sandy barrier islands and low-

lying coasts along the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the US. This can be extended two-fold. Firstly, 

washover deposits can be studied within other sandy coasts worldwide. Accounts of the 

sediment budgets in these landscapes, including atoll islands in the Pacific and Maldives, can 

provide important information regarding the future of these vulnerable settings during sea level 

rise. Forecasts based on simple hydrodynamic models indicate that these islands will be 

uninhabitable due to sea level rise (Storlazzi et al., 2018) – but these consider the islands to be 

immobile. Instead, if the dynamic processes of repeated overwash, and the intertwined sediment 

delivery, are reflected, these landscapes could retain their height relative to sea level (Masselink 

et al., 2020).  

Secondly, this work could be extended to gravel deposits because this coarser sediment 

dominates many coastal and fluvial settings. This includes the coasts of Northern Europe, Japan, 

and New Zealand (Buscombe and Masselink, 2006; Almeida et al., 2017), where the sediment 

supply and wave energy causes coarse-grained sediment to accumulate along the shore (Orford 

et al., 2002). Gravel barriers also rely on overwash occurrence and the creation of washover 

deposits in their rollover mechanism to retain their heights relative to sea level and migrate 

landwards (Carter and Orford, 1993; Matias et al., 2014). Therefore, it would be beneficial to 

understand better the washover produced in these gravel-dominated landscapes to assess and 

project future responses to rising sea levels and allow a comparison with sandy shores. On top 

of this, a numerical morphological model specific to coasts, such as XBeach (Roelvink et al., 

2009), could be used to explore whether the deposits generated conform to scaling relationships 

observed here and with wider literature, using a broad range of sediment size distributions – to 

assess sandy and gravel-based systems. The locations and conditions under which the scaling 

relationships are broken can be identified by generating a comprehensive dataset of 

morphometric components of flood deposits in a range of environments. 

This thesis has investigated the effect of various natural environmental conditions whilst 

retaining a deliberately flattened floodplain. Nevertheless, it is widely understood that the 
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antecedent topography of landscapes considerably impacts the morphology of flood-driven 

sediment deposits by altering the flow directions of overwash (Kain et al., 2014). Variable 

elevation on floodplains could account for a large proportion of the differences between the 

explanatory powers deposit shape in the real-world and model regression models. The effect of 

simple topographies comprising a drained and ponded floodplain has previously been tested in 

crevasse splay formation (Millard et al., 2017). However, there is room for an in-depth 

investigation into the quantitative impact of more complex elevation profiles on sediment 

deposits and to what degree the shape and size of the depositional landforms can be affected. 

For efficiency, the CAESAR-Lisflood results in this research were limited to a 2 x 2 m raster 

grid to allow many depositional environments and conditions to be tested. Therefore, the key 

caveat to this work is its restriction to the spatial resolution necessary for the work to be 

undertaken and the simplistic built environments required to be utilised in the CAESAR-

Lisflood software to explore the impact of anthropogenic development on deposit morphology. 

However, it is essential to note that despite this potential issue, the morphometric scaling 

relationships developed here closely reflected those observed in the real world and laboratory 

experiments. Regardless, due to the ongoing technological advances, the availability of high-

resolution data will only increase, as well as an increase in computational power, resulting in 

morphological processes being studied in greater detail. For example, in a built environment, 

this could include the ability to incorporate barrier features such as fences and pavements and 

high-resolution spatially variable roughness values to illustrate gardens and parks. Although it 

has been shown to replicate morphometric scaling relationships within many other studies, the 

next stage could be to test the morphological outcomes of CAESAR-Lisflood, regarding 

crevasse splays, to a real-world flood event that induced splay formation. Using parameters 

reflecting the flood conditions that occurred, including discharge, quantities of sediment load 

and grain size distributions, and an elevation layer representing pre-flood conditions, it could be 

investigated to what extent the morphological model reflects the event's outcomes. 

An opportunity to explore the effect of built environments on sediment budgets over a period 

of time has presented itself. In this work, as well as in Lazarus et al. (2022), it has been indicated 

that the volume vs area morphometric scaling relationship is preserved between natural and 

built environments irrespective of the density of the built fabric. Therefore, there is the 

possibility to use historical flood events to observe how deposits have changed through time 

with increasing built development. By georeferencing historical imagery or using previous 

measurements of deposits, a time series analysis could be completed investigating the impact of 

a built environment on a coast over time – assessing changes in sediment flux as humans alter 

the landscape.  
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Finally, the morphometric scaling relationships derived in this work are constructed using 

depictions of depositional landforms captured at a specific point in time – providing quantitative 

data concerning a snapshot of deposits (Bull, 1975). Indeed, they are a result of physical 

processes rather than a direct measure of morphodynamics which occur during flood events 

(Mackin, 1963; Lazarus et al., 2020). Consequently, they do not address the impacts of natural 

conditions and built environments on the underlying flow dynamics, and how landforms form 

and develop. Therefore, future research could aim to explore the underpinning processes 

driving the disturbance effect of built structures on flow velocities and directions, and the 

subsequent impacts on sediment deposition. As technology advances, the ability to investigate 

overwash processes and morphology during storm events is enhanced. This additional research 

could be undertaken in high-spec laboratory experiments, or using sensor platforms which can 

be placed in floodplains during a storm event. For example, the novel MeOW equipment 

developed by Reeves et al., (2021) can capture high-resolution water and sediment elevations 

once per minute during flood events (Borrell and Puleo, 2019). Such work would provide in-

depth understanding of the morphodynamics which drive landform formation in natural and 

built environments.  
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